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That time of year thou mayst in me
behold
When yellow leaves, or none,
or few do hang
Upon those boughs which shake against
the cold,
Bare ruined choirs,
where late the sweet birds sang . . .
Shakespeare
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. . . Man is the shuttle,
to whose winding quest
And passage through these looms
God ordered motion,
but ordained no rest.
Henry Vaughan
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There are moral, metaphysical,
physical professors;
Professors of languages,
of history, of mathematics,
Of experimental science . . .
John Henry Newman
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. . . . the wise man looks into space,
and does not regard the small as too little,
nor the great as too big;
for he knows that there is no limit to dimensions.
Lao-tse
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But the artist appeals to
that part of our being
which is not dependent on
wisdom; to that in us which
is a gift and not an
acquisition— and therefore,
more permanently enduring.
Joseph Conrad
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From harmony, from heav’nly harmony,
This universal frame began:
When Nature underneath a heap
Of jarring atoms lay,
And could not heave her head,
The tuneful voice was heard from high,
"Arise, ye more than dead . . .”
John Dryden
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. . . Read not to contradict and confute,
nor to believe and take for granted,
nor to find talk and discourse,
but to weigh and consider. Some
books are to be tasted, others to be
swallowed, and some few to be chewed
and digested . . .
Sir Francis Bacon
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Each Life
Converges to some Center—
Expressed— or still—
Exists in every
Human Nature
A Goal—
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Behold the life at ease; it drifts.
The sharpened life commands its
course.
George Meredith
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Sometimes with secure delight
The upland hamlets will invite,
When the merry bells ring round,
And the jocund rebecks sound
To many a youth and many a maid
Dancing in the chequered shade,
And young and old come forth to play
On sunshine holiday,
Till the livelong daylight fail . . .
John Milton
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If I should lose, let me stand
by the road
And cheer as the winners go by!
Berton Braley
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President Thompson
Dr. R. Franklin Thompson has been President of the
Jniversity of Puget Sound for twenty-five years. In 1942
le came to this responsibility as the youngest university
President at that time. In the intervening years the
Jniversity of Puget Sound has become widely known
or its academic excellence. Each year a major building
las been added to the campus facilities and the Endow-
nent Fund has been quadrupled. In these past twenty-five
'ears Dr. Thompson has personally raised more than
ixteen million dollars for the university. The R. Franklin
Ihompson Science Complex now nearing completion
s the largest single building project in the school’s
listory.
Dr. Thompson, a native of Nebraska, graduated from
Nebraska Wesleyan University. He did graduate work
,t Drew University where he earned a Bachelor of
divinity degree, a Master’s degree and a Ph.D. degree.
S^hile at Drew he received a graduate fellowship to)xford University where he studied at Mansfield Col-
;ge and later at the University of Zurich in Switzerland.
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DR. RICHARD D. SMITH DR. GERALD W. BANKS
Vice President of the University and Dean of Students Vice President of the University and Bursar
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DR. ROBERT BOCK
Dean of the University
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Dean of the Graduate School
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&rRAMON PAYNE
Dean of Men V,
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MRS. MARY CURRAN
Dean of Women
LARRY STENBERG
Director of Admissions
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MRS. DOROTHY GREENWOOD
Assistant Director of Admissions
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MRS. KAREN BEVERLY
Admissions Counselor
LEWIS DIBBLE
Director of Financial Aid
JAMES MANCUSO
Admissions Counselor
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MRS. DESSEL HAMILTON
Coordinator of Women’s Counseling
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Director of Athletic Publicity and Alumni Director
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Director of Public Relations
PAUL PERDUE
Director of Job Placement
LOU RAPHAEL
University Publicity Director
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Registrar
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Head Librarian
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ASUPS President
As a student of this University you are made aware of many things, all of
which will prepare you for your future role in society. The degree of participation
you display in your undergraduate years, whether it be in academic, social
or athletic affairs, will directly affect your later success.
Student Government will make available to you one area of such participa¬
tion. In its desires to present further programs to the student body, to stimulate
interest where it is needed, to supplement the academic, social and athletic fields,
the ASB gears its programs to include as many University students as possible.
By participating, you will make use of the outlets provided for furthering your
practical education.
The Artist and Lecture Program, whereby the students are provided with "big
name” entertainment, are exposed to top political issues and are introduced to a
variety of fields through lectures by visiting professors, is entirely administered
by the student body. Students are chosen each year to head committees for
the annual events sponsored by the Student Government; Homecoming, Spring
Weekend, Publications and Christmas ’Round Campus are just a few of these
events.
There is a close cooperation existing between Students, Faculty and Ad¬
ministration at UPS which makes possible the successful Student Government
programs. Only through your added contribution can the existing life of the
University continue to be rewarding for all. Those before you who have laid the
cornerstones but they need the work of those who follow to build a strong
base for growth.
This university community provides you with an opportunity to build your
confidence and to become a good citizen and only through active participation
can these ideas be realized by you.
Tut f
A.S.B. President
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President
BILL BROWN
First Vice President
MARCIA BURDETTE
Second Vice President
CLAY LOGES
1966-67 Officers
The Associated Student Body officers have the responsibility of
managing the entire ASUPS; to see that it is run smoothly and to the
wishes of the student body as a whole.
Bill Brown’s duties as president were to serve as chief executive
of the ASUPS organization and to preside over all Central Board
meetings. The president oversees the budget and the Artist and Lectures
Committees. The president also maintains appointive powers subject to
the approval of Central Board.
As first vice president, Marcia Burdette was chairman of the Pub¬
lications Committee, the Elections Committee, and the Artist and
Lectures Coordinating Committee. The first vice president also helps
compile the budget and is responsible for printing the Log Book.
The duties of the second vice president, Clay Loges, were to serve
as chairman of the Student Affairs Committee, as a member of the
Publications Committee, and as director of the ASUPS budget. Clay,
who was elected to serve as president next year, was also responsible
for the printing of the Logger Ledger and the Social Calendar.
Cookie Riutta, as executive secretary, was responsible for keeping
accurate records of all ASUPS proceedings and to perform the duties
of a secretary.
Executive Secretary
COOKIE RIUTTA
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1966-67
Central Board
Student government at the University took another step toward increasing
student awareness and more meaningful expenditure of student energy.
The Student Used Book Association sold unwanted texts at low prices to
fellow students. It proved a beneficial success during spring registration. The
non-profit exchange won unanimous Central Board approval, with the Delegates-
at-Large handling planning and operation.
Ideas regarding Central Board, the ASUPS, and the "University Community”
as one united body were introduced during the Fall Leadership Conference.
Improving student publications, the Artist and Lecture program, and inter¬
relations among the administration, faculty and student body were discussed.
For the second year, ASUPS raised sufficient money to build a school in an
underprivileged area of the world, increasing the educational opportunities for
its people. This was directed by the Sophomore Class Council.
In an effort to improve communications, it was proposed that a carrier-
current radio station be established with reception in all living areas on campus.
The most controversial topics of discussion involved tuition increase and re¬
duction of the academic load to 15 hours. A mutual understanding of these
issues was aided by an informal meeting of students, administration, and
faculty members in the home of R. Franklin Thompson, President of U.P.S.
Members of the administration attended CB meetings to explain reasons behind
the issues and to assimilate student reactions. Each challenge that is met by
Central Board is a progressive step toward maturity and responsibility citizen¬
ship.
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BILL BROWN
ASB President
MARCIA BURDETTE
1st Vice President
P ft
CLAY LOGES
2nd Vice President
COOKIE RIUTTA
Executive Secretary
-T-
BART BONA
Senior Class Senator
STEVE DOOLITTLE
Junior Class Senator
RALPH McEWEN
Soph. Class Senator
SCOTTY SMITH
Fresh. Class President
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DARRELL McCLUNEY
Delegate-at-Large JIM GARBERDelegate-atJ-arge LOUIS C. SMITHDelegate-at-Large BETSY FINCHPanhellenic Representative JIM CORBINI.F.C. Representative
wr*
KAREN SPENCE BOB COUNTRYMAN DR. DEWANE LAMKA MRS. KAREN BEVERLYVomen’s Dorm Representative Men’s Dorm Representative General Manager Faculty Representative
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SUZIE ZIMMERMAN, centered
EDIE STEIGER and SANDY HARVEY
JOHN BARLINE, Yell King
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1966-1967
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Rally Squad
JENNIFER BOYD JOHN KEMP
BART SOLI
EMILY BREITENSTEIN
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Freshman Class Council
Sophomore Class Council
The Freshman Class Council serves as a means of communications be¬
tween members of the freshman class and the student body. With rep¬
resentatives from each living group, it decides on a Freshman Class
project. Standing, L-R: Arlene Brown, Doug Albright, George Ramb,
Sue Hull, Bruce Melin. Sitting L-R: Ken Chikasuye, Leith Moreland,
Greg Getaz, Scotty Smith— president, Margo Miller, Kathy Lewis and
Ed Horne
The Sophomore Class Council worked mainly toward completing their
school-to-school Peace Corps project. Representatives were Standing
L-R: Chris Huss, Mike Wood, Kathy Coplan, Sandy Browning, Nancy
Cooper, Marilyn Minnitti, Helen Whiteford, Laurel Call, and Richard
Service. Seated L-R: Soph. Class Senator Ralph McEwen, Marilee
Puckett, Jim Rudolph, and Susie Phemister.
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Panhellenic Seated L-R: Cookie Riutta, Janie Nelles— president, Karyl Krah;Standing L-R: Betsy Finch, Nancy Hall, Karen Bagne.
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Interfraternity
Council
ROM'/ Burr Anderson, Bill Baker; 3rd Row: Kent Pearse,'WayneSpieckerman, Jim Halstead, Chris Schmidt; 2nd Row: John Chouinard,
Mike Hara, Steve Kneeshaw, John Barline, Craig Killam; 1st Row:
Dean Henry, Jim Corbin, Glenn Sibley, Tom Rook, John Mackay.
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Elections
Elections Committee sets up rules and regulations for cam¬
paigning during ASB elections. Pictured are L-R: Dr. Paul
Heppe, Sari Islam, Marcia Burdette, Jill Priest, and Gay
Brazas,
4
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Publications
Serves as an advisory committee to the Central Board on matters con¬
cerning publications on campus. Standing L-R: Roy Jacobson, ClayLoges, Marcia Burdette, and Bruce Kellman. Seated: Jay Martin.
Finance Committee The Finance Committee governs matters concerning finance of the StudeBody. From L-R: James A. Smith— controller, Cookie Riutta, Clay Loges, EDewane Lamka, and Bill Brown.
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Judicial Council has the power to review the Constitution of the ASB andsuggest amendments, to decide questions regarding the constitutionality ofactions taken by Central Board, and to approve and review the constitutionsof various organizations under the ASB rule. Pictured Prom L-R are:Tom Iverson, Paul Durand, Sue Rasell, Bob Sprenger— Chairman, LindaSnyder, and Steve Kneeshaw
Judicial Council
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Student
Affairs
Committee
Student Affairs Committee
controls social activities on
campus. Members are L-R:
Ramon Payne, Clay Loges,
and Mrs. Mary Curran.
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Standing L-R: Clay Loges, Virginia Soule, Doug Smith; Seated L-R: Marcia
Burdette, Bruce Gladstone, and Dick Schmidt. Artist & Lecture
Artist Entertainment
Artist Entertainment Co-chairmen Karyl Krah and Rick Coovert
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Friday-at-Four Chairmen Sue Wylie and Virginia Soule.
Friday at Four
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! Campus Film Review
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Bruce Gladstone escorts speaker Drew Middleton.
Academic Lectures
Left to Right: Marv Cook and Paul Schmidt.
Seated L-R are: Gail Zimmerman, June Howell, Dick Schmidt, Dr. Paul Heppe, Lyle Green, TomRook.
Public
Affairs
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Seven
Day
Campus
Seven Day Campus provides recreational activities
on campus and loans out equipment such as bikes,
baseballs and bats, golf clubs, skate boards, tennis
rackets, and footballs. Members are From L-R: Dean
Ramon Payne, Dave Thomas, Mrs. Dessel Hamilton,
and Mrs. Mary Curran.
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The candle-lighting ceremony was impressive.
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Doc T. presented his annual Christmas message.
S
Christmas Around Campus
The Christmas Around Campus Committee planned the Christmas activities on campus.
Members are Seated L-R: Sandy McGilchrist, Linda Snyder, and Sue George.
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Spring Weekend Committee plans the activities for spring weekend, suchas song fest, and the fund raising Spring Carnival for the all schoolproject. Seated L-R are: Jerry Bassett, Mary Lou Couch, John Enz, andDon Moulton. Spring Weekend
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Student
Faculty
Relations
Student Faculty Relations
Committee is a coordinating
committee between the faculty
and the students. It makes
recommendations to the ad¬
ministration, faculty senate,
and the Central Board.
Standing From Left to Right are:
Coach Russell Wilkerson, Steve
Kneeshaw, Dean Payne, Norman
Anderson, Dr. Dewane Lamka.
Seated L-R are: Mrs. Dessel Ham¬
ilton, Mrs. Joyce Ward, Janie
Nelles, Mrs. Mary Curran, and
Annie Donahue.
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Homecoming Central
Committee
Bari; Row From L-R: Karyl Krah, Annie Donahue, Peggy Drake, Jama
Taylor— co-chairman, Barb Souther, Jan Hutson, Sue Bordner, MaryMagnuson; Middle From L-R: Ron McMullen, Rich Nevitt, Doug Smith,
Alex Davis; In Front: Mike Hara.
Daffodil
Float
Committee
Committee members are From Left
to Right: Chris Huss, Mike Flynn,
and Dale Beard. i
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^0Candy AckermanOregon City, Ore.1967 Gracia AlkemaPuyallup, Wn.1968 Gary BirchlerTacoma, Wn.1967 Sue BordnerOntario. Ore.1967Who’s Who in American Universities and Colleges
Bill Brown Elizabeth Brown Tom Brown
Spanaway, Wn. Olympia, Wn. Monitor, Wn.
1967 1967 1967
Jim Corbin
Tacoma,Wn.
1967
Carolyn Crothers Norbert Fratt Diane Garland Jean Groth Jeff Hale Mike Hara -Salem, Ore. Seattle, Wn. Tacoma, Wn. Honolulu, Ha. Tacoma, Wn. Honolulu, Ha.J967 1967 1967 1967 1968
Jacqueline Hofto
Tacoma, Wn.
1967
Dave Johnson
Lind,Wn.
1967
Phil Jones
Kent, Wn.
1967
Bruce KelJman
Selab, Wn.
1967
Gerald Kern
Tacoma, Wn.
1967
James Leggett
Tacoma, Wn.
1967
Clay Loges
Zillah, Wn.
1968
Cookie Riutta
Hoquiam,Wn.
1968
fryitL
John Ludwick
Wenatchee,Wn.
1967
Doug Smith
Hinsdale, III.
4
1967
Janie Nelles
Mt. Vernon, Wn.
1967
Robert Sprenger
Tacoma, Wn.
1967
Linda Ormeyer
Ephrata, Wn.
1967
Sue Spring
Tacoma, Wn.
1967
« 1*Joe Peyton Tom RookTacoma, Wn. San Marino, Calif .1967 1967
Donnell Washington
Tacoma, Wn.
1967
Sue Wylie
Twin Falls, Idaho
1967
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ACADEMICS
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AFROTC
School of
Arts and
Sciences
56
'
Capt. Richard Col. Robert
Conant Denomy
Capt. Orville Major Larry
Eliason Olsen
The Department of Aerospace studies at the University of
Puget Sound was officially organized on July 1, 1951. Its pur¬
pose is to select and educate college men to be leaders in the
United States Air Force.
Arnold Air Society, a branch of the Department of Aerospace
studies, trains men in college to be officers in the Air Force at
the time of their graduation.
The Department’s members have participated in many activities
this year such as the Orphan Christmas party, car washes, and
their annual Military Ball.
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Bill Colby
Hi
Sandy Shipps admires painting featured in this year's student art show.
Peggy Mayes
Monte Morrison
Lynn Wentworth
Art
The Department of Art, under the chairmanship of
Professor Lynn Wentworth, offers courses that make
available to the student, a degree of Bachelor of Arts,
with a major in art or a Bachelor of Fine Arts degree
with a major in art or a major in art education, and
courses leading to the Master of Fine Arts degree with
a major in art or a major in art education.
The students and faculty of the Art Department
were featured in many shows this year including the
Faculty Art Show which had work done by Bill Colby,
Lynn Wentworth, Peggy Mayes, Francis Chubb and
Monte Morrison; a Student Show featuring work of
Puget Sound students; a NW Artist Show; and a
Print Show.
1^, IT
Elaine Allen
Jon Hind
Sue Mickelsen
Sally Raymond
Dorthy De St. Croix
Gertrude Irish
Pierre Odier
Edith Steere
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Matt Michael, senior biology student, studies slides in Microbiology Lab.
Chris Elizabeth Diane Alana Norris Marcia Michael Ronald
Boutelle Brown Dressel Francis Granstrom Hamann Harris Kunst
4. Biology
SEES The Department of Biology seeks to train studentsto appreciate nature, biological processes, and the use¬fulness of biological knowledge in every day life. Thedepartment also attempts to train in the basic biologicallienees for pre-professional subjects such as medicine,medical technology, dentistry, and nursing.
Mike Martin Tom Martin Harold
Matt Michael Linda Nelson McCartney
David Wagner
r-
/*
Gordon Alcorn
T. Glen Haws
Murray Johnson
Ernest Karlstrom
James Slater
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Chemistry
The Department of Chemistry offers either
a major in chemistry or an elective curriculum
that is designed for students who want a
general course in chemistry leading to the
degree of Bachelor of Science.
The UPS Chemistry Department has been
on the Approved list of the American Chemical
Society’s Committee on Professional Training
for over ten years, the first to be so recognized
outside the two large state schools.
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Don Chittick
Ellwood Davidson
Robert Sprenger
Charles Curran
John Finch
Robert Harper
James Schindler
Robert Sprenger
William Staatz
Edgar Beverly
Mike Carte
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LeRoy Anrns
Phillip Hager
Vernon Hess
Harold Simonson
Ruth Meenk"1
HIP
JSSL9r — TB Melanie Hilstad. ifl Carol Milhoan^ ^ 7>J Kay Zaback
English
The Department of English offers courses lead¬
ing to both the Bachelor’s and Master’s degrees.
Students have the opportunity to study American
English; courses in advanced composition and
creative writing.
This year Ralph Corkrum was awarded a Ful-
bright Scholarship to Finland and Dr. H. P.
Simmonson, Department chairman was chosen to
give the second Regester Lectureship. He entitled
his lecture "The Closed Frontier and American
Tragedy.”
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Sue
Kik
Marvin Davis
Diane Garland
Joe Garnero
Jane Mitchell
Carole Norberg
Carol Roos
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The Foreign Language Department of UPS
offers degrees in French, German, and Spanish.
Classes are also being given in Japanese, Russian,
and Latin.
This department, headed by Dr. Warren
Tomlinson, sponsored the "study-abroad” pro¬
gram second semester in Vienna, Austria and also
"study-abroad” opportunities are being planned
for the summer and next fall.
The present foreign language classes train stu¬
dents in both speaking and reading the languages.
Rosa Acosta Otto BachimontS. Niwa Warren TomlinsonLouis Pazar Anna Lavaska
L. B. Bucklin
Marion Weldon
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Geology
&%
Geology is the application of Biology,
Chemistry, Mathematics, and Physics to the
study of the earth. A student who majors
in Geology must have a thorough under¬
standing of the principles of these fields
in addition to those of Geology.
The program of a Geology major con¬
sists of one-third of other areas of science
and mathematics, and one-third social
studies and humanities.
The Geology Department has sponsored
many field trips this year for its students
and for other interested students.
The Department is also making pre¬
paration for moving into the new science
complex, where they will have the oppor¬
tunity to expand into needed space.
Speaking to the Geology classes from
the University of Oregon was Dr. J . Arnold
Shotwell on "vertebra paleontology” . He
spoke to all Geology sections.
Dr. Lowther, is this year completing his
term as president of the Pacific-Northwest
section of the National Association of Ge¬
ology Teachers.
Norman Anderson Stewart Lowther
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-Gordon Cooke
Karen Hakala
Jim Leggett
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Edward Adams Rich Cook
Jim Corbin Robert Dixon
Carole Diane Koidahl
Holmaas Kathem
Cortez Moore Rogers
History
The Department of History offers courses in
American and European history, with also a large
range of courses in Far East history, Latin American
history and Middle Eastern history. Dean Robert Bock
has headed the history department’s competent staff
who have taught these many areas of specialization.
Many of the graduates of the history department
go on to graduate school then teach at the university
level, while others go into such positions as the Peace
Corps or an embassy position.
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Professor Spencer stokes reads paper done by history major, Ed Adams.
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Home Economics
33
02
Genette Carlton
Doris Fletcher
Martha Gehrmann
Paula Harmon
Janice Hennifer
Arlene Palmer
Sue Roth
Janice Smithson
The student who majors in Home Economics has the
opportunity to earn a degree of Bachelor of Arts in
Home Economics or a Bachelor of Science in Home
Economics.
Pi Phi Nu and the Home Economics Club sponsor
a series of seminars during their weekly meetings.
In May was awarded the Helen Meyer Scholarship
for an outstanding Home Economics student, and also
was given out the outstanding senior award.
Other activities included the Mum sale and the Home
Economics workshop in Ellenburg, Washington.
Claudine Kratzberg Sarah Hall
Math
^2&
Carol Brandt Sing K. Cheng
John McKain Gary Smith
The Mathematics Department offers
both a major and a minor in mathe¬
matics. The students of this department
usually go on to graduate school or
teach at the high school level.
&
John Lantz Ed Goman
James Harrison
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Delores Elliott
Joe Peyton
Holly Savage
Kay Snavely
Physical Education
The Physical Education Department has been
proud of many of its graduating members and one
of the outstanding members was Joe Peyton, who
was chosen "Little All American” in football. In honor
of this, University of Puget Sound had a Joe Peyton
Day.
I
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Alice Bond Don Duncan Francis McDonnellRuss Wilkerson Bob Ryan Paul Wallruf
Physics
Burke Brown Z. F. Danes
Martin Nelson Ray Seward
-•
Frederick
Slee
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The Physics Department, under the
chairmanship of Dr. Martin Nelson offers
a Bachelor of Science with twelve extra
upper level hours, a Bachelor of Arts, and
a minor.
The staff is also making ready to change
place of residence from Howarth Hall to
the R. Franklin Thompson Science Com¬
plex, which is near completion.
Robert Jewett
Marvin
McIntosh
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Political Science
Paul Anderson
Richard Andrews
Clint Campbell
Martin Carr
Rick Draughon
Guy Elliott
Pete Galloway
Klaus Gibson
Sheldon Goldberg
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Jim Gould
Jeff Hale
Mary M. Halier
San Islam
Ron Johnson
Bruce Kellman
9
Political Science has been used as a
supplementary course for such courses as
history, economics, philosophy, psychology
and sociology and has been a course that
may act as a foundation for many courses
of study.
A major in political science can be
earned in these three areas; a general
political science program; a special pro¬
gram in international relations; a special
program in public administration.
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Rich John Miller Frank Dick Schmitt
McKegney Don Taylor Osmanski William White
James Stewart Gail
Zimmerman
Walter Lyle Green
Dragelevich Tom Lantz
Paul Heppe
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Harold Burke
Psychology
Psychology, the study of the human
mind and human behavior, can be a
supplemental basis course for almost
any major offered at the University of
Puget Sound.
The Psychology Department offers a
Bachelor of Arts and a minor in Psy¬
chology.
BE1
32
Marcia John BergBurdette Alex
Pam Campbell
Dahlstrom Sue Spring
Library
The Library Department is Chairmaned
by head librarian, Desmond Taylor.
This year the library has made an effort
to improve the facilities of the library and
improve the "missing book” situation.
With the new entrance arrangement to
control the library material going in and
out, the amount of material on hand has in¬
creased over the preceding years.
fi p
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Betty Briggs
Kay Hatfield
Religion
The Department of Religion offers a major in religion
and also specialized classes for those preparing to enter
religious education fields such as Old Testament history.
The department’s purpose in their introductory course,
which is a requirement to graduate from the University
of Puget Sound, is to bring a student perspective of the
religions of the world into his view.
Of the students graduating in religion, many will go
on to careers as missionaries or with the church of their
choice to teach.
Robert Albertson Arthur Frederick John Phillips Jeff Smith
Robert Sprague
/#
John Magee
Philosophy
A background of philosophy gives a student a foun¬
dation for such careers as theology or law. The largest
number of students attend its lower level classes of in¬
troduction to philosophy, logic, and history of philospphy.
These classes serve as a general education for such areas
of study as psychology, sciences and sociology.
68
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Professor Frank Peterson in discussion with Sociology majors.
Carolyn Crothers
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Carol Hubbach
Sociology
Over fifty per cent of all graduating seniors in
the field of Sociology go on to graduate school
With the ratio this high the preparation for
graduate school must be complete and each
graduating senior is required to write a senior
thesis and make an oral defense of this thesis.
The Department of Sociology offers a Bachelor
of Arts degree and a minor for background in
future careers of criminology, social welfare case¬
work, public welfare research work, and social
psychology.
71!
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Earle McNeil
Joyce Loudon
Frank Peterson 69
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Wilbur Baisinger
IVJ
Martha Jones
S.
Tom Manning
Speech and Drama
The Speech and Drama Department of
the University of Puget Sound has pro¬
duced many successful plays and reading
recitals this year, including the "Frosh One-
Acts” and the Homecoming Play, "The
Fantastics.”
The department offers a Bachelor of
Arts and major areas including Public
Speaking, Speech Sciences; Drama, Radio,
and Television; and Interpretation of
Literature.
Sue Bordner
Don Edgers
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Education
Education
The School of Education has' set its standards high for ad¬
mission with a required G.P.A. of 2.25 to be admitted and a
required 2.50 G.P.A. to graduate in all required courses for
majors and minors.
Students who complete their teacher education are quali¬
fied to teach in all states. This complete program of educa¬
tion provides students guidance and instruction in all matters
pertaining to teacher certification.
The Education School offers a Washington Standard Certifi¬
cate after four years; Bachelor of Education after fifth year;
and Master of Education.
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Darlene Allen Tom Anderson
Beth Griesel Milt Hoyt
Joseph Dolan
Dewane Lamka
Ed Gibbs
Ray Powell
322 Candice AckermanSonna AlexanderJake Anderson
Barbara Auguston
Harry Bailey
Ruthella Bee
Nancy Blank
Vicki Brown
Kenneth Brownlee
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Pam Bryan
Deanna Butler
Sally Canonica
Amy Carlson
Joyce Case
Dorthy Chase
Sandra Conant
Mary Dalthrop
Georgia Depue
Beth Elgin
Nancy. Emerson
Domenick Federico
Betsy Fox
Laurel Frahm
Elizabeth Fuller
Robert Garlett
Dorothy Ghylin
Louise Graverson
Nancy Green
Patricia Haynes
Diane Herforth
Elizabeth Hill
Barbara Houser
Janet Hutson
Janice Jensen
Trina Kinderman
Sue Laidlaw
William Marcy
Rena McKinney
Janet McLellan
Dorothy Miller
Dorothy Morris
Mary Jane Nelles
Kristine Orness
Alexis Otto
Beverly Padway
Carolotta Page
Marion Parker
Carol Pedersen
Mike Pipe
Julie Plymire
Joann Poulsen
Judy Price
Barbara Raber
Connie Raber
Barbara Rich
Helen Simmons
Karen Smith
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Sandra Smith
Susan Stover
Theresa Thacker
Marlyce Vieneau
Sandra Wall
Joanne Woodcock
Faye Yamashita
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School
of
Music
Polly Hickman
5
Jacqueline Hofto
Philip Jones
Music
The Department of Music is headed by Dr.
Bruce Rodgers.
The well-known Adelphian Concert Choir
has been traveling this year on- tour through
Washington, Idaho, Montana, and Salt Lake
City, Utah. The group has forty-four members
this year.
The smaller group, University Madrigal Sing¬
ers, with fourteen members, sang five Christ¬
mas concerts and a television show. They also
presented the comic opera, "The Melting of
Molly” by Dr. Leroy Ostransky of the music
faculty.
The new feature of the Music Department
this year was the Faculty Artist Concert series
featuring concerts by members of the music
faculty.
^^^^MargaretMackey John Maxwell Karen Redal LindaWulfman
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Icona Herlinger
Leroy Ostransky
Tucker Keiser
Dorothy Patterson
Margaret Myles
Ed Seferian
Alma Oncley
Bob Taylor
School
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Occupational
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Mrs. Waggoner instructs O.T. student in woodworking witha jigsaw.
Occupational
Harriet
Richmond
Joyce
Ward
Therapy
The students of Occupational Therapyseek to develop an understanding of inter¬
personal relations and human behavior
with their underlying meaning in addition to
the therapeutic techniques.
The UPS Occupational Therapy School
recevied accreditation in 1947 and has clini¬
cal affiliation in hospitals and clinics.
Fran Jean Crosetto Ilene Fukuda Elaine Jean GrothBundgard Sandra Ishida Joan Langland Godwin Chris OliverCarole Hay Carolyn
Loucks
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School
of
Business
Administration
and Economics
Business Administration
and Economics
The School of Business Administration and Economics pre¬
pares a student in the principles of organization and manage¬
ment fundamental to the administration of any business enter¬
prise.
The department is now enjoying its first year in the new
Business Administration building, McIntyre Memorial Hall.
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Homer Hamner
John Prins
Col. Andrus Emery Capen Ernest Combs
William Orthman Paul Perdue Roy Polley
Tom Sinclair Leonard Guss William Lindley ’
George Abel
Philip Adams
Arvid Anderson
Dave Anderson
Gerald Baker
Paul Baker
Dennis Bailey
Joe Baldasare
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Blake Barfuss
Tom Barnett
A1 Benaroya
Jim Bennett
Bart Bona
Steven Bradley
Bill Brown
Tom Brown
Robert Buell
Charles Burgamy
Jack Christensen
Dinah Claflin
Wendell Clore
Phil Coates
John Contento
Pat Cunningham
Alex Davis
Marlena Davis
Danny Davison
Roger Dellinger
Pete Dempsey
James Distefano
Robert Emery
Richard Foltz
Don Fowler
Norbert Fratt
Richard Gookins
Richard Grosvenor
Steve Hatch
Lowell Haugen
Trygve Herman
Don Horn
John Johnston
Mike Jordon
James Keller
Gerard Kern
Vernon Kessler
Lewis Lackman
Carolyn Mackean
Eldon Magnuson
Mary Magnusen
Jake Maki
Ernest Misner
Bob Moles
Don Monk
John Moss
Jim Mousel
Richard Nimick
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Rich Nevitt
A1 Nordell
Robert Olsen
Brian O’Neill
Charles Perry
Calmar Peterson
Richard Peterson
Lea Piete
Robert Plummer
Alvin Raber
Jerry Reilly
Chris Schmidt
James Schultz
Ewing Scott
Steve Shull
Glen Sibley
John Skar
Jeff Slottow
Doug Smith
Theodore Snyder
Roger Stroud
John Sumich
Robert Taylor
Jim Thomas
Don Urban
Dan .York
Cliff Whipple
John Whitehead
Frank Whylie
Jay Widby
Glen Wilhelm
Ronald Willhite
Ralph Williams
Robert Woodford
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Senior Activities
-A-
ABEL, GEORGE: Tacoma, Wash.; B.A. in Business Administration.
ACKERMAN, CANDICE: Oregon City, Oregon; B.A. in Education ;Treas. of A.W.S.; Choral Society; Alpha Phi Sorority and officer;U.E.A.; Who’s Who; Spring Weekend Co-Chairman.
ADAMS, EDWARD: Torrance, Calif .; B.A. in History; Arnold Air Society;Junior Class Senator; Central Board; Choppers; Sigma Nu Fraternity,treasurer; Intercollegiate Knights; Inter-Fraternity Council; Phi Gamma
Mu; TRAIL staff , Sports Editor and Associate Editor; HomecomingKing Candidate.
ADAMS, PHILLIP: B.A. in Economics; Tacoma, Wash.;
ADLER, BRUCE: B.A. in Education; Tacoma, Wash.
ALEXANDER, SONNA LOU: B.A. in Education; Auburn, Wash.; MuSigma Delta; Pi Gamma Mu.
ALLEN, ELAINE: B. of Fine Arts; Los Altos, Calif.; Chapel Choir;Chips; Delta Delta Delta Sorority; Frosh One Acts; Sweetheart of SigmaChi.
AL-SHAMLAN, ALI: B.S. in Geology; Kuwait, Kuwait; People-to-People;Foreign Student’s Club.
AMEY, BARTON: B.A. in Business Administration; Bellevue, Wash.
ANCIRA, RAOUL: B. of Art; Tacoma, Wash.
ANDERSON, ARVID: B.A. in Business Administration; Spokane, Wash.;Kappa Sigma Fraternity, treasurer; Kemper Scholar; Track Team Captain.
ANDERSON, DAVID: B.A. in Business Administration; Tacoma, Wash.
ANDERSON, JACK: B.A. in Education; Tacoma, Wash.; Sigma NuFraternity; Rally Staff .
ANDERSON, PAUL: B.A. in English; Worcester, Mass.; Beta Theta PiFraternity, Vice President and Rush Chairman ; Spring Weekend Chair¬man; Public Affairs Forum; Freshmen Basketball.
ANDERSON, RAEDER: B. of Music; Wichita Falls, Texas; CampusPlaycrafters; Chapel Choir; Choral Society; Lead in "Fantasticks” ; Leadin "Melting of Molly".
ANDREWS, RICHARD: B.A. in Political Science; Tacoma, Wash.
ARGO, EILEEN: B.A. in Education; Carbonado, Wash.
AUGUSTON, BARBARA: B.A. in Education; Portland, Oregon ; DeltaDelta Delta Sorority, Scholarship Chairman.
-B-
BACKUS, ELISABETH LEEDS: B.A. in English; Seattle, Wash.; KappaAlpha Theta Sorority.
BAILEY, DENNIS: B.A. in Business Administration; Tacoma, Wash.
BAILEY, HARRY: B.A. in Education ; Tacoma, Wash.
BAKER, ALEXANDER: B.A. in Business Admin.; Tacoma, Wash.
BARFUSS, BLAKE: B.A. in Business Admin.; Seattle, Wash.; Kappa SigmaFraternity, Social Chairman; Inter-Fraternity Council;
BARNETT, THOMAS: B.A. in Business Admin.; Tacoma, Wash.; AlphaKappa Psi, Master of Rituals.
BATES, WILLIAM: B.A. in Business Admin.; Seattle, Wash.
BEE, RUTHELLA: B.A. in Education; Saratoga, Calif ; Forensics; KappaPhi; U.E.A.
BENAROYA, ALFRED: B.A. in Economics; Tacoma, Wash.
BENNETT, JAMES: B.A. in Political Science; Bremerton, Wash.; PhiDelta Theta Fraternity; U.P.S. Crew.
BERG, JOHN: B. of Art; Tacoma, Wash.
BERQUEST, LOUIS: B.A. in Business Admin.; Tacoma, Wash.BERRY, THOMAS: B. of Art; Tacoma, Wash.
BEVERLY, KAREN: Masters; Tacoma, Wash.
BEVERLY, EDGAR: B. of Science; Tacoma, Wash.
BICK, MICHAEL: B. of Art; Tacoma, Wash.
BIGELOW, KENNETH: B.A. in Business Admin.; Olympia, Wash.
BIDDLE, SAMMUEL: B. of Art ; Bellevue, Wash.
BIRCHLER, GARY: B.A. in PSYC.; Tacoma, Wash.; Freshman Class Sgt.At Arms; Phi Delta Theta Fraternity, President; Intercollegiate Knights;Phi Gamma Mu; Who’s Who; Member of Varsity Basketball and Base¬ball ; U.P.S. Vienna Abroad Group; Recipient of Donald R. ShotwellMemorial Scholarship Award.
BLANK, NANCY: B.A. in Education; Tacoma, Wash.
BOBA, BART: B.A. in Business Admin.; Tacoma, Wash.; Arnold AirSociety; Central Board; Choppers; Senior Class Senator; Phi DeltaTheta Fraternity; Inter-Fraternity Council; Track; Baseball.
BORDNER, SUSAN: B.A. in Speech; Ontario, Oregon; Campus Faith Coun¬cil; Campus Playcrafters; Chapel Choir; Chips; Choral Readers; KappaPhi, President; Spurs, secretary; U.E.A.; Who’s Who; HarringtonPresident; Tri-Delta Scholarship.
BOUTELLE, CHRIS: B.. of Science; Barrington, Illinois.
BOYD, JERRY: B.A. in Business Admin.; Seattle, Wash.
BOYL, JOSEPH: B.A. In Business Admin.; Tacoma, Wash.
BRADLEY, STEVEN: B.A. in Economics; Gig Harbor, Wash.; ChristianScience Organization, President; Junior Semester Abroad, Vienna; HonorsProgram; Dean’s List.
BRANDT, CAROL: B.A. IN Math; Zenith, Wash.; Campus Playcrafters;Alpha Phi Sorority, treasurer; U.E.A.
BRENNAN, DONALD: B.A. Political Science; Tacoma, Wash.; Football,End, All-Evergreen Conference 1965-66, Little-All Northwest 1966.
BRETT, PAT: B.A. in Education; Tacoma, Wash.
BRIGGS, BETTY: B.A. in Religion; Spokane, Wash.; Campus FaithCouncil; Chips, Vice President; Coral Society; Gamma Phi Beta Sorority,Treasurer, Scholarship, Songleader; Women’s Recreational As.
BROOKS, ROBERT: B.A. in Business Admin.; Tacoma, Wash.; KappaSigma Fraternity, Social Chairman; Homecoming King Cand.; Home¬coming Sign Display Chairman.
BUTLER, JOAN: B.A. Speech; Tacoma, Wash.
BROWN, BILL: B.A. in Business Admin.; Tacoma, Wash ; Arnold AirSociety; Alpha Kappa Psi; ASB 2nd Vice President; ASB President;Central Board; Choppers; Elections Committee; Finance Committee; ThetaChi Fraternity, President; Inter-Fraternity Council; Publications Com¬mittee; Student Affairs Committee; Who’s Who; Sigma Nu GoodGovernment Award; Rotary Outstanding Citizenship; Homecoming Chair¬man ; Friday at Four Chairman.
BROWN, ELIZABETH: B.S. in Biology; Olympia, Wash.; AWS FacultyRelations; Mortar Board, Vice President; Phi Sigma; Pi Beta PhiSorority, Rush Chairman, Pledge Trainer; Spurs, President; Who’sWho; Honor’s Program; Study Abroad— Vienna; Spires; Little Sisterof Minerva.
BROWN, TOMMY: B.A. in Economics; Monitor, Wash.; Arnold AirSociety; Alpha Kappa Psi; Choppers; Theta Chi Fraternity, treasurer;Inter-Fraternity Council; Rally; Who's Who; Freshman Council;
BROWN, VICKI: B.A. in Education; Vancouver, Washington; Adelphians;AWS Publicity; Chapel Choir; Pi Beta Phi Sorority; Spurs; FreshmanClass Council.
BROWNLEE, KENNETH: B.A. IN Education; Tacoma, Washington;
BRYAN, PAMELA: B.A. in Education; San Marino, Calif .; ChoralReaders; Choral Society; Freshmen Rally; Pi Beta Phi Sorority, PublicityChairman for Christmas Around Campus.
BUELL, ROBERT: B.A. in Business Admin.; Everette, Washington; AlphaKappa Psi; Sigma Phi Epsilon.
BURDETTE, MARCIA: B.A. in Psychology and Political Science; Portland,Oregon; ASB First Vice President; Delegate-at-Large; Womens’ DormRep.; Central Board; A.&L Committee Chairman; Chapel Choir; Chips;Elections Committee Chairman; Finance Committee; Publications Com¬mittee Chairman.
BURGAMY, CHAS: B.A. in Arts; Tacoma, Wash.
BURMESTER, ALLAM: B.A. in Business Administration; Tacoma, Wash.
BURWELL, THOMAS: B.A. in Business Administration; Tacoma, Wash.
BUTLER, DEANNA: B.A. in Education; Tacoma, Wash.
-C-
CAHILL, RODERICK: B. of Arts; Tacoma, Wash.
CALLAHAN, MARGARET: Certif . in O.T.; Seattle, Wash.CAMPBELL, ALEXANDER: B.A. in Psychology; Campus Faith Council,Committee X, Phi Delta Theta Fraternity; Intercollegiate Knights,treasurer; Crew Club, commodore (president), and inspirational award;Jr. Semester Abroad— Vienna.CAMPBELL, CLINTON: B.A. in Business Administration; Pebble Beach,Calif .; Arnold Air Society; Central Board; Choppers; Sophomore ClassPresident; Beta Theta Pi Fraternity; Intercollegiate Knights; Co-Chairmanof Spring Weekend.
CANONICA, SALLY: B.A. in Education; Tacoma, Wash.
CARLSON, AMY: B.A. in Education; Bellevue, Wash.; Campus Play¬crafters; Chips, historian; Choral Society; People-to-People; Silver Seals,Treas.; Alpha Phi Sorority; UEA; Young Republicans.
CARLSON, LINDA: B.A. in Business Administration; Tacoma, Wash.CARLTON, GENETTE: B.A. in Home Ec.; Tacoma, Wash.; Home Ec.Club; Delta Gamma Sorority.
CARR, MARTIN: B. of Arts; Berkeley, Calif .
CARR, RANDOLPH: B.A. in Business Administration; Tacoma, Wash.CARTE, MICHAEL: B. of Science; Shelton, Wash. Sigma Chi Fraternity.
: B.A. in. Music; Gig Harbor, Wash.; Chapel Choir, Choral
CHASE, DOROTHY: B.A. in Education; Bremerton, Wash.
CHENG, RANDOLPH: B.S. IN Math; San Francisco, Calif .
CHEO, SAKUL SUCHARTA: B.A. in Business Administration; Tacoma,Wash.
CHRISTENSEN, JACK: B.A. in Business Administration; Tacoma, Wash.;Alpha Kappa Psi, Alumni Sec.; Kappa Sigma Fraternity; Young Repub¬licans, Western Vice-Chairman 65-66.
CHURCHILL, GERALD: B.A. in Business Administration; Tacoma, Wash.
CLAFLIN, DINAH: B.A. in Business Administration; Lake Oswego,Oregon; Pi Beta Phi Sorority; Sigma Nu White Rose Queen.
CLORE, CHARLES: B.A. in Business Administration; Tacoma, Wash.
COATES, PHILLIP: B.A. in Business Administration; Tacoma, Wash.
COBB, FRANKLIN: B.A. IN Biology; Tacoma, Wash.
COLLINS, JERRY: B. of Arts; Tacoma, Wash.
CONANT, SANDRA: B.A. in Education; Tacoma, Wash.
CONDON, RUBY: B.A. in Biology; Tacoma, Wash.
CONTENTO, JOHN: B.A. in Business Administration; Fairbanks, Alaska;Kappa Sigma Fraternity.
COOK, JAMES: B. of Arts; Pullman, Wash.; Campus Faith Council;Campus Playcrafters; Chapel Choir; Choral Society; Theta Chi Fraternity;Student Christian Council; Wesley Club, president; State MethodistStudent Movement, vice president, president.
CASE, JOYCE
Society.
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COOKE, GORDON: B.A. IN History; Edmonds, Wash.; Beta Theta Pi
Fraternity, Scholarship Chairman; 1966 UPS Semester Abroad—
Vienna.
COOLEY, DENNIS: B. of Science; Pendleton, Ore.
CORBIN, JAMES: B. of Arts; Auburn, Wash.; Central Board; Choppers;
Theta Chi Fraternity, president; Intercollegiate Knights; Inter-Fraternity
Council, secretary; Who’s Who; Capt. UPS College Bowl Team.
CORBIN, BONADENE: Certif . in O.T.; New York, N.Y.
CROSETTO, JEAN: Certif in O.T.; Seattle, Wash.; Mortar Board; Occupa¬
tional Therapy Club; Pi Beta Phi Sorority; Dream Girl of Theta Chi;
UPS Semester Abroad, WICHE Student.
CROTHERS, CAROLYN: B.A. in Sociology; Salem, Oregon; Angel Flight,
Local Commander, Area H-2 Commander; Choral Readers; Choral
Society; Panhellenic; Rally; Silver Seale, show chairman; Pi Beta Phi
Sorority; Who’s Who; WICHE student at the University of Colorado.
CUNNINGHAM, PATRICIA: B.A. in Business Administration; Cowiche,
Wash.
COULON, MARCIA: B.A. in Education; Seattle, Wash.
CRAWFORD, LILIAN: Certif. in O.T.; Stamford, Conn.
CROW, WALTER: B.A. in Business Administration; Seattle, Wash.
CUTHBERT, GALE: B.S. in O.T.; Seattle, Wash.
CURRAN, CHRISTOPHER: B. of Science; Tacoma, Wash.; American Inst,
of Physics; American Chemical Society; Phi Delta Theta Fraternity,
treasurer, pledge trainer; Young Republicans; Honor’s Programs; UPS
Semester Abroad; Dean’s List; Golf; Lettermen’s Club.
-D-
DARLING, WINONA: B.A. in Education; Tacoma.
DAHLSTROM, PAMELA: B.A. IN Psychology; Waterville, Wash. Chips,
secretary; Alpha Phi Sorority; Women’s Recreation As., secretary; Home¬
coming Princess; Candidate for Sigma Chi Sweetheart; Co-Chairman
Homecoming Royalty Committee.
DANES, MARIE: B. of Arts; Tacoma, Wash.
DAVIDSON, ELLWOOD: Masters; Tacoma, Wash.
DAVIS, ALEX: B.A. in Business Administration; Palo Alto, Calif.;
Alpha Kappa Psi; Sigma Chi Fraternity, secretary; Skiing; Homecoming
Dance Co-Chairman.
DAVIS, MARVIN: B.A. in History; Tacoma, Wash.; Arnold Air Society;
U.E.A.
DAVIS, MARLENA: B.A. in Business Administration; North Bend, Wash.;
Chips; Kappa Phi; Phi Chi Theta, treasurer.
DAWSON, DANNY: B.A. in Economics; Georgetown, South Carolina;
Alpha Kappa Psi, Chaplain.
DEACON, JOHN: B.A. in Political Science; Tacoma, Wash.; Campus
Faith Council, president; Committee X; Newman Club.
DEAVEN, AMOS: B.A. in Business Administration; Tacoma, Wash.
DEBLASIO, PASCAL: B. OF Arts; Tacoma, Wash.
DELLINGER, ROGER: B.A. in Business Administration; Tacoma, Wash.
DE MONICAULT, SYLVIE: B.A. in French; Paris, France.
DENNISTON, ANNE: B.S. in Biology; Bremerton, Wash.
DEPUE, GEORGIA: B.A. in Education; Seattle, Wash.; Campus Play-
crafters; Mortar Board; Alpha Phi Sorority; Spurs; Goddess of Phi Delta
Theta.
DE ST CROIX, DOROTHY: B. OF Fine Arts; Tenino, Wash.
DILLE, ANDREA: B.A. in Political Science; Tacoma, Wash.; Model U.N.
Delegate; Young Republicans; French Club.
DIPPOLITO, FRANK: Masters; Tacoma, Wash.
DISETH, HARRY: B.A. in Business Administration; Tacoma, Wash.
Football; Track; Letterman’s Club; Sigma Nu Fraternity.
DI STEFANO, JAMES: B.A. in Business Administration and Economics;
Kappa Sigma Fraternity; Letterman’s Club, president; Football; twice
All-Conference Football, 1st team, 1st team NAIA 1965, Kappa Sigma
All-American 1st Team.
DIXON, ROBERT: B.A. in History; Tacoma, Wash.
DORIA, JOSEPH: B.A. in Business Administration; Tacoma, Wash.
DRAUGHON, RODERICK: B.A. in Business Administration and Political
Science; Alpha Kappa Psi; Beta Theta Phi Fraternity.
DRESSEL, DIANNE: B.A. IN Biology and German; Mercer Island, Wash.;
Campus Playcrafters; Choral Readers; Phi Sigma; Pi Beta Phi Sorority,
treasurer; Spurs; Vienna, Semester Abroad.
-E-
EDGERS, DONALD: B. of Arts; Fox Island, Wash.
ELLIOTT, GUY: B.A. in Political Science and Economics; Tacoma, Wash.;
Beta Theta Pi Fraternity ; Sailing Club, president.
ELLIOTT, DELORUS: B. of Arts; Tacoma, Wash.; Kappa Phi; Mortar
Board; Gamma Phi Beta Sorority; Women’s Recreational Association
president.
EMERSON, NANCY: B.A. IN Elementary Education and Sociology; Chi
Omega Sorority, secretary; U.E.A.; Young Republicans.
EMERY, ROBERT: B.A. IN Business Administration; Tacoma, Wash.
-F-
FAY, CHARLES: Masters: Tacoma, Wash.
80 FEDERICO, DOMENICK: B.A. in Education; Phi Delta Theta Fraternity;U.E.A.
FEDOR, JOHN: B.A. in Business Administration; Somerset, New Jersey.
FINCH, JOHN: B.S. in Biology and Chemistry; Tacoma, Wash.; American
Chemical Society, Secretary-Treasurer.
FINNEY, JOHN: B.A. in Sociology; Sunnyside, Wash.; UPS Band; Wesley
Club, treasurer; Frosh One Acts; Ford Foundation Undergraduate Teach¬
ing Assistantship; Honor’s Program; UPS Semester Abroad— Vienna.
FINNEY, KAREN: B.A. in Home Economics; Sagle, Idaho; Home Eco¬
nomics Club, treasurer; Kappa Phi; Pi Phi Nu; Silver Seals; U.E.A.;
Wesley Club; UPS Semester Abroad— Vienna.
FLETCHER, DORIS: B.A. in Medical Technology; Steilacoom, Wash.
FOLTZ, RICHARD: B.A. in Business Administration; Port Orchard, Wash.
FOWLER, DONALD: B.A. in Business Administration; Tacoma, Wash.
Sigma Nu Fraternity.
FOX, LISBETH: B.A. in Political Science and Education; Richland, Wash.;
Campus Playcrafters; Chips; Judiciary Committee; Alpha Phi Sorority;
Trail Staff ; Women’s Recreational Association; Young Republicans.
FRANCIS, ALANA: B.A. in Art;- Portland, Oregon.
FRANKLIN, ROSA: B. OF Science; Tacoma, Wash.
FRATT, NORBERT: B.A. in Business Administration; Seattle, Wash.;
Kappa Sigma Fraternity.
FRICKEL, LORNA: B.A. in Education; Tacoma, Wash.
FUKUDA, ILENE: Certif . in O.T.; Seattle, Wash.
FULLER, ELIZABETH: B.A. in Education; Richland, Wash.; U.E.A.
FULLER, ALLEN: B. of Arts; Fort Lewis, Wash.
-G-
GALLOWAY, PETER: B. of Arts; Seattle, Wash.
GRANSTROM, NORRIS: B.S. in Biology; St. Paul, Minn.; Arnold Air
Society, Commander.
GARLAND, DIANE: B.A. in German; Tacoma, Wash.; Adelphians; Com¬
mittee X, USAC; Chapel Choir; Choral Readers; Mortar Board; Pi Beta
Phi Sorority, president, songleader, sophomore of the year; Spurs, song-
leader, spur of the year; Who’s Who; Spirs; UPS Semester Abroad—
Vienna; Tacoma Community House Teacher.
GARLETT, ROBERT: B.A. in Education; Tacoma, Wash.
GARNERO, JOSEPH: B.A. in Spanish; Buckley, Wash.; Independent
Students Assn.; Mu Sigma Delta; U.E.A.; UPS Band; Dean’s List;
Honor’s at Entrance; Spanish Club; French Club.
GEHRMANN, MARTHA: B.A. IN Home Economics; Tacoma, Wash.
GHYLIN, DOROTHY: B.A. in Education; Bremerton, Wash.; Chapel
Choir; Choral Readers; Sigma Alpha Iota; Phi Beta Phi Sorority; U.E.A.
GIBSON, KLAUS: B. of Arts; Fort Lewis, Wash.
GODWIN, EDITH: B.S. in O.T.; Mount Vernan, Wash.; Associated
Woman's Students, dorm rep; Occupational Therapy Club; Spurs; UPS
Band; Spires.
GOLDBERG, SHELDON: B.A. in Political Science; Livonia, Michigan;
Pi Gamma Mu; Dept. Honors.
GOOKINS, RICHARD: B.A. in Economics; Tacoma, Wash.
GOULD, JAMES: B.A. in Political Science; Puyallup, Wash.; Arnold Air
Society; Choppers; Beta Theta Pi Fraternity, vice president and rush
chairman; Inter-Fraternity Council, vice president; Public Affairs Forum;
UPS Crew; Chairman of Logger Day.
GRAHAM, DENNIS: B.A. in Business Administration; Chehalis, Wash.
GRAVERSEN, LOUISE: B.A. in Education; Richland, Wash.
GREEN, NAMCY: B.A. in Education; Mercer Island, Wash.
GREENE, CAROLYN: B. of Science; Tacoma, Wash.
GRIFFEN, ROGER: B. of Arts; Dayton, Wash.
GROSVENOR, RICHARD: B.A. in Business Administration; Wenatchee,
Wash.; Theta Chi Fraternity.
GROTH, JEAN: Certif . in O.T.; Honolulu, Hawaii; Alpha Phi Sorority,
president; Occupational Therapy Club, vice president; Spurs, historian,
junior advisor; Who’s Who.
-H-
HAKALA, KAREN: B.A. IN History; Tacoma, Wash.; Adelphians;
Madrigal Singers; Sigma Alpha Iota, president.
HALE, JEFFREY: B.A. in Political Science; Tacoma, Wash.; Sigma Nu
Fraternity, president; Inter-Fraternity Council; Mu Sigma Delta; Pi
Gamma Mu; Who’s Who; Football; Basketball; Letterman’s Club;
Honors at Entrance; Dean’s List; Mahankey Award; Crown Zellerback
Foundation Scholarship; John S. Flynn Memorial Scholarship.
HALEY, JANET: B. Of Arts; Olympia.
HAMANN, MARCIA: B.S. in Biology; Bellevue, Wash.; Gamma Phi
Beta Sorority; Chips;
HANSON, JAMES: Masters; Auburn, Wash.
HARMAN PAULA: B.A. in Home Economics; Shelton, Wash.; Home
Economics Club; Panhellenic; Pi Phi Nu; Rally; Alpha Phi Sorority;
U.E.A.; Young Democrats.
HARPER, ROBERT: B.S. in Chemistry; Seattle, Wash.
HARRIS, MICHAEL: B. of Science; Roseburg, Oregon.
HARRISON, DAVID: B.A. in Education; Tacoma, Wash.
HATCH, STEPHEN: B.A. in Political Science and Business Administration;
Alpha Kappa Psi, Sigma Nu Fraternity; Varsity Wrestling, 3 years.
HATFIELD, KATHLEEN: BA. in Christian Education; Yakima, Wash.;Associated Woman’s Students, treasurer; Mortar Board; Pi Beta PhiSorority; Spurs; Spires, president; UPS Semester Abroad— Vienna.HAUGEN, LOWELL: B.A. in Business Administration; Tacoma, Wash.;Alpha Kappa Psi, vice president.
HAWKER, THOMAS: B.A. in Business Administration; Tacoma, Wash.
HAY, CAROLE: B.S. in O.T.; Spokane, Wash.; Occupational Therapy
Club; Silver Seals, treasurer.
HAYNES, PATRICIA: B.A. in Business Administration; Grand Junction,Colorado; A.W.S.; Mortar Board, treasurer; Phi Chi Theta; Silver Seals;
Delta Delta Delta; W.R.A.
HENNEFER, JANICE: B.A. in Home Economics; Tacoma, Wash.; Home
Economics Club, vice president; Pi Phi Nu.
HERFORTH, DIANE: B.A. in Education; Sacramento, Calif..; CampusFaith Council; Campus Playcrafters; I.S.A.; Kappa Phi; U.E.A.; Dean’s
List.
HENNINGS, LYNN: B.A. in Spanish; Tacoma, Wash.
HERMAN, TRYGVE: B.A. in Business Administration; Bremerton, Wash.
HICKMAN, POLLY: B.A. in Music; Olympia, Wash.; Adelphians, vice
president; Sigma Alpha Iota; Gamma Phi Beta Sorority.
HIGBEE, FLOYDE: B.A. in Education; Bremerton, Wash.
HILL, ELIZABETH: B.A. in Education; Tacoma, Wash.
HILLIER, MARY MARGARET: B.A. in Political Science; Tacoma, Wash.;
Chips; Delta Delta Delta Sorority; U.E.A.; Chairman Varsity Show;
UPS Semester Abroad— Vienna; Honors Program; Frosh-One Acts.
HILSTAD, MELANIE: B.A. in English-Literature; Bremerton, Wash; Choral
Society; Chi Omega Sorority; U.E.A.; Varsity Show.
HIND, JON: B. Of Arts; Seattle, Wash.
HODGE, ROBERT: B. of Fine Arts; Gig Harbor, Wash.
HOFTO, JACQUELINE: B.A . in Music; Tacoma, Wash.; Adelphians,
Guest soloist; Madrigal Singers, accop.; Tacoma-UPS Symphony; Who's
Who; Cleone Louie Music Award; 1966 U.S. Accordion Champion
(Professional) ; 1966 Alternate World Accordion Champion, held in
Versailles, France.
HOLMAAS, CAROLE: B.A. in History; Gig Harbor, Wash.
HORN, DONALD: B.A. in Business Administration; Bellevue, Wash.
HOUSER, BARBARA: B.A. in Education; Tacoma, Wash.
HOWE, AL: B.A. in Economics; Tacoma, Wash.; Sigma Alpha Epsilon
Fraternity; Student Christian Committee; Ski Club, Team; UPS Semester
Abroad— Vienna.
HUBBACK, CAROLE: B. of Arts; Lake Oswego, Oregon; Chips; People-
to-People; Gamma Phi Beta Sorority, rush chairman; Canterbury Club;
Homecoming Queen Candidate; Kappa Sigma Star Dust Queen Candidate.
HUTSON, JANET: B.A. in Music; Winlock, Wash.; Adelphians, historian;
Gamma Phi Beta Sorority, social chairman, house manager; Spurs;
W.R.A.; Honors at Entrance; Academic Scholarship; Music Scholarship.
HYMEN, MARY LOUISE: Certif . of O.T.; Tacoma, Wash.
-I-
IRISH, GERTRUDE: B. of Fine Arts; Olympia, Wash.
ISHIDA, SANDRA: Certif. in O.T.; Hanapepe, Kauai, Hawaii
ISENBERG, KENT: Masters; Olympia, Wash.
ISLAM, SARI: B.A. in Political Science and History; Campus Playcrafters;
Central Board; Elections Committee; Beta Theta Pi Fraternity; Inter¬
collegiate Knights; People-to-People, president; Foreign Students, presi¬
dent.
-J-
JACOX, NORMAN: Masters; Puyallup.
JENSEN, JANICE: B.A. in Elementary Education; Hoquiam, Wash.;
Choral Society; Kappa Alpha Theta Sorority; Spurs; Spires; Sweetheart
of Sigma Chi.
JEWETT, ROBERT: B. of Science; Tacoma, Wash.
JOHNSON, JEROME: MASTERS: Puyallup, Wash.
JOHNSON, LAURENCE: B. of Science; Tacoma, Wash.
JOHNSON, RONALD: B.A. in Political Science; Puyallup, Wash.; Arnold
Air Society.
JOHNSTON, JOHN: B. of Arts; Tacoma, Wash.
JONES, PHILIP: B.A. in Music; Kent, Wash.; Adelphians; Campus Play¬
crafters; Chapel Choir; Theta Chi Fraternity; U.E.A., UPS Band; Wesley
Club; Who’s Who; Theodore Presser Music Scholarship; UPS Achieve¬
ment Award; ROTC National Jojourner’s Award; Dean’s List.
JORDAN, MICHAEL: B.A. in Business Administration; Tacoma, Wash.
JOSEPH, MICHAEL: B.A. in Art; Palo Alto, Calif.
-K-
KARPSTEIN, RUDOLPH: B.A. in History; Beaverton, Oregon; United
States Air Force.
KEFFLER, JANE: Masters; Tacoma, Wash.
KELLICUT, HELEN: B. of Art; Fox Island, Wash., Pi Beta Phi Sorority;
Sigma Alpha Epsilon Little Sister of Minerva; Daisey Mae.
KELLMAN, BRUCE: B.A. in Political Science; Yakima, Wash.; Publica¬
tions Committee; Tamanawas Staff, Editor, Photographer; Trail Staff,
Photographer.
KELLY, JOHN: B.A. in Business Administration; Tacoma, Wash.
KERN, GERALD: B.A. in Business Administration; Tacoma, Wash.;
Central Board; A&L Committee, chairman; Sigma Alpha Epsilon, rush
chairman, pledge trainer; Tacoma— UPS Symphony; UPS Band; VarsityShow; Who’s Who; UPS Semester Abroad— Vienna.KESSER, VERNON: B.A. in Business Administration; Tacoma, Wash.
KINDERMAN, TRINA: B.A. in Education; Tacoma, Wash.
KNIGHT, JUDITH: B.of Arts; Tacoma.
KOIDAHL, DIANE: B.A. in History; Aberdeen, Wash.; Campus Faith
Council; Kappa Phi, recording secretary and historian.
KORHONEN, ALLEN: B.A. in Business Administration; Juneau, Alaska.
KUNST, RON: B. of Science; Honolulu, Hawaii .
-L-
LACKMAN, LEWIS: B.A. in Business Administration; Tacoma, Wash.;
Forensics; Theta Chi Fraternity, rush chairman, treasurer;
LAIDLAW, SUSAN: B.A. in Education; Tacoma, Wash.
LAKE, KEN: B.A. in Political Science; Buena Park, Calif .; American
Society of Agricultural; Engineers (ASAE) At University of California,
Davis.
LANGLAND, JOAN: Certif . in O.T.; Bellevue, Wash.; Mortar Board,
president; Occupational Therapy Club, secretary.
LANTZ, JOSEPH: B. of Arts; Tacoma, Wash.
LARKIN, PAT: B. of Arts; Tacoma, Wash.
LEA, RICHARD: B.A. in Business Administration; Seattle, Wash.
LECLAIR, BETTY: B.A. in Education; Bremerton, Wash.
LEGGETT, JAMES: B.A. in History and Political Science; Tacoma, Wash.
Arnold Air Society, Area H-2 Commander; Delegate-at-Large; Central
Board; Theta Chi Fraternity; Phi Gamma Mu; Who’s Who; Track;
Football; Crew; Chairman of Spring Weekend; Chairman of High
School Orientation; Friday at Four Comm.; Chairman of Military Ball.
LEWIS, LINDA: B.A. IN Education; Tacoma, Wash.
LEWIS, ROBERT: B. of Arts; Tacoma, Wash.
LISICICH, JO: B. of Arts; Tacoma, Wash.
LONERS, SUSAN: B.A. in Education; Seattle, Wash.
LOUCKS, CAROLINE: B.S. in O.T.; Volcano, Hawaii; A.W.S., vice
president; Central Board; Choral Society; O.T. Club; Delta Delta Delta
Sorority ; Co-Chairman Spring Weekend.
LOUDON, JOYCE: B.A. in Sociology; Selah, Wash.; Kappa Phi, chap¬
lain; W.R.A.; Harrington Counselor.
LUDWICK, JOHN B. of Arts; Wenatchee, Wash.
LUPLOW, KENNETH: B. of Arts; Bellevue;
-M-
MACKEY, MARGARET: B.A. in Music; Tacoma, Wash.; Adelphians;
Mortar Board; Sigma Alpha Iota, president, treasurer.
MANDELL, JANET, B.A. in French; Tacoma, Wash.
MARTINEZ, JAMES: B.A. in Business Administration; Tacoma, Wash.
MACKEAN, CAROLYN: B.A. in Business Administration; Mercer Island,
Wash.
MACMILLAN, DON: B.A. in Business Administration; Vancouver, B.C.
MAGNUSON, ELDON: B.A. in Business Administration; Alpha Kappa
Psi; Young Republicans.
MAGNUSEN, MARY: B.A. in Business Administration; Tacoma, Wash.;
Chapel Choir, president; Chips; Phi Chi Theta, vice president; Silver
Seals, president, show chairman; Delta Delta Delta Sorority, treasurer;
Homecoming Dance Co-Chairman.
MAKI, TOM: BA. in Business Administration; Hoquiam; Christian
Science org.; Sigma Chi Fraternity; Interfraternity Council, scholarship
chairman; Dean’s List.
MARCY, WILLIAM: B.A. in Education; Tacoma, Wash.; Choppers; Beta
Theta Pi Fraternity, president, social chairman, secretary; Intercollegiate
Knights; Inter-Fraternity Council; Letterman’s Club.
MARTIN, TOM: B.A. in Education; Tacoma, Wash.; Choral Society;
Sailing; UPS Band.
MARTIN, HAROLD: B.A. in Education; Tacoma, Wash.
MARTIN, MICHAEL: B. of Science; Tacoma, Wash.; American Chemical
Society; Sailing; UPS Band.
MAXWELL, JOHN: B. of Music; Tacoma,
MCCARTNEY, HAROLD: B. of Science; Tacoma, Wash.; Phi Sigma:
Sailing;
MCCOY, JANNA: B.A. in Education; Bismarck, North Dakota.
MCDONALD, DOUG: B. of Arts; Tacoma, Wash.
MCGUIRE, KATHY: B. of Arts; Tacoma, Wash.
MCKAIN, JOHN: B. of Science; Great Falls, Montana; Sigma Nu Fra¬
ternity.
MCKEGNEY, RICH: B. of Arts; Tacoma, Wash.
MCKINNEY, RENA: B.A. in Education; Puyallup, Wash.
MCLELLAN, JANET: B.A. in Education; Seattle, Wash.; Mortar Board;
Gamma Phi Beta Sorority, vice president, pledge trainer; Spurs; Chem¬
istry Achievement Award; Honors Program; UPS Semester Abroad
Vienna.
MICHAEL, MATTHEW: B.S. in Biology; Tacoma, Wash.; Kappa Sigma
Fraternity, Social Chairman; Phi Sigma.
MICKELSON, MARY: B.A. in Art; Pentaluma, Calif.; g|
MILHOAN, CAROL: B.A. in English; Tacoma, Wash.; U.E.A.
MILLER, DOROTHY: B.A. in Education; Chehalis, Wash; Kappa Alpha
Theta; Spurs, Vice President; U.E.A.; Women's Recreation As.
MILLER, JOHN: B.A. History; Tacoma, Wash; Phi Delta Theta.
MISNER, ERNEST: B.A. in Business Admin.; Tacoma, Wash.
MITCHELL, JANE: B.A. in French and German; Mt. Vernon, Wash.;
Adelphians; AWS cabinet member; Chapel Choir; Pi Beta Phi; U.E.A.;
Spires.
MOLES, ROBERT: B.A. in Business Admin.; Ferndale, Wash.; Campus
Faith Council; Sigma Nu, Chaplain; UPS Band.
MONK, DONALD: B.A. in Business Admin.; Tacoma, Wash.
MOORE, CORTEZ: B. of Arts; Tacoma, Wash.
MORFORD, GEORGE: B.A. in English; Tacoma, Wash;
MORRELL, LLOYD: B.A. in Business Admin.; Tacoma, Wash.
MORRIS, DOROTHY: B.A. in Education; Puyallup, Wash.; Kappa Phi;
U.E.A.; Tri Delt Scholarship; Dean's List.
MOSS, JON: B.A. in Business Admin.; Baltimore, Maryland; Alpha Kappa
Psi.
MOUSEL, JAMES: B.A. in Business Admin.; Bellevue, Wash.; Choppers;
Beta Theta Pi, Social Chairman; Inter-Fraternity Council; Homecoming
Dance Comm.; Spring Week-end Spirit.Comm.; Chapel Comm.
MULLEN, DANIEL: B.S. in Chemistry; Tacoma, Wash.
-N-
NELLES, MARY: B.A. in Education; Mt. Vernon, Wash.; A.W.S. Rep.;
Campus Playcrafters; Chips; Choral Readers; Choral Society; Soph. Class
Secretary; Panhellenic President ; Freshmen Rally; Pi Beta Phi; Who’s
Who; Homecoming Court; Student-Faculty Relations Comm.; Dorm
Counselor.
NELSON, LINDA: B.A. in Medical Technology; Mineral, Wash.; Kappa
Phi.
NELSON, NORMAN: B.A. in Business Admin.; Edmonton, Alberta ;
NELSON, RICHARD: B.S. in Chemistry; Seattle, Wash.
NELSON, WILLIAM: B.A. in Business Admin.; Gig Harbor.
NEVITT, RICHARD: B.A. in Business Admin.; Tacoma, Wash.
NICHOLSON, LAWRENCE: B.A. in Speech; Tacoma.
NIMMONS, BARBARA: B.A. in Education; Tacoma, Wash.
NIPPA, JUERGEN: B.S. in Math; Tacoma, Wash.
NIMICK, RICHARD: B.A. in Business Admin.; Tacoma, Wash.; Kappa
Sigma.
NOFTSINGER, KATHRYN: B.A. in English; Auburn, Wash.
NORBERG, CAROLE; B.A. in French ; Steilacoom, Wash.; Angels; Delta
Delta Delta; French Club.
NORDELL, ALAN: B.A. in Business Admin, and Economics; Hoquiam,
Wash.; Sigma Chi; Intercollegiate Knights; Young Republicans; Varsity
Swimming; UPS Junior Semester Abroad in Vienna.
NORMILE, DAVID: B.A. in Business Admin.; Seattle, Wash.; Phi Delta
Theta; U.E.A.; Varsity Basketball ; Varsity Baseball; Captain of Baseball
Team; Letterman’s Club, Treasurer; Asst. Baseball Coach.
NUTTER, THOMAS: B.A. in Chemistry; Tacoma, Wash.;
-o-
OAK, HELEN: B.A. in Education; Puyallup, Wash.
OCONNOR, BRIAN: B.A. in Business Admin.; Long Beach, Calif .
OESTREICH, TROY: B.A. in Political Science; San Jose, Calif .; Arnold
Air Society.
ODIER, PIERRE: B.A. in Art; Tacoma, Wash.
OLIVER, CHRISTINE: B.A. in Occupational Therapy; Seattle, Wash.;
Angels, Information Officers; Chips; Occupational Therapy Club; Kappa
Alpha Theta, pledge trainer; W.R.A.; Freshman Dorm Officer.
OLSON, MARLYS: B.A. in Education; Tacoma, Wash.
ONEILL, BRIAN: B.A. In Business Admin.; Tacoma, Wash.
ORNESS, BRUCE: B.A. in Physical Education; Puyallup, Wash.; Phi
Gamma Delta; Inter-Fraternity Council ; U.E.A.; Varsity Football, As.
Coach; Letterman’s Club.
ORNESS, KRISTINE: B.A. in Education; Portland, Oregon.; Chapel
Choir; Chips; Pi Beta Phi; U.E.A.
ORTMEYER, LINDA: B.A. in History; Ephrata, Wash.; Campus Faith
Council, secretary; Committee X, Chairman; Alpha Phi; Spurs; Stu¬
dent Christian Committee; U.E.A., Secretary; Wesley Club; Who’s Who;
Chi Omega Alumnae Scholarship; World University Chairman; Christ¬
mas Around Campus Chairman; Alpha Phi Scholarship.
OSMANSKI, FRANK: B.A. in Political Science; Vienna, Va.
OTTO, ALEXIS: B.A. in Education; Camas, Wash.; Adelphians; Chapel
Choir; Chips; Chinook Club; Mortar Board; Secretary; Delta Delta
Delta; Trail Staff ; U.E.A.; Honors Program Abroad in Vienna.
-P-
PADWAY, BEVERLY: B.A. in Education; Beverly Hills, Calif .; A.W.S.
Dorm Rep.; Central Board; Chapel Choir; Chips; Choral Society; U.E.A.;
W.R.A. Rep. Harrington Hall Vice President; Dean’s List.
PAGE, CARLOTTA: B.A. in Education; Seattle, Wash.; Committee X;
Chips; U.E.A.; Young Republicans.
82 PALMER, ARLENE: B.A. in Home Economics; Olympia, Wash.
PARKE, WILLIAM: B.S. in Biology; Centralia.
PARKER, MARIAN: B.A. in Education; Port Orchard, Wash.
PARKER, MARY: B.A. in Education; Renton, Wash.
PARSONS, CLARK: B.A. in Math; Bremerton, Wash.
PARSONS, TERRANCE: B.A. in History; Yakima, Wash.; Choral So¬
ciety; Choral Readers; Sigma Alpha Epsilon; Sailing; U.P.S. Band.
PEDERSEN, CAROL: B.A. in Education; Everett, Wash.; Chapel Choir;
Choral Society; People-to-People, Secretary; Silver Seals; Alpha Phi;
U.E.A.; Young Republicans; Seven-Day Campus, Secretary.
PERRY, CHARLES: B.A. in Business Admin.; Tacoma, Wash.; Ellery
Capen Award.
PERRY, PAUL: B.A. in Business Admin.; Tacoma, Wash.
PETERSEN, MILO: B.A. in Economics; Tacoma, Wash.
PETERSON, CALMAR: B.A. in Economics; Westport, Wash.
PETERSON, CHARLES: B.A. in Political Science; Tacoma, Wash.
PETERSON, DONNA: B.A. in History; Tacoma, Wash.
PETERSON, KATHLEEN: B.A , in Home Economics; Lynden, Wash.
PETERSON, RICHARD: B.A.’ in Business Admin.; Tacoma, Wash.
PETERSON, WILLIAM: B.A. in Business Admin.; Bellevue, Wash.
PEYTON, JOSEPH: B.A. in Physical Education; Tacoma, Wash.; U.E.A.;
Who’s Who; Varsity Basketball ; Varsity Football; Varsity Track; LITTLE
ALL AMERICAN FOOTBALL TEAM.
PIETE, LEA: B.A. in Business Admin.; Tacoma, Wash.; Independent
Students Assn.; Phi Chi Theta.
PIPE, MICHAEL: B.A. in Education; Tacoma, Wash.
PLANTZ, ROBERT: B.A. in History; Concord, Calif .
PLASS, MARTIN: B.A. in Political Science; Tacoma, Wash.
PLUMMER, ROBERT: B.A. in Business Admin.; Tacoma, Wash.
PLYMIRE, JULIE: B.A. in Education; Bellevue, Wash.
POLI-EY, LYNETTE: B.A. in Business Admin.; Fircrest, Wash.
POULSEN, JOANN: B.A. in Education; Woodland, Wash.; Choral So¬
ciety; Freshmen Rally; Varsity Rally; Alpha Phi, Vice President; Young
Democrats; Little Sister of Minerva for Sigma Alpha Epsilon; Home¬
coming Queen, 1966.
POWERS, RICHARD: B.A. in Music; Puyallup, Wash.
PRENTICE, ALLAN: B.A. in History; Tacoma, Wash.
PRICE, JUDITH: B.A. in Education; Tacoma, Wash.
PRIEST, JILL: B.A . in Physical Education; Santa Ana, Calif .; Central
Board; Chips; Choral Society; Elections Committee; W.R.A.
PROUTY, JAMES: B.A. in Physical Education; Colfax, Wash.
-Or
QUIGLEY, EDWIN: B. of Arts; Tacoma, Wash.
-R-
RABER, ALVIN: B.A. in Business Administration; Tacoma, Wash.
RABER, CONNIE: B.A. in Education; Medina, Wash.
RABER, BARBARA: B.A. in Education; Los Angeles, Calif.; Choral
Society; Silver Seals; Gamma Phi Beta Sorority; U.E.A.
RAMIREZ, CRES: B.S. Medical Tech; San Francisco, Calif.; I.S.A.; Amer¬
ican Society of Medical Technologist; Calif . As. of Medical Laboratory
Technologist.
RAMSEY, JERRY: B.A. in Elementary Education; Tacoma, Wash.
RASMUSSEN, CHRIS: B.A. in Business Administration; Tacoma, Wash.
RAYMOND, SALLY: B.A. in Art; Seattle, Wash.; Cross Currents; Home¬
coming Comm. Chairman; Delta Delta Delta Sorority; Homecoming
Queen Candidate; Sigma Nu White Rose Queen; Spurs; Chips.
RAYMOND, GLENN: B. of Art ; Tacoma, Wash.
REDAL, KAREN: B.A. in Music; Tacoma, Wash.; Adelphians; Choral
Society; Sigma Alpha Iota; Silver Seals; UPS Band.
REED, FRANK: B.A. in Business Administration; Tacoma, Wash.
REILLY, GERALD: B.A. in Business Administration; Seattle, Wash.
REILLY, LAUREL: B.A. in Education; Marysville, Wash.
REIMERS, MILTON: B.A. in Business Administration; San Marino, Calif .
RICE, BARRY: B. of Art; Longview, Wash.; Sigma Nu Fraternity;
Forensics.
RICH, BARBARA: B.A. in Education; Tacoma, Wash.; Alpha Phi Sorority;
Daisey Mae.
RICHARDS, STEVEN: B.A. in Education; Bremerton, Wash.
RICHARDSON, MARIANNE: B.S. in Education; Tacoma, Wash.
RICHMOND, HARRIET: Masters; Tacoma, Wash.
ROARK, ROBERT: B. of Art; Bellevue, Wash.; Phi Delta Theta Frater¬
nity; Homecoming King Candidate; Arnold Air Society.
ROBINSON, GROGAN: B.A. in Political Science; Great Falls, Montana;
Central Board; Forensics, manager; Sigma Nu Fraternity; Intercollegiate
Knights, treasurer; Interfraternity Council, treasurer; Model UN Dele¬
gate, chairman; Pi Kappa Delta, president; Trail staff;
ROCKNESS, NORMANN: B.A. in English; Seattle, Wash.
ROGERS, KATHRYN: B. of Arts; Tacoma, Wash.
ROOK, THOMAS: B. of Arts; San Marino, Calif .; Sigma Chi Fraternity.
ROOSE, CAROL: B.A. in French, Spanish and Education; Choral Society;
I.S.A.; Kappa Phi; U.E.A.;' UPS Band; Varsity Show; Young Repub-
licans ; French Club; Spanish Club, secretary.
ROSELLINI, PHILIP: B.A. in Business Administration; Spokane, Wash.ROSTEDT, DAVID: B. of Arts; Tacoma, Wash.
ROTH, SUSAN: B.A. in Home Economics; Moses Lake, Wash; Chips,secretary; Choral Society; Home Ec. Club, president, secretary; Pi PhiNu ; Alpha Phi Sorority; U.E.A.; W.R .A.; Young Republicans.
ROWE, JUDITH: B.A. in Economics; Union, Wash.
RUTT, LARRY: B.A. in Business Administration; Tacoma, Wash.
-S-
SAMPSON, BETTY: B.A. in Home Ec.; Tacoma, Wash.
SAVAGE, HOLLY: B.A. in P.E.; Tacoma, Wash.
SAVAGE, WILLIS: B.A. in Geology; Tacoma, Wash.
SCHEPPER, RANDOLPH: B.A. in Phy. Ed.; Zenith, Wash.
•SCHINDLER, JAMES: B.S. in Chemistry; Arnold Air Society; DrillTeam Comdr.; I.S.A., social chairman; ROTC Scholarship.
SCHMITT, CHRIS: B.A. in Economics; Tacoma, Wash.; Choppers; KappaSigma Fraternity, president; Inter-Fraternity Council; Young Republicans.
Affairs
SCHRIEB, DAVID: B.S. in Chemistry; Tacoma, Wash.
SCHWEITZER, WILHELM: B.A. in German; Tacoma, Wash.
SCHWEIZER, WILLIAM: B.A. in Business Administration; Mercer Island,Wash.
CHMITT, RICHARD: B. of Arts; Portland, Oregon; PublicForum, chairman; Beta Theta Pi Fraternity, vice president, sInter-Fraternity Council, treasurer; Judiciary Committee.
SCOTT, EWING: B.A. in Business Administration ; Seattle, Wash.
SHANNON, STEWART: B.A. in Business Administration; Dallas, Wash.
SHEFFER, LAWRENCE: B.A. in Business Administration; Tacoma, Wash.
SHOTWELL, JOATHON: B.A. in Business Administration; Tacoma,Wash.; Sigma Nu Fraternity.
SIBLEY, GLEN: B.A. in Economics; Palo Alto, California; Sigma NuFraternity; Social Chairman; Intercollegiate Knights, Junior Advisor;Inter-Fraternity Council, vice president.
SIMMINS, HELEN: B. of Fine Arts; Tacoma, Wash.
SIMONS, WILLIAM: B.A. in Phy. Ed.; Tacoma, Wash.; Sigma NuFraternity; Homecoming King.
SIMONS, ERNST: B. of Arts; Tacoma, Wash.
SKAR, JOHN: B.A. in Business Administration ; Olympia, Wash.; ArnoldAir Society, operations officer.
SLEHOFER, JACK: B.S. in Geology; Tacoma, Wash.
SLEHOFER, RICHARD: B. of Science; Tacoma, Wash.
SLOTTOW, JEFFERY: B.A. in Business Administration; Los Angefes,Calif .; Campus Faith Council; Chinook Club; Choral Society; I.S.A.;UPS College Bowl Team, alternate; Phi Mu Alpha.
SMETS, SHERRON: B. of Arts; Medford, Oregon.
SMITH, DAVID: B.A. in Business Administration; Tacoma, Wash.
SMITH, DOUG: B.A. in Business Administration; Hinsdale, 111.; ArnoldAir Society; ASB Publicity Director; Central Board; Theta Chi Frater¬nity; Publications Comm.; Sailing; Tamanawas staff , Editor, Photo¬grapher; Trail, Business Manager, Photographer; Who’s Who. YoungRepublicans; Homecoming Comm.
SMITH, GARY: B.A. in History in Math; Tacoma, Wash.; Forensics; MuSigma Delta; Phi Gamma Mu; Sailing; Young Democrats; Young Repub¬licans, vice president; Dean's List; Honors Program.
SMITH, KAREN: B.A. in Education; Seattle, Wash.; People-to-People;Gamma Phi Beta Sorority, president, standards chairman; U.E.A.; W.R.A.
SMITH, SANDRA: B.A. in Education; Bellevue, Wash.; Choral Society;Chi Omega Sorority, president, vice president; Spurs; U.E.A.; DeltaAlpha Gamma Scholarship; Sigma Nu White Rose Queen Candidate.
SMITHSON, JANCIE: B.A. in Home Ec.; Tacoam, Wash.SMYTH, LARRY: B. of Arts; Kenwick, Wash.; Kappa Sigma Frater¬
nity, president: Basketball
SNAVELY, KAY: B.A. Phy. Ed.; Tacoma, Wash.
SNYDER, THEODORE: B.A. in Business Administration; Ashtabula,Ohio.
SPRENGER, ROBERT: B.A. in Philosophy ; B.S. in Chemistry; Tacoma,Wash.; Judiciary Comm., chairman; American Chemical Society; MuSigma Delta; MUN Delegate; Sailing; Ski Team; Who’s Who; Hon¬or's Program; UPS Vienna Abroad.
SPRING, SUSAN: B.A. in Psychology and Education; Campus Playcrafters;Delta Delta Delta Sorority, president, treasurer; Mortar Board; MuSigma Delta; Spurs; U.E.A.; Who's Who; Honors At Entrance; HonorsProgram; National Delta Delta Delta Mother’s Club Scholarship; TacomaPanhellenic Scholarship; Tacoma Jr. Women’s Club Scholarship.
STAATZ, WILLIAM: B.S. in Chemistry; Tacoma, Wash.
STEERE, EDITH: B.A. in Art ; Tacoma, Wash.
STEWART, JAMES: B. of Arts; Tacoma, Wash.
STIVERS, BETH: B. of Arts; Tacoma, Wash.
STOVER, SUSAN: B.A. in Education; Seattle, Wash.; A.W.S.; ChapelChoir; Choral Readers; Kappa Phi; U.E.A.; W.R.A.
STRICKLIN, WL: B.A. in Business Administration; Tacoma, Wash.
STROM, NORMAN: B.A. in Business Administration; Tacoma, Wash.
STROUD, ROGAR: B.A. in Business Administration; Puyallup, Wash.;Alpha Kappa Psi.
tSUMICK, JOHN: B.A. in Business Administration; Tacoma, Wash.
SUN, ALICE: B.A. in Education; Tacoma, Wash.
SWEET, DAVID: B. of Science; Tacoma, Wash.
SWITZER, BRIAN: B. of Science; New West, B.C.
-T-
TAYLOR, DONALD: B. of Arts; Lake Oswego, Oregon; Sigma AlphaEpsilon Fraternity; Arnold Air Society.
TAYLOR, ROBERT: B.A. in Business Administration; Tacoma, Wash.;Alpha Kappa Psi ; Alpha Kappa Psi Outstanding Pledge Award; F.E.I.A.Outstanding Junior in Business Award.
TETZLAFF, DIANE: B.A. in Education; Sacramento, Calif.
THOMAS, JAMES: B.A. in Business Administration; Tacoma, Wash.;Phi Delta Theta Fraternity; Alpha Kappa Psi; Baseball.
THOMAS, PHILIP: Master of Fine Arts; Tacoma, Wash.
THOMAS, VICKI: B.A. in Political Science; Tacoma, Wash.
THOMPSON, ADELAIDE: B.A. in Education; Tacoma, Wash.
TIEDEMAN, ALAN: B.A. in Biology; Lahaina, Hawaii ; American Chemi¬cal Society; Trail Staff .
TISON, BRENDA: B.S. in Biology ; Tacoma, Wash.
TITUS, DOUGLAS: B.A. in Political Science; Tacoma, Wash.
TOOLEY, PATRICIA: B.A . in History ; Tacoma, Wash.
-V-
VANDERHOEK, LANCE: B.A. in Political Science; Bellevue, Wash.
VAN KIRK, RIGHARD: B.A. in Biology; Seattle, Wash.
VATNE, ROLF: B.S. in Physics; Tacoma, Wash.
VIENEAU, MARLYCE: B.A. in Education ; Tacoma, Wash.; Delta DeltaDelta; U.E.A.; Dean’s List.
-W-
WALDEN, JERRY: B.A. in Psychology; Tacoma, Wash.
WALKER, KRISTINE: B.A. in Psychology; Naperville, Illinois; ChoralSociety; Forensics; Sailing, Secretary.
WALL, SANDRA: B.A. in Education; Tacoma, Wash.
WASHINGTON, DONNELL: B.A. in Psychology; Tacoma, Wash.
WATSON, ELIZABETH: B.A. in Business Admin.; Parma, Idaho; PhiChi Theta; Varsity Show; Young Republicans, Secretary; Junior Sem¬ester Abroad— Vienna.
WERNY, ISA: B.S. in Biology; Tacoma, Wash.
WHIPPLE, CLIFFORD: B.A. in Business Admin.; Tacoma, Wash.
WHITE, WILLIAM: B.A. in Political Science; Bellevue, Wash.
WHITEHEAD, JOHN: B.A. in Business Admin.; Portland, Oregon;Kappa Sigma.
WHYLIE, FRANK : B.A. in Business Admin.; Tacoma, Wash.
WICKLANDER, RICHARD: B.S. in Physics; Puyallup, Wash.
WIDBY, JAY: B.A. in Business Admin.; Wenatchee, Wash.; Alpha KappaPsi, Secretary and President.
WILEY, RICHARD: B.A. in English; Tacoma, Wash.
WILLHITE, RONALD: B.A. in Business Admin.; Madros, Oregon;
Alpha Kappa Psi; Theta Chi; Varsity Show.
WILLETT, BARBARA: B.A. in Home Economics; Tacoma, Wash.
WILSON, CLO: B.A. in Education; Hoquiam, Wash.
WILSON, LINDA: B. of Music; Tacoma, Wash.
WILSON, ROY: B. of Music; Seattle, Wash.; Adelphians; CampusPlaycrafters; Chapel Choir; Choral Society; Madrigal Singers; Music
Achievement Award.
WOODCOCK, B.A. in Education; Portland, Oregon; Campus Playcrafters;
Chips; Forensics; Alpha Phi, Chaplain; U.E.A.; Young Republicans.
WOODFORD, ROBERT: B.A. in Business Admin.; Oakland, Calif .;
Choppers; Beta Theta Pi; Crew; Homecoming King Cand.
WOODKE, RICHARD: B.A. in Business Admin.; Tacoma, Wash.
WOODS, PATRICIA: B.A. in Sociology; Tacoma, Wash.
WURL, JOHN: B.A. in Business Admin.; Tacoma, Wash.
WULFMAN, LINDA: B. of Music; Honolulu, Hawaii; Chapel Choir;
Chinook Club; Choral Society; Sigma Alpha Iota; UPS Band.
WYLIE, SUE: B.A. in German; Twin Falls, Idaho; ASB Secretary;
Central Board; Committee X; A & L Committee; Finance Committee; Pi
Beta Phi; Spurs, Treasurer; Who’s Who.
-Y-
YAMASHITA, FAYE: B.A. in Education; Hilo, Hawaii; Choral Society;
Independent Students’ Assn.; Pi Beta Phi, Historian, Pledge Secretary;
U.E.A.; W.R.A.
YORK, DANIEL: B.A. in Business Admin.; Seattle, Wash.
-Z-
ZABACK, KAY: B.A. in Education; Seattle, Wash.; Alpha Psi; Standards
and Scholarship; Tamanawas Staff.
ZIMMERMAN, GAIL: B.A. in Political Science; Portland, Oregon; Pi
Gamma Mu; Public Affairs Forum.
ZITKA, PATRICK: B.A. in Business Admin.; Tacoma, Wash. 83
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Dr. Robert G. Albertson
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Dr. Robert D. Sprenger
Division Directors
Dr. Robert G. Albertson and Dr. Robert D. Sprenger
have been named to new positions as division directors in
the academic organization of the university. Dr. Albertson
will head the Humanities Division and Dr. Sprenger the
Natural Science Division.
The new directors will report directly to Dr. Robert Bock,
dean of the university, who will also serve as acting director
of the Social Science Division.
The three divisions represent every academic area except
the professional schools (education, music, business, and
occupational therapy). Curriculum integration at the division
level will give the benefits of both general education and
specialization for a career or graduate study.
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One of the first points of interest for travelers was theBloody Tower of London.
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Semester in Vienna
Dr. Warren Tomlinson accompanied the twenty-seven students participating
in the Junior Semester Abroad program during their European studies. At
the start of the spring semester the group left Seattle-Tacoma Airport by jet
for a one week each stay in London, Paris, and then Rome. The remainder of
the semester was spent studying in Vienna.
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Gracia Alkema
Bonnie Brooksbank
Val Brustad
Susan Crary
David Crutcher
Linda DeYoung
Paul Fish
Ann Fitzgerald
Alice Glenn
Scott Griswold
Betta Jo Hay
Russell Heald
Teres Jensen
Julie Jueling
Ruth Keller
Diana Kingsley
Karlene Kofoed
Larry MacLaren
Aileen McClurg
Randall Melquist
Marjie Miller
Sandra Mostoller
Robert C. Nelson
Diana Rippeon
Suzanne Scherdin
Lynda Walter
Richard Watson
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Sophomore Honors Colloquium for integrated study discussed the subject matter for their future papers with Dr. Leroy Ostransky.
Honors Scholars
Membership in the Honors Program is a distinction claimed by approx¬
imately 150 students at the University of Puget Sound. Freshmen and
sophomores meet every Wednesday afternoon and engage in conversation
groups (called colloquia) and dinner meetings where a variety of pro¬
grams expose them to greater breadth in their general education. Juniors
are apt to be away from the campus in Vienna or on an exchange program
with another college. Seniors are in the library with an idea, enjoying the
freedom of independent research. Twice a year, all honor students meet
at the All-Honors Banquet.
Membership in the program is limited to ten percent of each class as
selected from a larger group of freshmen admitted with Honors at Entrance.
Nominations are made at the end of the first semester by faculty members
on the , basis of classroom performance as well as the results of personal
interviews and the student’s own initiative. Once designated an Honors
Scholar a student remains in the program as long as he wishes.
Whether on the football field, in the library, by the Danube, or on
tour with the Adelphians the Honors Scholar is trying to combine both
learning and living, both satisfation and responsibility, and both personal
knowledge and social concern for the sake of his own education and the
expanding community that claims him as a citizen.
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The use of propaganda devices behind the Iron Curtain was
one of the discussion topics for the Freshman Inter-disciplinary
colloquium with Prof. Will Lindley.
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Prof. Earl Scott and Freshman Honor
Scholar Scotty Smith contrasted the views
of Calvin and Nietzsche in an informal
colloquium held in the professor’s home.
Freshmen
;ve Boyd
ck Carroll
eg Garner
rl Giske
ith Johnson
te Keiser
in Moench
nnie Monk
lice Muench
n Peterson
1 Petit
nneth Smith
:ky Sprang
ida Wallis
g Anunsen
jtchen
Jlechschmidt
: Carder
da Cook
thy Foster
Miller Garrison
Tom Greenwood
: HaeckSteve J
Craig Larson
Ross A. Lewelling
Alan Martin
Allan Segawa
Wendy Wilkins
Doug Albright
Gail Anderson
Jan Halgren
Betsi Johnson
Linda JohnsonBecky JonesKaren Kamch
Tom Kneeshaw
George Lamb
Bruce Logan
David Lyles
Bruce McDowell
n eff
Jan Suhterland
James TuttleBarbara Van
Buskirk
Mary Allen
Karen Amundson
Virginia Bartram
Sue Bona
.Linda J . Collins
Amy Fukuda
Lois JohnsonSteph Johnson
Alan Kiest
Lynne Mensink
Karen Miles
Karen Robinson
Julie SarkissianBob Haines
The Freshman Social Science Colloquium enjoyed discussing various historical controversies with Prof .Spencer Stokes.
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Sophomores Juniors Seniors
nny Burdick
urel Call
.vid Coulter
m Harvey
rl Kese
b Larson
san Rasell
b Solie
thur Ward
aron Wells
l Goman
o Kaufman
any Matthews
thy McAuliffe
Kathleen McCann
John McGiffinRockwell Smith
Linda Williams
Donald Tubbs
Chris Wyckoff
Adele Allen
Karen Bagne
Carolyn Boyd
Bob Countryman
Chris Cramer
Roz Gies
Charles Herring
Patrick J. LampeSue Tartaglino
Rick Zelinski
Janet G. Fox
Sandy Harvey
Ann Hoag
Janet Kinley
Bob Leeper
Ralph McEw<A1 Meyer
Linda Sparks
John StroiT _ T'b ngJackie Tuell
en
Thomas Albright
Gracia Alkema
Dennis Bakke
Bonnie
Brooksbank
Jill DavisRay Fife
Paul Fish
Ann Fitzgerald
Mary Floyd
Alice Glenn
Gail Grant
Bette Jo Hay
Russ Heald
Steven Helgerson
Julie JuelingRuth Keller
Diana Kingsley
Stephen
Kneeshaw
Clay Loges
Aileen McClurg
Christine
MacLennan
Randy Melquist
Marii Miller
Sandra Mostoller
Robert Nelson
John Ortmeyer
Ken Peterson
Diana Rippeon
Marianna Riutta
Nancy L. Smith
Gina Soule
Karen Spence
Mary Tnomp:
Arthur Wick
son
David Anderson
Gary Birchler
Steven Bradley
Elizabeth Brown
AI Campbell
Floyd Carpenter
Jean Crosetto
Rich Crow
Charles Curran
John FinneyKaren Finney
Janet Fox
Diane Garland
Kay Hatfield
Robert JewettDavid L. JohnsonJames LeggettJanet McLellan
Richard Nelson
Lynette Pol ley
Carole Ralph
Alexis Otto
Gary B. Smith
Robert Sprenger
T)avid Wagner
Isa Werny
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After fraternity and sorority rush was com- rcct the freshmen to the card center, then
pleted, the complicated process of registration to the Cashier, and finally out the door with
began once again. Long lines and confusion their beany and a copy of the Trial,
existed, but the Spurs were on hand to di-
Registration
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Show
September 25 was the date of this year’s Panhellenic
Pledge Reception. The purpose of the reception is to
introduce the new sorority pledges to parents, friends,
and to the men on campus.
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Homecoming Sixty-Six started off with the traditional
Hootenanny. The next event that took place was the
presentation of Glenn Yarbrough by the U.P.S. Artist and
Lecture Series. This concert was well attended and en¬
joyed by the student body as was the third annual per¬
formance of the Olympic Jazz Band. During the inter¬
mission of Glenn Yarbrough’s performance, this year’s
Homecoming Queen and King, JoAnn Poulsen and Greg
Leuhrs, were announced.
Queen JoAnn is majoring in education, and is a mem¬
ber of the Alpha Phi sorority.
King Greg is an Independent and is majoring in pre¬
dentistry.
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The Fantasticks was the Homecoming play
presentation this year. It was a joint effort of the
School of Music and the Department of Speech
and Drama. "The Fantasticks grabs people with
a lot of sugar and spice, but it ends up by say¬
ing some very incisive things about life,” said
Professor Manning. ” It asks the same questions
as the book of Ecclesiastes and even the New
Testament as it considers the problem of evil.”
The cast included: Jim Lyles, Raeder Ander¬
son, Judy Markham, Roy Wilson, Dave Biisse,
Rick Cook, John Getz, and Craig Haines. The
play was directed by Thomas Manning, and
Tucker Keiser directed the musical portion of the
play.
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Homecoming Week included ac¬
tivities involving nearly all of the
students of U.P.S. The second an¬
nual Trike Race, won by Todd
Hall and the Tri-Delts, created
much enthusiasm. The Torchlight
Parade was attended by several
hundred students. The Royalty and
spectators toured the living groups’
displays by torchlight, after attend¬
ing a spirit raising bonfire.
The
Game
Approaches
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Preceding the homecoming game with Lewis and Clark, track loads of U.P.S.
students drove through downtown Tacoma in the annual Spirit Parade. The
long anticipated game ended with Lewis and Clark winning 19-17, after a
halftime lead by U.P.S. of 17-0.
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The UPS— Tacoma Symphony and UPS Artists and Lectures
Series jointly sponsored the appearance of Metropolitan Opera
soprano Jean Fenn. Her program included many well known
operatic selections. The orchestra was conducted by Edward
Seferian.
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Dr. John D. Regester speaks with Dr. Simonson.
Regester Lecture
Dr. Harold P. Simonson, chairman of the UPS
English Department, was chosen to give this year’s
John D. Regester Faculty Lecture. The title of the
lecture was "The Closed Frontier and American
Tragedy.” The lectureship was established last year
to honor the service of Dr. John D. Regester, past
dean of the university and graduate school.
Dr. Harold P. Simonson giving this year’s Regester Lecture.
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PLEDGES AND ACTIVES AT INITIATION BALL. L-R B^f /L- Ed Galen, Tom Wyckoff, Dave Johnson, Craig Hagstrom, Ben Conklin, John Getz,Chuck Hallock, Kip Lange, Mike Noah, Bill Rhodes, Jon O’ Hare, Ron Dominoski, Mike Wood, John Feldtman, John MacKay, Roger Campbell,
Bob Lucey, John Engdahl. Center: Craig Larson, John Colby, Jim Elliott, John Barline, Dick Lea, Dave Locey, Glen Baisinger, Jim Chadwick, Floyd
Carpenter. Front: Paul Meeker, Sandy McCrae, Chuck Foy, Keith Johnson, Jim Monroe, Ken Chikasuye, John Moench, Jeff Arakaki, Larry Town¬
send, John Anderson.
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A toast to Tau Omicron Chapter at the initiation banquet.
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Fiji National Executive Secretaiy, Bill Zennan, speaking at I.F.C. Luncheon.
nal
Starting fall semester as colony members and ending it as brothers in Tau Omicron chapter of Phi Gamma
Delta, the UPS Fijis faced a full year.
The year began with a triumph at the third annual rush banquet as Director of Admissions Larry Stenberg,
who has been instrumental in the growth of the colony, read the telegram from the delegates at die national
convention announcing the unanimous approval of Tau Omicron chapter. "Walk with pride!” it ended. Following
this advice, the brothers took a pledge class outnumbering the initiates by four men.
The PhiGams were still the smallest house on campus, but actives started the year with such honors as best
actor, outstanding speaker, ASB yell king and second vice president of the student body, plus men in every
major sport and activity. Joint effort brought Fijis second place in Homecoming display, third in spirit, and a
first place tie in swimming intramurals.
The biggest effort of the year was spent towards the installation weekend. National officers and Fijis from
all over started pouring in on November 10 for the pledging ceremony and an informal get-together. The next
morning saw the achievement of that long-awaited goal— full membership in the fraternity. The evening was
topped off by one of the best social events of the year, the PhiGam banquet and Grand Ball.
Walk with pride? You bet!
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san Smith speaking at I.F.C. Luncheon.
Fijis entertaining guests at an informal open house during Na¬
tional Installation.
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"The Good
Woman of
Setzuan”
The University Players presented
"The Good Woman of Setzuan” for
the winter play this year. The play
was a parable about the workings of
good and evil within the human person¬
ality. The cast included: Pat McKennan,
Bruce Gladstone, John Getz, Bob
Countryman, and Rick Cook. The play
was directed by Mr. Thomas Manning.
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Dr. Phillips gave a Christmas Story.
Mr. and Mrs. Santa Claus arrived.
Dr. Thompson led the candlelighting ceremonies and Christmas carols.
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Madrigals perform at the Christmas Banquet.
Christmas Around Campus
This year’s Christmas around Campus activities
began with the lighting of the Christmas trees in
front of Jones Hall and ended with *he annualChristmas Banquet, which featured a program by
the Madrigals, Dr. Phillips presenting the Christmas
Story, a message from Dr. Thompson, and a surprise
visit from Mr. and Mrs. Santa Claus. Freshman
class president Scotty Smith burned his class numerals
into the traditional Yule log. The annual Messiah
was again presented with Dr. Bruce Rodgers con¬
ducting.
Yule log being carried into the Great Hall.
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The University of Puget Sound College Bowl Team.
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Captain Jim Corbin explains a point.
College Bowl
106
Ken Peterson listens attentively.
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University of Puget Sound made history this year by
competing in G.E. College Bowl. Steve Kneeshaw, Captain
Jim Corbin, Ken Peterson, and Mark Wallace joined
intellectual forces on December 25th in New York
City to meet North Central College, Illinois. The toss-
up questions were difficult and the bonus questions
worse. Our team came up with the right answers time
after time. U.P.S. should be proud of them. The long
hours of practice, the many students who helped drill,
and the practice sessions with schools like P.L.U. and
Portland State helped our team make an impressive show¬
ing. North Central was the winner of the match, but
we were evenly matched until the very final seconds,
when North Central jumped ahead. The one minute
spiel about our campus was impressive and made one
proud to be a Logger. The whole show was dignified,
stimulating, and helped to place U.P.S. among the top
schools of the nation.
V
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Practice session at Tacoma studios.
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Through effort UPS beat five time winner Portland State. 107
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JThe cake presented by the Chips was one of Joe’s many awards.Joe Peyton Day
Choppers carried Peyton away after ceremony.u $1
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Joe made a short acceptance speech.
December 14 was Joe Peyton Day on the
U.P.S. campus. The Logger Little All-American
was honored at a ceremony on the steps of Jones
Hall in front of a large crowd. Many civic
dignitaries and school officials were on hand
to present Joe with his award as the Northwest’s
only representative on the nation’s top team. The
U.P.S. band, Chips and Choppers, and the whole
student body took part in the affair which was
climaxed by the U.P.S. football banquet that
evening. A short time later Joe’s picture appeared
in Sports Illustrated.
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The Student Used Book
Association came about as an
idea from the Leadership Con¬
ference last fall. Under the
leadership of Darrel McCluney
the association enabled students
to sell almost $900 worth of
books. The plan behind SUBA
was to eliminate the middle
man and thus enable students
to get more money for their
used books. Contrary to the
book store’s belief that it
wouldn’t work, it turned out
to be a highly successful ad¬
venture and is planned to be
a permanent campus organi¬
zation.
Drew Middleton
gv ' 1
' AIf 4; 55^ i^ m
Journalist Drew Middleton spoke to U.P.S. students February 10.
Middleton has traveled extensively for the New York Times and
is also Times Bureau Chief at the United Nations. Middleton spoke
on “ How Europe Looks at America Today: A Study in Change.”
He also gave a survey of current European feelings on topics such
as Viet Nam, Red China, Cuba, and World Markets in relation to
the United States.
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Erick
Hawkins
February 11, the U.P.S. Artist and Lec¬
ture Series brought the Erick Hawkins Dance
Company to Tacoma. This modern dance
group was a rare combination of modern
percussion music, drama, and dance.
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Ferrante
and
Teicher
February 18 Ferrante and Teicher ap¬
peared in the U.P.S. Fieldhouse, sponsored
by the Artist and Lecture Series. The famed
pianists performed many classical selections
as well as their popular hits. Their sense
of humor plus their musical ability pleased
the capacity crowd.
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House 0
The House of Critics came about to create
interest among the student body in things other
than the students’ own personal lives. The steer¬
ing committee tried to select topics that would
give students and faculty a chance to express
themselves on topics usually not thrown open to
open debate. Some topics discussed were: "This
house believes the faculty of U.P.S. does not
publish— and deserves to perish,” and "President
Johnson has sufficiently justified our stand in
Vietnam.”
Cheering, booing, hissing jeers and anti-any-
thing literature was present. The evenings that
the House of Critics met were intellectually stim¬
ulating, but also fun and exciting.
The House of Critics was modeled after the
parliament of England. The late Winston
Churchill was one of the greatest advocates of
the crowded hall and of moving people by
'real’ debates. The U.P.S. House of Critics
certainly typifies his ideals.
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-;A:. -The Beta Theta Pi Fraternity was the official winner of the
fifth annual U.P.S. Logger Day. The group won the honor by
winning fifth in log chopping, fourth in log throwing, second
and third in log rolling, second in Men’s tug of war and a first
in log sawing. The Sigma Chi’s last year’s winner, came in second
by two points.
Tom Neu, a Phi Delta Theta sophomore, was named the out¬
standing single performer of the day after winning firsts in the
log rolling and the axe throwing contests.
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This year marked the 26th pre¬
sentation of the Frosh One-Act
plays. The actors were made up of
interested Freshman students who
were picked by student directors at
the middle of first semester. The
plays included: Tad Mosel’s Im¬
promptu, George Bernard Shaw’s
Passion, Poison and Petrifaction,
Anton Chekhov’s The Celebration,
Tennessee Williams’ Talk to Me
Like the Rain and Let Me Listen,
and The Sandbox by Edward Albee.
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Mingled with the tops of the mighty fir trees on the
campus is the gleaming white spire of the newly com¬
pleted William W. Kilworth Chapel. It is an old-fashioned
meeting house in Georgian architectural style.
Above the Kilworth Chapel is a 250-year-old bell that
has been in storage for twenty years awaiting the comple¬
tion of the Chapel. Since it was cast in England, it has
served as the signal bell on a steamship, a church bell
in Portland, Walla Walla, and Waitsburg, and as a
dinner bell in Eastern Washington on a ranch. Novem¬
ber 28, 1966, saw its dedication and elevation to its
present location from where it calls the community to
worship and work.
On March 9, 1967, the Kilworth Chapel was dedicated
to an overflowing crowd as both President Thompson
and Dr. Clark Wood spoke. One of the highlights of
the day came when the Chapel Chorus and Brass Ensem¬
ble performed "Now Thank We All Our God” , by
Dr. Leroy Ostransky. It is an anthem written expressly
for our chapel.
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Science Complex Got
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-Begun in January of 1966,
the three million dollar sci¬
ence complex will be ready for
use in 1968. Three times the
size of McIntyre, the building
has been one of the most in¬
teresting and yet frustrating ex¬
periences of the campus in
1967. The amount of shoe
polish that has been used to
cover up the messes that the
construction has made of the
fraternity boys’ shoes would
irobably stain the walls of an
entire classroom. The dark and
piiet places of the new build-
ng have provided excellent
ipportunity for the pursuit of
ove and happiness on the UPS
campus. As the student body
noves into this giant new build-
ng next year, Howarth Hall
vill turn into the School of
education Building and stu-
lents will find new places to
go on Friday and Saturday
lights.
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Clay Loges, a junior from Zillah, was elected presi¬
dent of the Associated Student Body of the University
of Puget Sound in campus voting Tuesday and Wednes¬
day, March 8 and 9.
Loges was second vice president this year. He will be
succeeded as first vice president by Ralph McEwen of
Salem Oregon.
Dave Thomas, of San Marino, California, was elected
first vice president and Linda Gowdy was elected secre¬
tary. Miss Gowdy is from Juneau, Alaska.
Three propositions on the ballot were heavily favored
by those voting, but they lacked the number of votes
for validation. One of the propositions was for a new
student body constitution. The others had to do with a
student-sponsored radio station and with support of a
student-sponsored literary publication.
Carolyn Emigh of Seattle, Dixon Rice of Mercer Island,
and Bob Solie of Olympia were elected as delegates-at-
large.
Tom Berg was elected yell king and Rick Stockstad and
Kip Lange were elected as cheerleaders.
The new song queen is Nancy Doolittle. Cheerleaders
chosen to assist her are Cookie Ackerman, Consty Green,
Linda Pizzalato, and Anne Buckley.
Senators elected by the students were Jay Bassett, senior;
Darrell McCluney, junior; and Ed Gaylen, sophomore.
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Campus
Controversy
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The firing of a University of Puget Sound English pro¬
fessor caused wide-spread controversy. Dr. Robert C. Lee,
now in his second year at the University, received notice
February 17 that his contract would not be renewed for
next year.
Because of the lateness of the notification, the English
professor and campus chapter of the American Associa¬
tion of University Professors contested the action, and a
few days later the Faculty Senate, representative body for
the faculty here, recommended to University officials
that Lee be rehired.
Some 200 students demonstrated on Dr. Lee’s behalf
outside the University library where the Faculty Senate
was meeting to draw up their recommendation.
After receiving the Faculty Senate’s position, Dr.
Thompson, University president, issued a statement that
Dr. Lee would be offered a contract for next year.
The president’s statement also said that the professor’s
initial dismissal had nothing to do with a newspaper
advertisement Dr. Lee and 17 other University faculty
members purchased earlier calling for the cessation of
the bombing in Vietnam.
Dr. Lee said that if the atmosphere of this university
is to be one of academic freedom and the free flow of
ideas, a common meeting ground must be allowed to
exist where all campus groups are represented.+1
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Priscilla Lisicich
Diana Rippeon
Libby Brown
Claudia Johnson
JoAnn Poulsen
Pat Garber
Cheri Daniels
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INDEPENDENT
HOMECOMING
KING &
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POULSEN
ALPHA PHI
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r 'And I Thought
Lewis & Clark
Were Supposed To Be
Tough”
Homecoming Queen
Joann Paulson
(at halftime)
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Homecoming hopes were high when the Loggers
had a 17-0 lead over powerful Lewis & Clark but the
eventual Northwest Conference Champions squeaked
by in the final minutes for a 19-17 decision.
It was heartbreaking for a young Logger team, with
only four seniors on the entire squad, but the agony of
the moment prompted the Puget Sounders to finish
their season with three wins in their last four games
and a 43-0 thrashing of Whitworth in the finale.
Prior to Homecoming there was both good and
bad. A 16-game winless streak ended early with a
17-7 win over PLU in the opener but the Loggers
stumbled before Central Washington.
Whitworth took victory away in the final minutes at
Spokane but UPS returned home to rudely upset the
nation’s seventh-ranked beam, Eastern Washington,
20-10. It was Eastern’s only loss of the year.
Then came an unhappy homecoming, followed by
the thrills of a winning season as the boys became men.
Offensive blockers Dan McFarland (52 ) and Dave Kinkela (70) get instructions
along the sidelines as coach Bob Ryan offers advice during a timeout in the
Homecoming game.
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Halfback Tom Lowe (20) highsteps over lowdown Lewis & Clark defenders in the 1966 Homecoming Game. Tackle Tom Cummings
(65) and fullback Don Pulisevich (33) are visible in the supporting cast.
"I’d Say
They Were”
Coach Bob Ryan
(at game’s end)
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Speedy Pat Larkin (25) races through a hole in the Oregon College line as the Loggers win 16-6. Providing the escort are Mike Sienkiewich(73) and John Callahan (61) .
It Was a Year of Offense
There were plenty of offensive stars in 1966 as the
Loggers rolled to a 5-4 season with 2334 yards gained,
23 touchdowns, 19 extra points, and six field goals for
175 points.
Terry Larson was the total offense leader with 423
yards and freshman Bob Botley followed with 402 yards.
Both were quarterbacks. Although he didn’t score a touch¬
down, fullback Don Pulisevich sparked the offense with
his great blocking. He also gained 384 yards to lead all
ball-carriers.
Halfback Corky Diseth was the leading scorer with seven
touchdowns and 42 points. Botley was the team’s top
passer, completing 30 of 58 pass attempts for 404 yards
and three touchdowns.
Busiest Logger was Pat Larkin who accounted for 462
yards running, passing, receiving passes and kicks. JeromeCrawford provided many of the big thrills with long
runs, particularly on punt returns. He raced 239 yards
with 30 enemy punts and 119 more with seven kickoffs.
They were the "go-go” boys, and Logger fans will long
remember.
Quarterback Terry Larson (11) passes against the
Knights of PLU in a 17-7 Logger victory. Other Puget
Sounders are Corky Diseth ( 23), Don Pulisevich
( 33), Joe Peyton (81) and Dan McFarland (52).
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Records Were Set
The Loggers rewrote the records in several categories
in 1966. Little All-America end Joe Peyton was the big
contributor but a pair of frosh, Clint Scott and Dan Thurs-
ten, also got into the act.
Peyton’s 14 pass catches for 191 yards and two touch¬
downs in the final game against Whitworth placed him
in Evergreen Conference Records for the best single-game
performance in the 19-year history of the league.
The school marks which were set include:
Most passes caught, game— 14, Joe Peyton
Most passes caught, season— 46, PeytonMost passes caught, career— 119, Peyton
Most pass receiving yardage, game— 191, Peyton
Most pass receiving yardage, season— 609, Peyton
Most pass receiving yardage, career— 1614, Peyton
Most touchdown receptions, career— 14, Peyton
Most touchdowns, career— 14, Peyton
Most points scored, career— 84, Peyton
Most field goals, season— 6, Clint Scott
Longest field goal— 42 yards, Scott vs. Whitworth.
Most passes intercepted, season— 8, Dan Thurston
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Randy Roberts (12) holds for Clint Scott (3) whose soccer-style placekicking efforts produced six field goals and 19 extrapoints in a record-setting freshman year.
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The coach, the team, the Logger yell squad along the sidelines at Baker Stadium provided cheers and tears as the 1966 season unfolded
promise for the future and five big wins.
with
Evergreen Conference Statistics
TOTAL DEFENSE
Plays Rush Pass Total Game Average
UPS 591 1078 1004 2092 232.4
Western Washington 616 1386 1199 2585 287.2
Central Washington 685 1464 1296 2760 306.6
Eastern Washington 645 1287 1582 2869 318.8
Whitworth 751 2734 1308 4042 404.2
UPS allowed 119-8 yards per game rushing compared to second-place
Eastern’s 143.0; UPS allowed 111.6 yards per game passing compared to
second-place Whitworth’s 130.8.
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Defense With a Big D —
For the second straight year the University of Puget
Sound topped the Evergreen in defensive statistics.
Stopping the enemy was a matter of pride with Coach
Bob Ryan’s gridders.
Rival teams managed only 51 first downs by rushing
against the Logger defense, less than six per game.
Only 98 points were scored by the opposition and five
times opponents managed only one touchdown or less.
Two conference champions, Eastern Washington of
the Evergreen and Oregon College of the Oregon
Collegiate, lost their only games of the year to the
Loggers because of great defensive play. Eastern
gained only 35 yards on the ground and OCE picked-up
a mere 47.
The Loggers intercepted 16 enemy passes for 230
yards returned and ran back 48 punts for 383 yards,
far and away the top mark in the league.
Opposing runners averaged a mere 2.4 yards per carry
against UPS and lost 381 yards rushing during the year,
another department at which the Loggers ranked atop
the league.
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Linebacker Steve Doolittle (80) and halfback Lou Smith (85) are there to greetLewis & Clark halfback Tom Boyle as the Loggers contain the Pioneer runninggame on Homecoming.
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-JHands up on defense as Whitworth quarterback Tim Hess tries to toss Joe Roundy (83) and Logger helpers Scott McKnight (32) and RonDomineski (72) display the rush which crushed Whitworth 43-0.
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THE 1966 LOGGERS. Front Row, left to right— Dan Thurston, Rich Zelinski, Randy Weed, Clint Scott, Bob Botley, Tom Lowe, Rich Tevis,
Corky Diseth, Dale Downing, Joe Mount, Bob Lucey, Dave Gaskill, Kenn McManus, Pat Larkin. Second Row— Phil Dawson, Gene Johnson,
John Callahan, Dick McKegney, Gary Fultz, Don Pulisevich, Terry Larson, Dan McFarland, Dennis Brennan, Roy Jeffrey, Steve Burkhart,
Randy Roberts, Make Long, Marvin Cook, Scott McKnight, George Neeley. Back Row— Jim DeStefano, Lou Smith, Joe Roundy, Joe Peyton,
Steve Perry, Rob Pierce, Tom Cummings, Ron Domineski, Steve Swanson, A1 Neely, Nick Sinnett, Rich Mayo, Don Brennan, Bryan Honore,
Steve Doolittle, Ron Ness, Doug Hintze, Tom Wyckoff, Bill Guinn, Bob Hunt, Jeff Paine, Dave Kinkela. Absent— Jerome Crawford
The Season With a Happy Ending
The Loggers began their 1966 season with a pass
to Joe Peyton; first play of their opening game with
PLU. The season ended with another pass to Peyton;
this one even more rewarding against Whitworth.
In between these two passes, Coach Bob Ryan’s
youthful team packed more than the usual number of
thrills and heartbreaks. When it was all over Peyton
was a Little All-America choice; the Loggers had a
winning season.
UPS finished second in the Evergreen Conference in
their final fling at the championship. In the process they
handed Eastern Washington’s champions their only
loss of the year.
Included in the accomplishments were victories which
snapped a 16-game streak of winless outings and the
first UPS win in the three-year history of Baker Stadium.
The Loggers dropped four games they might just as
well have won . . . but inexperience told and took
its tell. Experience became a great teacher and the
Loggers whacked Whitworth 43-0 in their finale after
losing to the Pirates 21-17 early in the year. The im¬
provement was measurable indeed.
Records fell at every turn. The Loggers uncovered
some of the brightest freshmen players in the history
of the school. They said goodby to the greatest end
ever to grace the Puget Sound gridiron; retired his
jersey in an unprecedented tribute to his record-break¬
ing performances.
Peyton was joined on the all-conference team by Don
Brennan, Mike Sienkiewich, and Joe Roundy; on the all-
NAIA District team by Roundy, Sienkiewich, and Dan
Thurston; on the all-Northwest team by Brennan and
Roundy.
He was alone on the Little All-Coast and Little All-
America teams. He wasn’t alone in the eyes of Logger
fans. They were looking to the future. Only four
graduating seniors were listed on the entire UPS
roster.
The cry was familiar, "just wait till next year!”
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The 1966 Season
UPS 17 Pacific Lutheran 7
Central Washington 19 UPS 10
Whitworth 21 UPS 17
UPS 20 • Eastern Washington 10
Lewis & Clark 19 UPS 17
UPS 16 Oregon College 6
UPS 28 Western Washington 2
Central Washington 14 UPS 7
UPS 43 Whitworth 0
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Head coach Bob Ryan; a satisfying season
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A winning coaching staff : Bruce Orness, Jim Nacuso, Rauel Ancira, Bob Ryan, Paul Wallref, Ray Payne.
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Joe Peyton hardly took time to receive his honors; he had been receiv¬
ing passes at a record-setting clip all during football season and basketball
was about to begin. Nor would he pause in the spring; with track season
at hand.
But the greatest all-around athlete in the history of U.P.S. was not to
go without the recognition that was due. Dr. Thompson took care of
that by proclaiming "Joe Peyton Day’’ on campus one bright December
day and the Associated Press named him as the only Northwest collegian
on the Little All-America first team.
United Press International selected him as the most popular vote-
getter on their Little All-Coast team and he also was honored as National
Association of Intercollegiate Athletics (NAIA) District #1 Lineman of
the Year. A few weeks later the Tacoma Athletic Commission announced
that Peyton was Tacoma-Pierce County "Athlete of the Year” for 1966.
Honors weren’t new for the 30-year-old senior from Monticello, Missis¬
sippi who twice had been an All-Army football selection prior to his
decision after eight years in the service to continue his education.
The Army’s loss was Puget Sound’s gain. Joe was named "Freshman of
the Year” at U.P.S. and made all conference team on both offense-
and defense in his first football season. Many other honors followed:
U.P.S. "Athlete of the Year” , "Most Inspirational Athlete” , three times
all-conference in football, twice named NAIA District Lineman of the
Year, twice Little All-Coast, captain and inspirational award winner in
football, all Daffodil Classic team in basketball, Evergreen Conference
high-jump and long- jump champion and record-setter in 10 football
categories and three track events. Joe’s records are listed elsewhere. His
great moments are recorded in the memories of those who have watched
him perform. His football jersey has been retired; the first in U.P.S. his¬
tory to be so honored. There never will be another number 81.
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Head Coach Russ Wilkerson.
f
Assistant Coach Don Moseid, Head Coach Russ Wilkerson, and
player Terry Hammond.
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1967 BASKETBALL TEAM: ( First Row ) Larry Smyth, Jeff Hale, Rick Thome, Roger Merrick, Bruce Hartley, Jack Seaborn. ( Second
Row ) Joe Peyton, Mike Pipe, Terry Hammond, Kent Whitsell, Jim Stockham, Ed Horn, Jim Rawn, Don Gustafson.
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1966-1967 Basketball Results Individual Scoring Record
£/PS Opponent Games FG FT Pts Ave.67. . .
83. . .
. Pacific Lutheran . . . .
.St. Martin’s
70
97
Terry Hammond 24 109 102 320 13.3
62. . . .Central Ohio St. . . . 76 Larry Smyth 24 94 111 299 12.569. . .
84. . .
.Seattle Pacific
. Pomona
94
77 Joe Peyton 24 114 41 269 11.2
76. . . .U. of Cal. Irvine . . . 83 Kent Whitsell 23 68 31 167 7.370. . .
71. . .
.California Western . .
.Cal Poly
67
80 Jim Stockham 23 67 28 162 7.0
57 . . . .U. of San Diego . . 80 Rodger Merrick 21 49 24 122 5.860. . .
81. . .
.Whitworth
.Whitworth (2 OT)
62
88 Mike Pipe 23 501 18 118 5.1
81. . . .Eastern Washington 68 Rick Thome 21 38 10 86 4.165. . . . Portland State 91 Bill Sissom 12 17 6 40 3 349. . . .Western Washington
57. . . .Western Washington 68 Don Gustafson 20 11 8 30 1.565...
80. . .
.Seattle Pacific
, .Eastern Washington
70
54 Jim Rawn 16 1 5 7 0.4
81. . . .Eastern Washington 69 Bruce Hartley 6 2 0 4 0.768. . .
57 . . .
, .Whitworth
. .Seattle Pacific
73
73 Ed Horne 5 1 2 4 0.8
76.. .. .Central Washington 83 Jack Seaborn 5 1 0 2 0.466 . . . .Western Washington 80
63. . . .Pacific Lutheran . . . . 95
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Coach Ray Payne
Steve Hatch and Jim Meyerhoff
The University of Puget Sound completed the’ 1966-67 wrestling
season by compiling a record of 3 wins out of 13 matches. Two
of these were against P.L.U. and one against the University of
British Columbia. Outstanding performers for the season were
Jim Meyerhoff , who finished second in the Washington Junior
College and Freshman Tournament, and Bob Hunt, who finished
fourth in the same tournament. Jim Meyerhoff compiled a season
record of 10 wins and 3 losses; Bob Hunt, 12 wins and 1 loss;
Dennis Brennan, 10 wins and 2 losses. Bob Hunt won the pin tro¬
phy with a total of six pins for the season. He was also selected
as the inspirational award winner by his team-mates. Jim Meyer¬
hoff was selected as team captain for the coming year.
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1967 WRESTLING SQUAD: ( First Row ) Jim Josey, Don Tubbs, Dexter Beckstead, Mark Arakawa. (Second Row) Bob Hunt, Dennis
Brennen, Jim Davenport, Steve Hatch, Jim Meyerhoff . (Third Row) George Neely, Terry Hale, Bob Lucey, Jim Hewson.
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1967 Swim Team
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Ffos/ Row Doug Hanna Dan Pender, Jim Fredrickson, Jim Dupree, Second Row: Riley Whitcomb, Don MacMillan, Alan Nordell, Lyndon Meredith,
Third Row: Mike Gehrke, Andy ‘Boughal, Dan Hilleran, Doug Corey, Coach Duncan
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1966-67 Results
UPS 51 Humboldt St. 44
UPS 53 British Columbia 49
UPS 55 Western Wn. 49
UPS 73 Pacific Lutheran 30
UPS 71 Sacramento 29
UPS 28 Cal. Davis 74
UPS 57 San Francisco St. 37
UPS 42 Oregon St. 62
UPS 44 Central Wn. 60
UPS 64 Willamette 36
UPS 58 Pacific Lutheran 45
UPS 63 Western Wn. 41
UPS 59 British Columbia 45
UPS 48 Idaho 52
UPS 26 Washington St. 76
UPS 35 Simon Fraser 68
Coach Don Duncan
Dan Pender at start
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Jim Fredrickson swimming the butterfly.
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Splashers Win 10 of 16
Two wins over PLU, a successful swing through California,
and a trip to the NCAA national meet for Lyndon Meredith
and Jim Fredrickson highlighted the 1966-67 UPS season.
Jim Dupree, a freshman from Wilson high in Tacoma, set
school records in both the 500 yard and 100 yard free style.
Meredith established a new school mark at the nationals in the
200 yard backstroke while Fredrickson set two new marks in the
100 and 200 yard butterfly events.
Coach Don Duncan’s swimmers found NCAA competition more
challenging than NAIA events of the past but Meredith, a junior
from Tacoma’s Stadium high, finished 7th in the national meet
and Fredrickson took 7th place in the 200 fly, also at the na¬
tionals. Each won the consolation finals of their events.
Letter winners were Meredith, Fredrickson, Dupree, Doug
Hanna, Dan Pender, Don Macmillan, A1 Nordell, Riley Whit¬
comb, Dan Hilleran.
Lyndon Meredith, a winner in the backstroke
A man in flight
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Best Times — 1967
Dan Pender
Doug Hanna
Doug Hanna
Jim Dupree
Jim Dupree
Lyndon Meredith
Jim Fredrickson
Jim Fredrickson
50 freestyle— 23.2
100 freestyle— 51.5
200 freestyle— 1:56.5
500 freestyle— 5:35.9
1000 freestyle— 11:35.7
100 backstroke— 57.7
200 backstroke— 2:07.6 Lyndon Meredith
200 breaststroke— 2:38 Don Macmillan
100 butterfly— 57.1
200 butterfly— 2:04.1
200 ind. medley— 2:13.6 Doug Hanna
400 medley relay— 3:55.8 Lyndon Meredith
Don Macmillan
Jim Fredrickson
Doug Hanna
400 freestyle relay— 3:34.4 Lyndon Meredith
Dan Pender
Jim Dupree
Doug Hanna
Relaxing after a meet at Sacremento State
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"I say, my boy, one more jolly lap.”
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ORGANIZATIONS
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Herb Ripley, Advertising Editor
Ginny Burdick, Organizations Editor;
Bruce Tietjen, Activities Editor
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TAMANAWAS STAFF: Ginny Burdick, Georgia Buell, Suzie Buell, Linda Wallis. Standing: Jim Smith, Bruce Tietjen, Nancy Fisher, Kathy Mc-Auliffe, Starla Sorensen, Kay Hawkins, Marianne Eddy, Bruce Kellman (editor.)
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Seated: Linda Wallis, Leadership Editor. Standing: Susie Buell and Georgia Buell AcademicsEditors.
Kip Lang, Sports Editor
TAMANAWAS
Bruce Kellman, Editor Kay Hawkins, Administrative Assistant to the Editor
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Editor: Roy Jacobson
An editorial policy of non-policy was fol¬
lowed by the TRAIL this year, as the staff
aimed for an informative, thought-provoking
and interesting publication. Editor Roy Jacob¬
son, master of the spoof , gave the lighter side
of campus issues in his satirical and witty edi¬
torials. The staff got themselves in hot water
toward the end of second semester, as they de¬
voted four pages to a Sophomore Honors Collo¬
quium project, the RUT. The Rut met with
widespread campus approval, from both the
students and the faculty, however, and the
matter of Trail sponsorship was eventually
dropped. The weekly meetings of Central Board
and the Student-Faculty Relations Committee
were covered regularly in the Trail to keep the
student body aware of happenings in these
two groups. The staff , though small, was well-
organized and managed to produce a four-to-
eight page paper each week, which was newsy
and relatively free from technical errors.
Trail
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TRAIL STAFF: Seated: Ginny Burdick, Gracia Alkema. Standing: Wendy Wonders, Doug Smith, Carol Lentz, Linda Collins, Gretchen
Blechschmidt, Sue Rasell, Gary Emmons.
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Associate Editors: Gary
Emmons (spring), Gracia
Alkema (fall ).
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News Editor: Davy Jones
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Business Manager and Photographer: Doug Smith
Features Editors: Ginny Burdick (fall ) , Adele Allen (spring).
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Cross Currents, the annual literary publication of the
Associated Student Body, saw some changes this year.
There was no charge, although the magazine was
about the same size and shape as last year’s edition.
The use of material from off -campus contributors was
halted; This year’s Cross Currents was an all-UPS
student publication. The magazine’s purpose is to give
recognition to creative effort on campus. Poetry, short
stories, one-act plays, photography and art are the areas
covered. The Cross Currents staff assessed all work
submitted, looking for a diverse range of subjects. The
traditional Cross Currents cover contest was continued
this year, with a ten-dollar prize going to the winner.
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Editor: Rich Crow
Cross Currents
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CROSS CURRENTS STAFF: Seated: Karlene Kofoed, Leonard Stalker, Linda Geddy. Standing: Michael Joseph, Tim Pettet, Rich Crow, John
Goman.
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ALPHA KAPPA PSI: Row- 1: Prof. Ellery Capen, Niels Dahl, Captain El H.Headland, Col. Burton Andrus, Prof. William Orthman. Row 2: PaulPerry, Vernon Kessler, Frank Whylie, Jim Thomas (president), John Kelly, Jay Widby, Bob Buell, Robert Taylor. Row 3: Steve Shull, David Anderson,Rich Draughon, George Abel, Tuey Meyer, Jack Taylor, Jerry Reilly, Bob Leeper, Tom Barnett, Steve Hatch. Row 4\ John Fedor, John Sumich, JonMoss, Bill Brown, Tom Brown, Alex Davis, A1 Benaroya, Lowell Haugen, Larry Bieber, Dick Walters, Jack Christenson, Dick Nimick. Row 3: RonWillbite, A1 Somers, Gary Cowden, Eldon Magnuson, Starke Shelby, Richard Miller, Ralph Lovelace, Don Moulton, Charles Clore, Jim Bunker, BobMcIntosh, Bruce Hartley, John Geddes. Not Pictured: Prof. Roy Polley (district director) .
Alpha Kappa Psi,
Phi Chi Theta
The objects of Alpha Kappa Psi, Professional
Men’s Business Fraternity, are "To further the
individual welfare of its members; to forsee
scientific research in the fields of commerce, ac¬
counts and finance; to educate the public to
appreciate and demand higher ideals therein;
and to promote and advance courses leading to
degrees in business administration.”
Activities of Epsilon Nu Chapter include: spon¬
soring of professional speakers on campus, ser¬
vice projects for the school, annual research
projects, and independent tours of industries
and business firms. Socially, Alpha Kappa Psi
holds brotherhood parties and sponsors two
award banquets a year.
Beta Xi Chapter of Phi Chi Theta is a national
fraternity for women in Business and Eco¬
nomics.
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PHI CHI THETA: Seated: Laura Pembroke, Dorothy Lewis, Bettie Ptak, Sharon Jacobson, Carolyn MacKean, Kris Cunningham, Linda Carlson,Charlotte Anderson, Joan Brown, Mary Magnusen, Pat Cunningham, Marlena Davis, Linda Dyer.
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Spurs
"What was that ?’’ the freshmen ask,
That’s a Spur doing her task.
These sophomore women dressed in
maroon and white
Run in their tennies ’til things are
done right.
As one might think, Spurs are not
chosen on merely running ability,
But on their interest, scholastic
standing, service and dependability.
They appear at convocations and
help with registration,
They aid Freshman orientation and
direct senior graduation.
Spurs usher at all plays, chapel
and the Messiah service,
Their decorations at Christmas time
can be seen around the campus.
For all those parents, visitors and
relatives that UPS hosts
Who leads the tours ? It’s a Spur
you can surely boast.
Not only do these women serve
their school in red carpet style,
They correspond with mentally
retarded women in Oregon— Spurs
are busy, all the while.
But, then there is fun stuff to do,
know these cute little gals.
Well, for instance they are all
lucky enough to have secret pals.
One of these pals is a girl in white,
But the other is a secret brother
from the Intercollegiate Knights.
Then once a year— (the campus couldn’tstand more than once) these girls send
Spur-O-Grams and have some Valentine
fun.
Not only do Spurs run the university
campus for free,
They passed along their ideas at
convention at Pacific Lutheran
University.
Then this is what a Spur is, she’s
always peppy and gay
Naturally she smiles all the time and
runs all of the way.
She never answers a question with the
familiar phrase "I don’t know”
Her reply is "I’ll find out” — again
she’s on the go.
Now there’s one most special Spur that
everyone must meet,
"Teach” is what Spurs call her— with
her Spurs is complete.
But then again Gail Grant, Junior
Advisor is another missing link
For she helps baby Spurs along and
organizes them ’til they think.
Of course there are twenty-eight
more happy blimps in white
Their motto "Service with a smile”
is truly everyone’s delight.
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SPURS: Front Row: Gail Grant (Junior Advisor), "Teach” Jones (Senior Advisor), Susie Pletz, Mariiee Puckett, Sandy Harvey, Kathy Stock¬
still, Ginny Birkby, Laurel Call. Second Row: Priscilla Lisicich, Cassie Short, Sue Lyman, Jo Guiles, Bobbi Bliss, Sharon Wells, Adele Allen.
Third Row: Sandy McGilchrist, Carolyn Boyd, Donna Morgan, Janie Munro, Colleen Smith, Karen Bagne, Dorothy Dooley (president), Ruth
Egstad, Fourth Row: Nilmah Gray, Suzie Wigle, Marsha Nelson, Nancy Hall, Joan Gilbert, Ginny Burdick.
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INTERCOLLEGIATE KNIGHTS: Standing: Warren Smith, Jim Elliot, Al Johnson, Darrel McCluney, Tom Iverson, Rich Mackey, Greg Olsen,Tom Berg, Tom Emmrich, Ralph McEwen, Mike Wood, Jim Garber, Pat Lampe Seated: Bob Herrington, Lee Kopelke, Ron McMullen, BillNelson (president), Tom New, Bob Leeper, Bruce Hartley.
Each year the Intercollegiate Knights select twenty-five
men from the sophomore class who best exemplify the stand¬
ards of good scholarship, citizenship, and the desire to be
of service to the University. This year the Knights have carried
on the fine tradition set by their predecessors and embodied
in the words of their motto, “ Service, Sacrifice, and Loyalty.”
During the school year the Knights have helped with orienta¬
tion, registration week, ushering at campus activities, and an
annual project supported by money-raising projects. This
year’s I.K. project was the initial financing of a campus radio
station. The Knights also elected their Duchess, Miss Kathy
Stockstill. She was later elected the Knights’ Regional Princess,
and she competed for the title of national Queen at the
Knights’ national convention in April at Brigham Young Uni¬
versity in Provo, Utah.
Intercollegiate
Knights
Surrounding their Duch¬
ess candidate, Kathy
Stockstill, are Knights
Ralph McEwen, Tom Iv¬
erson, Warren Smith, and
Bill Nelson.
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MORTARBOARD: Standing: Dolores Elliot, Joan Langland (president), Laurel Frahm Riley, Georgia Depue, Margaret Mackey, Linda Wil¬
son, Janet McLellen, Arlene Palmer, Kay Hatfield, Jean Crosetto, Diane Garland. Seated: Trish Haynes, Libby Brown, Alexis Otto, Mr. J. Raymond
Berry (advisor ).
Mortarboard
Mortarboard is a national senior women’s service
honorary for those who have shown qualities of
leadership, scholarship, and service. Members are
tapped in the spring at the Associated Women Stu¬
dents Banquet. Their uniform consists of a white
blazer and a black skirt.
Spires
Spires is the sophomore women’s scholastic honor¬
ary. A grade point of 3.5 or above during one of
the first two semesters is the requirement for. ad¬
mittance.' The group wears a red skirt, white blouse,
and red plaid tarn as its uniform. The purpose of
Spires is to stimulate academic interest and endeavor
on the UPS campus.
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SPIRES: First Row: Jan Lindtwed, Ruth DeCann, Barbara Grant, Sandy Harvey, Glenda Gunderson, Bonnie Anderson, Marilee Puckett, Betsy Cur¬
rier, Ginny Burdick. Second Row: Kay Hatfield (Mortarboard Advisor), Carolyn Hill, Steph Pepelnjak, Chris Wyckoff, Linda Williams, Kathy
McAuliffe, Roz Gies, Carolyn Boyd, Bobbi Bliss, Jackie Tuell, Darlene Hammermaster.
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American Chemical Society
With the guidance of our advisor, Dr. Keith Berry,
the University of Puget Sound’s student affiliate chap¬
ter of the American Chemical Society had a busy
and successful year. Our activities began with the
annual safety program and membership drive. In
December several of our members traveled to Port¬
land to attend the first annual presentation of the
Linus Pauling Award. The ceremonies were climaxed
by a speech delivered by Dr. Pauling. The remainder
of the year was rounded out with field trips, guest
speakers, films, dinners at our professors’ homes, and
a variety of community activities. The Northwest
regional convention highlighted the second semester
by providing an opportunity for our students to hear
papers and lectures presented by their peers from
surrounding colleges and universities. This exchang¬
ing of ideas and discoveries supplies an invaluable
link in communications between local Chemistry
students. The annual year-end picnic completed an
active and beneficial year.
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AMERICAN CHEMICAL SOCIETY: Front Row: John G. Finch, Mike Denny, Marjie Miller, Ruth DeCann, Jim Caputo (pres¬ident), Mary Floyd, Stephanie Scherer. Back Row: David Kinman, Bill Staatz, Val Brustad, Victor Thomas, Jim Stroh.
PHI SIGMA: Standing: Tom Tetzlaff, Craig Ditsch, John Kleyn, Cheri Brown, MaryTheobald, Donald K. Seary, Prof. James R. Slater. Seated: Thelma K. Gloyde, Dr.
Ernest Karlstrom (advisor), Eileen Solie, Marcia Hamann.
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Phi Sigma
Phi Sigma, the national biology honorary,
met once a month. The programs ranged from
movies made of invertebrates on the open coast
to small mammals of Mount Rainier and pre¬
historic plants. Noon seminars were held to help
acquaint people with what the members of the
biology department were currently working on.
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ARNOLD AIR SOCIETY (SENIOR MEMBERS): Standing: Roger Dillinger, Bill Brown, Jim Schindler, Clint Campbell, Bart Bona, Mel
Jackson, Don Washington, Ron Johnson. Seated: Robert Meyer, John Skar, Robert Roark, Norris Ganstrom, Jim Leggett, Tom Brown, Captain
Richard Conant.
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ARNOLD AIR SOCIETY (NEW MEMBERS): Standing: Spencer Bryant, Brian Kern, Art Wick, Les Sousley, John Hitt,
Gary Eddy, Tom Denzer, Woody Davidson, Bob Burch, Jim Boltz. Seated: Gary Beard, Doug Smith, Jim Gould, Mike Lantz,
Lowell Scott, Martin Plass, Gary Emmons, Tom Young, John Enz.
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ANGEL FLIGHT: Standing: Gretchen Wangeman, Marilyn Morris, Terri Rock, Marilyn Vuckovich, Nancy Cooper, Carolyn Crothers, LaurelCall, Carol Olsen, Marilyn Vuckovich, Nancy Cooper, Carolyn Crothers, Laurel Call, Carol Olsen, Sue Lang, Carol Krah, Patty Mason, CarolSpoon, Patty Madson, Mary Wolf. Seated: Sue Crary, Ede Steige^ Gay Brazas, Kathy Stockstill, Anne Bice (Commander),’Faith Claypool MaryDobrovich, Denise Hinton, Karen Mercer, Kathy Reed. ’
The Arnold Air Society is an honorary professional
service organization open to selected AFROTC
cadets at colleges and universities across the nation.
The Arnold Air Society is honorary because of the
high standards required of all basic and advanced
course ROTC cadets. It is professional because of the
established intent of its members to become officers
in the USAF. It is a service organization because of
its methods of fulfilling its mission. The local Ralph
Brown of the society advocates the support of aero¬
space power through professional exposure acquired
in lectures, meetings, and field trips. In addition,
the members sponsor the annual military ball, the
Angel Flight, the Drill Team, and support activities
such as Armed Forces Day Displays, national con¬
clave, and High School Senior Day. They participate
in social gatherings such as dining-in-ceremonies and
dinner dances.
AFROTC
Honoraries
AREA HEADQUARTERS STAFF FOR ANGEL FLIGHT: Seated: CarolynCrothers, Faith Claypool. Standing: Nancy Cooper, Marilyn Vukovich, PattyMadson, Gretchen Wangeman
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CHIPS: First Row.' Linda Geddy, Pat Garber, Mary Magnuson, Shayna Wilson, Susie Barnes, Susan Thatcher, Marilyn Holbrook. Second Row: Mari¬
lyn Minetti, Jama Taylor, Sue Leith, Anne Donahue, Sally Raymond, Karen Partenheimer, Charlotte Anderson, Joanne Jacobi, Janet Boyd, Toni
Bremer, Diane Phillips, Barbara Abendroth, Ann Fowler. Third Row: Lani Paulus, Gretchen Wangeman, Dorcas Rushfeldt, Rhonnie Black, Shirley
Stella, Diane Crewes, Peggy Drake, Ann Hoag, Gail Tilmont, Georgia Buell, Judy Ragar, Sue Udman, Pat Burtner, Pam Peabody. Fourth Row:
Carolyn Hill, Dee Derr, Donna Davidson, Carlotta Page, Jane Bosse, Janet Reinhardtsen, Lynda Walter, Judy Pechman, Carol Dahlstrom, Marlene
Davis, Allie Shuler, Barb Souther, Patty Madson, Sue Sutley, Bev Padway, Jan Frey, Diane Besel.
Chips,
Splinters
Spirit, enthusiasm, pep and loyalty: these are
the qualities of a Chip, and her freshman
counterpart, a Splinter. Chips is the women’s
spirit organization of UPS. Its purpose is to
support the Loggers at games, both at home and
at other schools. This year, Chips holds the
Spirit Trophy awarded last spring by Dr.
Thompson. A Chip can be recognized by her
maroon uniform, her pep and her smile. Under
the leadership of Chips president Diane Besel
and Splinters president Lee Paulson, these two
groups have helped to plant a firm foundation
for Logger spirit.
SPLINTERS: First Row: Nancy Yount, Ann Osborne, Jan Halgren, Laurie Judd, Ingrid Holmberg, Doni Straub, Jean Hand, Sherry Miller, Sue
West, Arlene Brown. Second Row: Pam Wiles, Sandie Lalack, Joanie Schiess, Nancy Fisher, Betty Hayden, Libby Scharpf, Glennyce Rediger,
Candy Povey, Merrill Swim, Trish Cope, Judy Miller. Third Row: Sue Goddard, Dale VanCamp, We ndy Bates, Pam Harris, Nancy Arisman, Mar¬
lene Bangerter, Phyllis Scheiffele, Joan Stevenson, Sue Storey. Fourth Row: Dee Ann Youngquist, Susan Hamstrom, Mary Dyer, Susan Sams, Janet Han¬
cock, Kathy Lewis, Linda Collins, Barbara Knapp, Bayanne Herrick, Colleen Carter, Sue Hull, Kay Robertson, Patty Irwin, Becky Uber, Celia Chun,
Andrea Dirkes, Bonnie Monk, Kathy Munro, Julie DeNeufville, Virginia Scamahorn, Jean Walz, Kathy Seaton, Susan Scoonover, Maryann Kempel, Sue
Leith (Chips Advisor), Lee Paulson, Ruth Davis, Brenda Bodmer.
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The rejuvenated Choppers, under the leader¬
ship of their president Mike Hara, helped at
various athletic events to promote attendance
and spirit. They added excitement during half ¬
time with their many unusual antics. Some of
their stunts included kidnapping the Eastern
Washington Savage and capturing the Pacific
Lutheran banner. Choppers also painted signs
for games and chartered rooter buses to games
away from UPS.
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$CHOPPERS: Back Row: Paul Durand, Bob Woodford. Third Row: Dave Thomas, Dave Kinman, Dave Busse, Dave Crutcher, John Callahan, Jack Taylor,George Abel, Paul Grimsrud, Chris Schmidt. Second Row: Mike Hara, Don Moulton, Ron McMullen, Greg Reiter, Bob Blethan, Dennis Bakke, JimProuty, Greg Luehrs, John McKay, Don Monfort. First Row: Chuck Lenfesty, Jim Huffine, Jim Garber, Steve Kneeshaw, Tom Gerber, Ed Adams, TomBrown, Bill Brown.
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LETTERMEN’S CLUB: Row 1: Bruce Orness, Terry Larson, Dan McFarland, Jim DiStefano, Lee Brooke, Don Pulisevich, Gary Fultz. Row
2: Corky Diseth, Don Gustafson, Steve Burkhart, Tom Neu, Bill Farnell, Joe Peyton, Randy Roberts, Nick Sinnott, Brian Honore, Rich Mayo,
Dave Kinkela, Ron Dominioski. Row 3: John Callahan, Tom Lowe, Doug Hanna, Jack McGiffin, Lou Smith, Bob Hunt, Phil Warnock, Clint Scott,
Roger Merrick, Steve Helgerson.
Lettermen
Sigma Alpha Iota
The prime objective of Sigma Alpha Iota is to
advance American and world culture with special em¬
phasis upon contemporary music. Musicals within the
fraternity helped members with their professional devel¬
opment. The year was an extremely busy one for the
members of SAI.
They purchased pictures for the music faculty lounge,
helped the alum chapter with two contemporary music
concerts and held monthly coffee hours for the faculty
and students of the music department. All concerts -
were ushered by SAI girls.
SIGMA ALPHA IOTA: Seated: Roz Gies, Linda Wulfman, Carol Lane, Carol Roos, Karen Hakala, Margaret Mackey, Tamia Mitchell. Standing:
Nancy Parker, Gail Plee, Ruthann Van Amburg, CloAnn, Wilson, Polly Hickman, Patti Pease, Arlene Ervin.
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Chapel Chorus
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Adelphians
Madrigals
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Dr. Bruce Rodgers, Director
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ADELPHIANS: Front Row: Polly Hickman, Karen Hakala, Robin Gleason, Greta Husveg, Sharon Mitchell, Mary Lou Woods, Judy Mark¬
ham, Kris Waknitz, Tamia Mitchell, Kathy Stockstill, Arlene Ervin. Second Row: Rick Sprague, Terry Eicher, Margaret Mackey, Paul Dennis. Third
Row: Phil Jones, Steve Iverson, John Maxwell, David Vergin, Paul Meeker, Ken Peterson, Peter Mercer, Joel Spealman, Dick McCullough, Mark
Redal, Raeder Anderson, Ray Fife. Fourth Row: Loyda Thomas, Jackie Tuell, Lynn Brown, Jackie Wilson, Pete Schindler, Nancy Arisman, Marcia
200 Craven, Janie Hutson, Mary Wilmarth. Fifth Row: Marilyn Sterbick, Judy Stell, Patricia Tooley, Becky Sprang, Nancy Parker, Gail Plee, CloAnn
Wilson, Cindy Williams.
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MADRIGAL SINGERS: Fro?;/ Row. Nancy Parker, Marcia Craven, Jacki Hofto, Phil Jones, Karen Hakala. Second Row ( seated ): Judy Stell, CloAnnWilson, Arlene Ervin, Tamia Mitchell. Back Row ( standing ): Rick Sprague, Ray Fife, Richard McCullough, Paul Dennis, Terry Eicher, PatriciaTooley.
With last season marking their second overseas
concert tour in the past five years, the Adelphians re¬
sumed their annual 16-day tours of the western por¬
tion of the United States. From March 8 to March
24 they sang concerts in Washington, Idaho, Mon¬
tana and Utah to their usual capacity houses.
After the home concert on March 31 they made ap¬
pearances in Olympia and Seattle and closed their 35th
season with a recording session which resulted in a
new release to add to their other five records; the new
recording will be released early in the fall with
the title, "Choral Colors,'Vol. II.” This year marked
the 35th season since the founding of the choir in
1932. The occasion was marked by the first reunion
in the history of the choir during the commencement
weekend of June 3-4. Under the direction of Dr.
Bruce Rodgers, Director of the School of Music, the
Adelphian Concert Choir continues to receive ex¬
ceptional reviews from the critics. Charles Acton,
music critic for the Irish Times (Dublin), wrote:
" . . . an evenly balanced and blended choir with
outstanding tone, great precision, impeccable intona¬
tion and just about everything it takes.” The Adel¬
phians continue to take pride in representing the
student body wherever they appear.
The University Madrigal Singers continued to fill
Jacobsen Recital Hall night after night with the
music of their 15th annual Christmas program. Six¬
teen hundred tickets were given out the first day of
their release to the public. This year’s program saw
the introduction of a new harpsichord to the School
of Music; the instrument was used, together with
other instruments, in the various arrangements of
compositions for the program. The group was
founded fifteen years ago by their director, Dr.
Bruce Rodgers, and since that time the Madrigal
Singers have established an enviable record of musical
achievement. Their appearances are always a guaran¬
tee of a packed house and they continue to do un¬
usual numbers arranged in unusual settings. This
Spring, they took part in the premiere performance
of Dr. Leroy Ostransky’s new chamber opera, "The
Melting of Molly,” in which they served much like
a Greek chorus in the development of the opera’s
story line. Another first was registered by the group
this year, as they made their annual Christmas Eve
appearance on television in color for the first time.
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KAPPA PHI: Standing: Mrs. Raymond Proudfoot, Carol Wilson, Carol Ann Addington, Sue Stover, Jane Richardson, Sharon Bell, Sherry
Smets, Fran Berntsen, Diane Tetzlaff, Leah Duffy, Janet Westendahl, Amy Fukuda, Sharon Chun, Pam Chaffee, Barbara Knapp, Marsha
Lash, Ruth Keller, Mary Allen. Seated: Carol Roos, Pamela Hubble, Ruthella Bee, Diane Kaidahl, Alice Glenn, Sue Bordner, Aileen McClurg,
Dot Morris, Pat Burtner, Janet Kinley, Karen Kamcheff, Dorothy Rowe.
Kappa Phi, Wesley Club
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WESLEY CLUB: Standing: Jim Lindsey, Rick Cook. Seated: Sharon Bell, Donna Coats, Ruth Keller, Fran Berntsen,
Alice Glenn, Doree Rafanelli, Mary Allen.
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CHRISTIAN SCIENCE ORGANIZATION: Jerry Baker, Elin Gratten, Shirley Stella,Mrs. Dorothy Patterson, Emily Campbell, Sharon Mitchell, Steve Bradley.
Kappa Phi Club, the national organization
for Methodist college women, seeks to
strengthen Christian ideals through follow¬
ing Christ’s example. Speakers, discussions,
service projects, and retreats unite the girls
in a spirit of fellowship.
Wesley Club is a Methodist organization
providing fellowship, discussion, and wor¬
ship for its members.
The Christian Science Organization strives
to give the college community an opportunity
to learn about Christian Science and to pro¬
mote a spirit of Christian fellowship.
The Campus Faith Council is comprised
of representatives from the living groups,
denominational organizations, special com¬
mittees, and the faculty. It meets each week
to coordinate religious activities on campus.
Christian Science, Campus Faith
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CAMPUS FAITH COUNCIL: Standing: Susie Preiss, Carolyn Kinney, Linda DeYoung, Jana Lau, Jeff Slottow, Steve Lawrence, Dave Lyles, ArleneErvin, Nancy Johnson. Seated: Gloria Blake, Karen Spence, June Howell, Sandy Mostoller, John Enz, Rhonnie Black, John Ortmeyer, Roger Campbell,Carol Anne Byrne, Carol Anne Matheson, Sheila Brannon.
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A.W.S. OFFICERS: Mrs.
Dorothy Patterson (advisor) , Suz¬
anne Scherdin, Kathy Schiller, Steph¬
anie Pepelnjak, Barbara Abendroth .
Front: Sarah Bruns, Chris Wyckoff.
INDEPENDENT STUDENT ASSOCIATION: First Row: Anne Hulit, Linda Osborn, Jim Lindsay,
Ron Mattson, Rochelle Newman, Joan Brown, Faith Carter, Anita Clausen. Second Row: Jean
Walz, Joyce Bailey, Cynthia Trapp, Karen Robinson, Linda Tate, Marilyn Sargeant, Barb Schoeber-
lein, Sandy Fyfe, Marsha Lash, Sue Snyder, Susan Hauck, Carolyn Sears, Lea Piete, Julie Sarkissim.
Third Row: Roger Cameron, John Waymire, Don Taylor, Simon Obame, Sach Vergen, Mel Wood-
worth, Mel Jackson, Sait Suglunoglu, Jeff Slottow, John Berggren, Paul Van Leunen, Jim Schindler.
Student Organizations
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INTERNATIONAL CLUB: Standing: Mr. Walter Mulder (Brazil ), Shun Iwasaki (Japan), Dante
Lagao (Philippines), Aziz Audeh (Saudi Arabia), Eugene Lee (Taiwan). Seated: Mrs. Anne Maria
Mulder (Brazil), Joann Harada (Hawaii), Guzver Yildiran (Turkey), Dr. Warren Tomlinson
(advisor) , Jeanette Russel (Japan), Beverly Padway (California), Christiana Obermeier (Austria).
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O.T. CLUB: Standing: Susan Hauck, Wendy Staik, Doree Rafanelli, Wendy Wilkins, Starla Sorensen, June Wright, Virginia Lockard, Anita Clausen.Seated: Karen Bertholz, Joan Langland, Ginny Nowack, Brenda Mclndoe, Mrs. Waggoner (Department head).
Occupational Therapy,
Home Economics
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HOME EC. CLUB: Standing: Susan Roth (president), Paula Harman, Dorothy Rowe, Mary Dyar, Janice Hennefer, Dorcas Rushfeldt, SusanWilliamson, Kay Robertson, Barbara Knapp, Sarah Hall (advisor), Emily Breitenstein. Seated: Miss Kratzberg (advisor), Diana Cole, Jan Smith-son, Lynda Ring, Joann Harada, Barb McBeath, Cammy Jones.
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UNIVERSITY EDUCATION ASSOCIATION (Exec. Board): Seated: Candy Ackerman, Carol Milhoan, Mrs. Beth Griesel (Advisor), Faye
Yamashita. Standing: Domenick Federico, Sandra Wall, Robert Garlett (president).
University Education Association,
Forensics
FORENSICS: Grogan Robinson, Colleen Smith, Carol Huser, Carolyn Emigh, Dixon Rice, Alan Kiest, Miss Reiher (advisor).
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YOUNG REPUBLICANS: First Row: Phil Mansfield, Karen Bagne, Peg Clapper, Gary Smith, Ann Osborne, Gretchen Blechschmidt, GaryEddy (president). Second Row: Patty Collins, Kathie Johnson, Carlotta Page, Patsy Campbell, Janet Hancock, Ann Pollock, Bruce Melin, Caryl AnnByrne, Bob Haines, Lorraine Egan, Alan Kiest, Sue Mathiasen.
Young Republicans,
Model United Nations
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MODEL UNITED NATIONS: Left to right: Mr. Taylor (advisor), Jim Tuttle, Marilee Puckett, Ralph McEwen, Carol Huser, Grogan Robinson(chairman).
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WOMEN’S RECREATIONAL ASSOCIATION: Seated: Carolyn Hill, Linda Compere, Linda Geddy, Delores Elliot (president), Jill Priest, Marj
Burkhart, Chris Carlson, Miss Bond (advisor). Standing: Pam Harris, Carol Singer, Betsy Finch, Donna Morgan.
Women’s Recreational Association
Silver Seals
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The purpose of Silver Seals is to further interest
and proficiency in synchronized swimming among
the women of UPS. Their annual aquatic presenta¬
tion achieves this purpose. After fall tryouts, 25 new
Flippers began an intensive training period. Near
the end of first semester the Flippers were asked by
the P.E. majors and minors to perform their newly-
acquired skills at their meeting. After the initiation
of the Flippers into Silver Seals second semester,
the group started work on their show. All show
routines were written and directed by the members of
Silver Seals.
The purpose of the Women’s Recreational Associa¬
tion is "to promote and coordinate women’s sports
events and other activities.” This year it achieved its
goal through intramural sports for the women’s living
groups and other activities.
SILVER SEALS: Row 1: Nancy Yount, Pat Clark. Row
2: Kathy Coplan, Mary Magnusen, Kathy Burleson. Row 3:
Linda Koon, Kerri Krisman, Eileen Massart, Dee Dewey.
Row 4: Pam Thomas, Lee Crocker, Cindy Ricker, Chris
Oder, Sue Samms. Row 5: Chris Arvidson, Barbara Raber,
Laurie McMurry, Marj Burkhart, Bev Ulrich, Leslie Mor¬
gan.
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SAILING CLUB: B<w£ Row: Terry Parsons, Jerry Muridge, Kathy Seaton, Pat Clark, Diane Phillips, Cammy Jones, Gail Tilmont, Cynthia Trapp,
Melanie Sutinen, Emily Campbell, Holly McCafferty, Shirley Beebe, Nancy Reithal, Bob Sprenger (President), Eddy James. Front Row: Jim Reuter,Jeff Hess, Miller Garrison, Mike Martin, Boyce Wyllf, Jim Cooke, Gary Smith, Jim Dunning, Mike Denny, Harold McCartney.
Sailing Club
Chinook Club
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CHINOOK CLUB: Jeff Slottow, John Goman, Penny Matthews, Holly McCafferty, Eileen Oelschlager.
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LIVING GROUPS
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Alpha Phi
>V
Candy Ackerman Cookie Ackerman Gracia Alkema Nancy Arisman
s.
ft
Dian Besel Marlene Bangerter Janet Boyd Toni Bremer
The Glenn Yarbrough Concert highlighted the year for the
Alpha Phis as JoAnn Poulsen was crowned 1966-67 Home¬
coming Queen.
We also received first place for our Homecoming display
with the Kappa Sigmas. We had a Roaring Twenties theme.
Along with UPS tradition, the Alpha Phi customs of our
Dream Man, Founder’s Day in October, and our Eastern Orphan
Party were carried out this year.
Alpha Phis serve our school in Spurs, Mortar Board, and As¬
sociated Women Students. We also have members participating
in Adelphians, Madrigals, and Silver Seals. The Trail and Tama-
nawas include active Alpha Phis this year as they were selected
for Who’s Who in American Colleges and Universities.
We enjoyed a year of social and academic gains.
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Suzie Buell Laura Buford Laurel Call Airy Carlson Trish Cope Anna Lee Crocker Carol Dahlstrom Cheri Daniels
Donna Davidson Diane Dewey Georgia Depue Judi Duvall Arlene Ervin Ann Fitzgerald Paula Harmon Marilyn Holbrook
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Officers for Alpha Phi for 1966-67 were President Jean Groth, JoAnn Poulsen, CandyAckerman, Carol Brandt;and Kay Zaback.
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Karen Nelson Marsha Neison
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Linda Ortmeyer Linda Pearson
Stephanie Pepelnjak Carol Pederson Christie Peterson
Gail Plee JoAnn Poulson Candy Povey Glennyce Rediger Nancy Reynolds Barbara Rich Sue Roth Karen Sarna
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Phyllis Scheiffele Suzanne Scheridan Kathy Schiller Barbara Souther Sheri Stephens Joan Stevenson Sue Storey Doni Straub
B
Merrill Swim Sue Thatcher Gail Tilmont Cindy Williams Mary Wolf Joey Woodcock Christine Wyckoff Mary Lou Woods 213
Chi Omega
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Margie Altmann Ginni Bartram Arlene Brown V-
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Joan Calisewski Ruth Davis Julie Deneufville
Elizabeth Dunham Terry Eicher Nancy Emerson
Officers for Chi Omega for 1966-67 were Nancy Emerson, President
Adrienne Linneman, Sandy Smith, Patty Mason, and Jenny Smith.
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Donna Fenwick Scott Foster Pat Garber Linda Geddy Nancy Hall
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Darlene Hammermaster Jean Hand Kathy Harris Melanie Hilstad Pam Hooper
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Dee Hungerford Bonnie Keehn Katie Keiser Kathy Kittinger Adrienne Linnemann Diana Lopez Laurel Mack
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Patricia Mason Eileen Massart Carolanne Matheson Barb McBeath Sandy McGilchrist Pat McKennan Marilyn Minnitti
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Lynda King Bev Muller Lee Paulsen Bettie Ptak Susan Rasell Cindy Ricker Linda Ring
Chi Omega ventured off campus this year to serve the Tacoma
Community. Our members entertained at Turman School for the
handicapped. We also helped the women at Western Washington
State Hospital at Christmastime. Chi O’s sponsored the Tacoma
Art Show at the Kitterage Art Building and many of our members
were associated with the Tacoma Symphony. .
Chi Omega was also active in campus service organizations.
We worked with People to People, Splinters, The Chapel Com¬
mittee, Spires, Spurs and Chips.
"Gung-ho” is the word for our group. We are always ready
and willing, full of enthusiasm to tackle any project, whether
it be an off-campus service project or an on-campus event.
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Colleen Smith Davina Smith Jennifer Smith
Sandy Smith Janice Smithson Liz Stiteler
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Liz Waters Shayna Wilson Susan West 215
Delta Delta Delta
> 4
Elaine Allen Charlotte Anderson Virginia Birkby Rhondda Black Susan Carder Linda Cook Sue Crary
—
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Diane Crews Dianne Cronstrom Connie Davis Linda De Young Andrea Dirkes Anne Donahue Mary Doolittle
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Ruth Egstad Eileen Ellis Joan Gilbert Loanne Hamilton Trisha Haynes Caroline Hill Liz Hill
—
Mary Margaret Hillier Leise Hoebel Linda Wallis
The spirit of Delta Delta Delta was exemplified as two pledges
and two actives combined pedal pushing efforts to win the Home¬
coming trike race.
Delta spirit was further exhibited as we took top honors for
the Homecoming Spirit trophy and second place for the Sigma
Chi Derby Day Spirit trophy. Spirit was the key which aided
us in winning the Powderpuff Football Trophy.
The highlight • of our year was the kidnapping of all the in¬
dependent and fraternity men presidents. For ransom each living
group had to present a box of canned food. This was donated
to a children’s home— Home on the Hill.
We were especially proud of winning the Christmas Dorm
Decoration Display with the Pi Phis.
Group spirit characterizes Delta Delta Delta in all of our
activities from eating together at the long table in the Student
Center to winning the trike race at Homecoming.
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Jill Johnson Karyl Krah Helen Langdon Carol Lawrence Sue Leth Kathy Lewis Jan Lindtwed
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Caroline Loucks Mary Magnusen Kit McCarthy Laurie McMurry Karen Mercer Kathy Moles Donna Morgan
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Ruth Morton Kathy Munro Judy Nichols Karen Partenheimer Sally Raymond Louise Richman Kav Robertson
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Dorcas Rushfeldt Ginny Scamahorn Carole Singer
Susan Spring Jama Taylor Becky Uber
Officers for the Tri Deltas for 1966-67 were, Mary Margaret Hillier, Liz
Hill, President Sue Spring, Judy Nichols, and Mary Magnuson.
Helen Whiteford Pam Wiles Susan Williamson 217
Gamma Phi Beta
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Officers for Gamma Phi Beta’s for 1966-67 were Janet Hutson, President Karen Smith, Betty Briggs, and
Marcia Hamann.
Karen Amundson Christene Arvidson
Linn Austin Kolleen Beeman
Bobbi Bliss Betty Briggs
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Georgia Buell Ginny Burdick Kathy Burleson Pat Burtner Kathy Caldwell Chris Carlson Peg Clapper Pat Clark
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218 Kathy Coplan Donna Cushnie Diana Dafoe Ann Derthick Jean Dolan Leah Duffy Delores Elliott Betsy Finch
Nancy Fisher Janet Fox
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Jan Frey Cathy Fuller Sue Goddard
"Crescent Christmas’’ highlighted the year for Gamma Epsiloti Chapter of
Gamma Phi Beta. The annual event was a formal dinner dance held at the Lakewood
Terrace.
A project, unique to the Gamma Phis, that we have been doing for the past
three years is supporting a thirteen year old student from India, Manata Dey.
We send money, raised by our chapter, to support her schooling. We correspond
with her regularly, both as a group and individually. Our letters to her and hers
to us are translated as she can neither read nor write English.
Another project carried on by Gamma Phis has been serving with the Tacoma
Community House as advisers to the children and co-workers with the Community
House permanent staff .
One wet event of Gamma Phi was the Sneak Breakfast held by the actives for the
pledges. The pledges were roused from bed with a song at 6:30 in the morning
and led to the swimming pool. Into the water they went: curlers and pajamas, too—the only lifeguard was a man! After their swim, to breakfast they went— semi-dry,
but still in rollers and nightgowns.
Gamma Phis enjoyed a year of dancing, service, and swimming, as well as studying.
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Glenda Gunderson Pam Harris Betty Hayden
*
Jan Hutson Sue Knudsen Sandy Lalack Kathy Lynne Sue Mathiasen Cathy McAuliffe Jan McLellan Marilyn Morris
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Carol Ochsner Ann Osborne Lani Paulus Paige Rasmussen Emily Rownd Pat Ross Joan Schiess Karen Smith
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Kay Stanley Marilyn Sterbick Leslie Storey Carol Stufft Sue Udman Kris Waknitz Gretchen Wangeman Sharon Wells 219
Kappa Alpha Theta
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Anne Bise Gloria Blake Sarah Bruns Karin Carlson Cynthia Charles Linda Compere Betsy Currier Dorine Davis
£ut 4L\'9
Robin Davis Dorothy Dooley Linda Dyer Martha Ernst Nancy Fleenor Kerby Gault Wendy Gibson Barbara Grant
m
Nilma'Gray Bette Jo Hay Cathy Henderson Cheri Herdman Shelley Hill Denise Hinton Normandie Holt Carol Huser
Janice Jensen Linda Jonnson
ST
PIG, Pi Iota Gamma is a fraternity within a fraternity. Established by the members
of Kappa Alpha Theta, PIG requires the ability to eat a lot, always be at meals when
the doors open, and have as many members as possible present at all meals. Kappa
Alpha Theta presented its PIG award to individual members who best exemplified
the ideals of Pi Iota Gamma.
Spirit prevailed this year with us, not only in PIG, but with campus activities also.
We received the Sigma Chi Derby Day Spirit Trophy and third place for our Home¬
coming Display with Todd Hall.
We enjoyed an active year with members participating in Silver Seals, Occupational
Therapy Club, Model United Nations, Spurs, and Spires.
Spirit and big appetites helped lead the Theta’s to a very successful year.
220 Kay Kamphenborg Linda Koon
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Mary Kasperson Ann Lickel Sue McKnight Martha McKown Dorothy Miller Leith Moreland Leslie Morgan Shelley Morrow
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Christie Neu Diane Nevers Janice Noonan Ginny Nowach Eileen Oelschlager Chris Oliver Carol Olson Nancy Parker
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Jana Peterson Jean Peterson Marilee Puckett Marianna Riutta Cassie Short Linda Snyder Carol Spoon Becky Sprang
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Pam Thomas Beverly Ulrich Sue Warren Robin Webb Jamie Wiemer Wendy Wonders Susie Zimmerman Judi Zimmerman
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Officers for the Theta’s for 1966-67 were Chris
Oliver, Diana Rippeon, Nilmah Gray, President
Janice Jensen, and Linda Snyder.
Kappa Kappa Gamma
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Bonnie Anderson Karen Bagne Claudia Bech Gretchen Blehschmidt Jane Bosse Jennifer Boyd Carolyn Boyd
w
Emily Breitenstein Caryl Byrne Nancy Cline Linda Collihs Mary Lou Couch Mary Dobrovich Peggy Drake
Being only two years
old this year, Kappa Kap¬
pa Gamma took in more
pledges than actives.
Our actives were active,
though. We had three var¬
sity cheerleaders this year
and members in Spurs,
Spires, Chips and Silver
Seals.
Not only were our ac¬
tives busy, but our pledges
were active also. Having more pledges than
actives kept the members on their toes. The
pledges found time to sneak, plan their
pledge dance, and participate in service proj¬
ects. Their overwhelming spirit and unity
enabled the Kappas to achieve many things
this year.
One big event for Kappa Kappa Gamma
was receiving first place for our inanimate
Homecoming display with the Sigma Chis.
Being active in Homecoming and other
campus activities as well as participating
in campus service organizations kept us busy,
but our pledges still had time to aid the
Sigma Nus in their orphan party. We still
had time to study and maintain our high
academic excellence.
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Sandy Browning Mary Dyar Emily Ecker Nancy Goettling Linda Gowdy
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Pat Grahn Constance Green Jan Halgren Susan Hamstrom
Jan Hancock
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Ann Hoag Officers for Kappa Kappa Gamma for 1966-67 were President Linda Gowdy, Chris MacLennan, Susie Mac-Lennan, Susie Wiggle, Sylvia Brown, and Janice Munro.
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Jane Hobbs Lois Johnson Lawrie Judd Valerie Knecht Lucia Landt Susie Laing Chris MacLennan
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Janna McCoy Sue Merklin Janie Munro Connie Page Linda Pizzalato Ann Pollock Susan Samms
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Elizabeth Scharpf Iantha Schuster Judy Stell Shirley Stella Suzanne Wigle Mary Wilmarth DeeAnn Youngquist
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Pi Beta Phi
A unique highlight of Pi Beta Phi this year was our houseguest, Christiana
Obermeier from Austria. She was invited to live with us by our sisters who were in
Vienna last year. She has accompanied us on all our Pi Phi activities.
One of our favorite events was a retreat with Rev. Albertson. The topic of the
retreat was "Situational Ethics,” acted out by excerpts from "The Misunderstanding”
by Camus. Our speaker was Dr. Magee and his topic was "Definition of Maturity.”
We feel that it was a successful retreat.
Pi Phis were active at U.P.S. We had girls working with all of the service and
honorary organizations on our campus as well as for Homecoming, Spring Carnival,
and Parents’ Weekend.
Service and scholastic honoraries are a part of Pi Beta Phi, but most important
to us this year was our exchange •student from Austria, Christiana. We like to say
that any time that we are together is a special time, as each of our group has unique
characteristics.
Susan Bona Brenda Bodmer Susan Boone
Gail Anderson Cheryl Boad
Sheilagh Brannen Gay Brazas Libby Brown Vicki Brown Pam Bryan Mary Burkhart Carolyn Burt Linda Cameron
'
Candy Chakirian Dinah Claflin Esther Claflin Chris Colman Nancy Cooper Jean Crosetto Carolyn Crothers Dawn Daugherty
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224 Nancy Doolittle Diane Dressel Sue Emanuels Cyndi Fazzi Molly S
ue Freck Susan George Diane Garland Carolyn Griggs
*>• Sandy Harvey Kay Hermsted
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Officers for Pi Phi's for 1966-67 were Libby Brown, Vicki Brown, Margaret Rempel, Jean Crosetto, andPresident Diane Garland. Sarah Leavens Priscilla Lisicich
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Patty Lynch Mary McIntosh Christina Maynard Barbara Miller Jane Mitchell Mary Morton Janie Nelles Christiana Obermeier
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Pam Peel Suzie Pletz Sandy Riookk Terri Rock Beverly Schoen Sandy Shipps Janet Shull Janile Sinex
Ann Smethurst Virginia Soule Sue Strobel Kathy Thompson Laurie Wood Sue Wylie Faye Yamashita Kathy Young 225
Harrington Hall
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Carol Ann Addington Cathy Beason Fran Berntsen Karen Bertholf Sharon Bell Sue Bordner Pam Chaffee Susan Curran
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Marlena Davis Carol Foshaug Gail Grant Kay Hawkins Sandy Ishida
The independency of Harrington Hall womer
has been aptly exemplified in its many socia
and dorm activities this year.
Hayrides, swimming parties, and firesides witl
the men of our campus highlighted Harrington’ 1
social events. A Christmas Dance and Spring
Formal, given with the other independents, cul
minated Harrington’s social activities.
Dorm activities included Secret Santa’s Helpers
floor parties, popcorn parties, midnight walk
to steal 26 roses, and a scavenger hunt for om
egg to make cookies!
Harrington Hall has enjoyed a year of academi
improvement and social freedom. We enjo;
being independent women because we are in
dividuals.
Shiela Keil Carolyn Kinney Joyce Loudon Sandra Mayahara Carolyn MacKean
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Ann Moen Beverly Padway Judy Preis Carol Roos
Officers for Harrington Hall for 1966-67 were Dawn Daughtery, President
Gail Grant, Carol Ann Addington, and Sandy Mayahara.
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226 Starla Sotensen Karen Spence Linda Williams Carol Wilson
Regester Hall
Thirty-three independent women occupied the
bottom two floors of Regester Hall. Because they
were a small group, the Regester women were able
tb maintain a unique closeness and dorm unity.
One aspect of this unity was that every girl held
a dorm office or a place on a committee. Having such
complete committees enabled us to plan an active
social and academic year. Our social activities in¬
cluded exchanges and firesides as well as dorm par¬
ties.
Members of the dorm were active in Silver Seals,
Chips, Public Affairs Forum, Campus Faith Council,
American Chemical Society, Sailing Club and Oc¬
cupational Therapy.
We are interested in UPS and work for its better¬
ment through academics and service. Although a small
group, we strive to remain independent.
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Officers for Regester Hall for 1966-67 were Stephanie Scherer, Nani Wigert, Kay Bronson,Janet Reinhardtsen, and President Sandy Mostoller.
Jean Argersinger Susie Barnes Shirley Beebe Janet Bragg
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Kay Bronson Frances Bundgard Erin Cook Mary Dalthorp Lorraine Egan Ann Fowler Carol Hay Kathie Johnson
Sandra Mostoller Carlotta Page Pam Peabody Janet Reinhardtsen Deborah Repp Stephenie Scherer Sue Stover Kathy Williams 227
Langdon Hall
Langdon Hall housed only freshman women, enthusiastic but uniware of college
life, and a few sophomore women who helped guide these questioning freshmen
their first few months at UPS.
Guided by their president, the women in Langdon were involved in spaghetti
dinners and redecorating our halls. One night instead of going to the Student Center
for dinner, we cooked spaghetti in the dorm. Served on an ironing board table with
paper cloth, candle, and flowers, the spaghetti was "great.” Just before Christmas,
we redecorated the halls with a spider web of toilet paper. It 'was really a challenge
to leave our rooms.
A less humorous but unique event which occurred in Langdon this year was the
twice-a-month Faculty Exchange. Several girls each week went to a faculty member’s
house to talk and get better acquainted.
These exchanges met with independent freshmen and sophomore enthusiasm
throughout the year. We felt the faculty enjoyed the opportunity to get better
acquainted with the Langdon women.
Given spirit, enthusiasm, and interest in UPS activities, the independent women
of Langdon Hall worked with Spurs, Chips, Splinters, Sailing Club, and Home
Economics Club.
Langdon Hall topped the year off with a Spring Dance and final dorm party
before finals.
Gaining a better communication with our faculty, having spaghetti dinners and
redecorated halls made Langdon Hall a unique home for freshmen women.
,
Barb Abendroth Adele Allen Joyce Bailey
Wendy Bates Marlene Baughman Roberta Bell
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Patsy Campbell Ida Mae Chang Celia Chun Patty Collins Gail Curry Kathie Frekert Amy Fukuda Sandy Fyfe
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Pat Galiaher Jo Guiles Joann Harada Bonnie Herreid Sharlene Hirai Paula Hitchcock Ingrid Holmberg Anne Hulit
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228 Cammy Jones Janice Kinney Wendy Krieg Diana LaPore Marsha Lash Jana Lau Carol Lentz Virginia Luekard
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Sue Lyman Esther Martinez Holly McCafferty Liz McCarger Brenda Mclndoe Lynne Mensink Carroll Miller Mary Nordurft
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Linda Osborn Laurie Owen Susie Phenfister Eileen Roberts Julie Sarkissian Barb Schoeberlein Mary Schumaker Kathy Seaton
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Sue Siebert Cheryl Smith Becky Stone Ruth Sundnes Sue Sutley Tani Thompson Cynthia Trapp Barbara Van Buskirk
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Dale Van Camp Janet Westendahl Wendy Wilkins
Joyce Wilson Jane Wittenberg Kathy Woodman
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Officers for Langdon Hall for 1966-67 were Wendy Wilkens, Cheryl
Smith, President Diane Phillips, Jana Lau, Sue Scoonover, and Olivia
Gentry.
Kathleen Woods Charlene Yamasaki Nancy Yount 229
Marlys Jobe, Anderson-Langdon Hall
Mrs. Jobe, Director of Women’s Housing, has been
Head Resident for five years. She finds the girls this year
more "homey” as they come in to use her kitchen for
baking and her sewing machine for sewing. She> is only
taking one class this semester: Shoe-making!
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Aris Swanson, Tenzler Hall
Taking eleven hours this semester, Mrs. Swanson, Head Resi¬
dent for Tenzler Hall, finds it hard to develop too many hob¬
bies. She is working for her master’s degree in science teach¬
ing and hopes to get it in June.
Dorm Mothers
Margaret Norgord,
Harrington Hall
Finishing her second year as Head Resi¬
dent of Harrington Hall, Miss Norgord is
also finishing her master’s degree in Eng¬
lish. When she isn’t studying, Miss Nor¬
gord enjoys knitting, reading, listening
to her stereo, and baking.
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Bernice Peterson, South Dorm
The picture behind Mrs. Peterson, Head Resident of South
Dorm for five years, is one of her own creations. It was done
from the tower of the dorm. Oil painting is one of her hobbies.
She has taken oil painting at UPS and is now taking Oriental
Art History.
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Kay Noftsinger, Regester Hall
Miss Noftsinger, whose home town is Auburn, has been Head
Resident of Regester Hall for two years. She is student teach¬
ing and hopes to be teaching junior or senior high school in
Tacoma next fall, so will not be Head Resident again.
Molly Martin, North Dorm
Mrs. Martin is finishing her seventh school year as Head Resident.
Each year she takes one or two courses "just because I like to.” She
is not working toward a degree. She enjoys traveling and has been
all over the United States, including Hawaii. Mrs. Martin hopes to
go to Alaska next.
-& ;k.
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Independents
T
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Don Agney Chris Ames Gerald Baker Anne Berg Lariy Bieber Steve Bradley Marilyn Bramhall Bryan Cave
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Anita Clausen Betty Cummings Mike Denny Craig Ditsch Robert Dixon Jim Dupree Robert Emry Joe Finley
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Richard Foltz Alana Francis Joyce Gardner Jorjan Garland Joe Garmero Miller Garrison Regina Glenn Elaine Godwin
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Sue Hall Jim Hallwyler Susan Hareck Leonard Haverly Bayanne Herrick Jackie Hofto Tom Jennings Ron Johnson
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222 Bruce Kellman Gloria Kerrhara Kerri Krisman Barbra Knapp Carol Lane James Lee Philip Mansfield Bruce McArthur
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Bob McKulla Linda McNulty Martha Mellinger Marji Miller Sherry Miller Tamia Mitchell John Moffat Mary Morgan
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Jane Patrick Sandra Potts Jill Priest Doree Rafanelli Thomas Ranzkowki Sharon Rohrer Frederick Roy Jeanette Russell
Carolyn Sears Jim Schindler Hazen Shields Steven Shull Jeff Slottow Gary Smith William Staatz Marianna Standish
Wendy Stark Mary Stebbins Elaine Stover Joan Stover John Switack Linda Tate Tom Tetzlaff Victor Thomas
Have you ever noticed a commuter at an eight o’clock class ? You can always spot
him. He’s the one in the back of the room with the blue complexion caused by inhaling
carbon monoxide fumes for the past hour and a half. He’s also the one with the galoshes,
sweater, top coat, over coat, under coat and umbrella. If you look closely you can see
that his pupils are dilated and he appears to be in a state of shock. He is. On the way
across town this poor commuter has: narrowly escaped death three times, run over four
little old ladies in cross-walks, been ticketed twice for driving with faulty equipment
(his wife) and been electrocuted by a short circuit in his electric ear-muffs. So, when
you see this poor fellow in the mourning, you might stop, and pray for his safe return
home. He pays tuition too!
Donald Urban Susan Voss
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Mel Zweiger Tom Woodworth 233
Todd Hall
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Val Brustad Spencer Bryant David Busse John Butler Roger Cameron Marty Carr Larry Coddington Chris Cramer
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Bob Davenport Paul Fish Norris Ganstrom Stephen Haeck Tom Harvey Jim Hopper Scott Howe Dan Hussey
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David Johnson David Kaiser David Kinman Lee Kopelke
Head residents in Todd Hall were the Collins, Jerry, Evelyn,
and Angela.
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Jim Lindsay Greg Luehrs Wayne Marinich Dick McCullough
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Officers for Todd Hall for 1966-67 were Dennis Bakke, Ted Synder, Pete Stanley, Dave Busse, Larry Yok, President
Davy Jones, Dan York, Rocky Smith, and Greg Leuhrs.
Todd Hall is diversity and achievement on all fronts. The surge of independence embodied in Todd continued to assert
itself on the UPS campus scene this year. Through exciting innovations, enthusiasm and activity have become by-words. Who
has ever staged a dance in its own confines with slow music, fast music, and comedy routines occurring simultaneously
in three different rooms from a large stereo tape complex ? A 40 foot Christmas tree in Todd’s lobby, decorated with lights
which blinked in time to taped music won first place in the decoration contest.
Homelands, interest, abilities, are widely varied among the ninety Toddlers as evidenced by entertainment ranging from lis¬
tening to the latest Nigerian popular music to the celebration of Beethoven’s birthday. Despite diversity they all united
behind the world’s first Christmas tree marathon, as seen on KING and KTNT, and behind our freshman class president and
homecoming king. After a successful Logger Day, Todd ended the year with a cruise on the Sound.
'
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Simon Obame Gary Osgood Mike Osheroff Charlie Raines Gary Sequin Roger Slater Kenneth Smith Rockwell Smith
Ted Snyder Gary Spees Philip Stanley Greg Thies Paul Van Leunen John Waymire Dan York Larry Yok
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Beta Theta Pi
m
Paul Anderson A1 Benaroya
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Edward Buckley John Chouinard
Since coining to the campus in 1961, Beta Theta Pi has always been able
to look with pride on the past and present records of its service to the Uni¬
versity and the community. As a part of a great fraternity on other campuses,
Delta Epsilon is also proud of the record of service to its members. We brought
orphans from the community to Homecoming and sponsored some activities
for Tacoma orphans at Christmas time.
Strongly supporting an effective study program, coupled with freshman
scholarships and awards, we consistently serve our house, fraternity, and our
University.
The spirit of a varied and well-rounded grouping of personalities was dis¬
played in the representation of Betas found in every major field of study,
athletic program, and campus organizations and in our popular and diversified
social calendar. Many of our social functions were costume: a pajama dance,
yard party, and kindergarten party.
Conscious of the responsibility of a fraternity, the Betas are unified in their
effort to further the realization of expectations held by the University and
community, and look with anticipation and optimism to the future.
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Greg Curwen Dave Davis Mike Davies Lowell Daun Rick Draughon Jim Fredrickson Rich Gordon
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Jim Gould Brewster Gray Gary Hagstrom Craig Haines Doug Hanna Don Harris John Hoagland
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Officers for Beta Theta Pi for 1966-67 were President Bill Marcy, Tom Berg, Bill Sievers,George Mills, Clinton Campbell, Alf Johnson, and Jim Mousel.
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Jim Halstead Alf Johnson George Lamb Chuck Lenfesty Bill Marcy
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Alan Martin David McCormick George Mills Tim Moen Jim Mousel Richard Service Bill Sievers
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Jim Thomas John Thompson Ron Ulrich Greg Wilson Charles Woodcock Bob Woodford Bruce Zelinski
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Kappa Sigma
Rog Anunsen Andy Anderson Arvid Anderson
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Officers for Kappa Sigma for 1966-67 were Bill Guinn, Rob Atkinson, A1 Burmester, and
President Norbert Fratt.
Ron Atkinson Blake Barfus Bob Brooks
Aiian Burmester Tom Burwell Doug Campbell John Carlson Jack Christenson John Contento Clifford Cordes Jim Distenfano
a
Mark Estill Tom Evanson Bill Farnell Norbert Fratt John Goulter Dennis Graham Greg Greive Dan Hilleren
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Doug Hintze Loren Holmes Bob Homan Dick Hunnex Tom Jensen David Kjeldsen Adam Laughlin Rick Lavalla
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Scott McKnight Ken McManus Matt Michael Kit Mosden Richard Nimick Terry Owen Allen Parrett Steve Perry
Bill Peterson Tim Pettit Robert Pierce Don Puliservich Bill Quinn Jim Rudolph Chris Schmidt Jim Scholfield
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State Rep. Tom Swayze, Gov. Daniel J. Evans, and Norbert O. Fratt.
Hosting a tea for Governor Daniel J. Evans and State Representative Tom Swayze was one
of the highlights of the year for Kappa Sigma.
Rep. Swayze, a member of the 1948 pledge class, invited Gov. Evans to visit the Kappa Sigma
house and UPS. The campus and community were invited to attend. Highlighting the visit
was a thirty-five minute question and answer period with the Governor and a "good time was
had by all.”
Another exciting activity for Kappa Sigma this year was receiving the award for first place
for our Homecoming display with the Alpha Phis. Our theme was Roaring Twenties.
Many of our men were active in intramural sports. Their participation helped us to place first
in football for the third consecutive season.
John Sechler Bill Sherwood
Larry Smyth James Stewart
Jim Stockham Bill Wager
Rich Stanford Michael West H
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Phi Delta Theta
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Jack Allen Gary Birchler Bart Bona Lee Brooke Jim Bunker Steve Burkhart A1 Campbell
D
Rod Clemmer Chuck Curran Ralph Dannenberg Dale Downing Bruce Edwards Jon Enz Domenick Federico
Greg Getaz John Geddes
i
Tom Greenwood Duncan Hadden
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Officers for the Phi Delta Theta’s for 1966-67 were Jack Allen, Arthur . Ward, Frank
Whylie, President Gary Birchler, and John Geddes.
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The Phi Delta Thetas ended their forty-fifth year on
the UPS campus maintaining their previous academic
achievements. Besides scholarship, we were also active
socially.
One of our annual events, the Pirate Party, was a
success again this year. Our guests entered the Good
Ship Phi from an outside gangplank to the second floor.
Entering a window, we wandered through a maze of halls
which led to the main staircase. Lined with all our mat¬
tresses, the staircase provided a bumpy, but interesting ride
to the recreation room, which was decorated like a pirate’s
lair.
The Pirate Party was only one of our successful activities
this year. Others included our Pledge Dance, a Barge
Dance, a Christmas Party with orphans from Tacoma,
and a Christmas Dance at the Olympic Hotel in Seattle.
The diverse abilities of the Phi Delts led us to a suc¬
cessful year in varsity athletics and intramural sports.
Campus participation was high also as we had presidents
for Alpha Kappa Psi, the National Educational Associa¬
tion, and the Senior Class. One of our members was
selected as Dream Man of Alpha Phi.
Highlighting the year for us was our Goddess Ball
at the Bay Shore Inn in Vancouver, Canada. This was
the first year we have held our dance as a weekend event.
From the Good Ship Phi to the Bay Shore Inn, we had
a year well worth remembering.
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Gregg Heller Jerry Hines Bryan Honore Bob Hunt
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Bob Jewett Ted Johnson David Kettering Carl Kese
T
Dave Kinkela Phillip Kitchel Mike Long Tom Lowe Dan McFarland Rich Mayo Joe Mount
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Tom Neu Gary Nomensen Dave Normile John Parr Randy Roberts Dave Roline Jim Scroggs
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Dave Shannon Nick Sinnott Rich Stockstad Bruce Tietjen Arthur Ward Frank Whylie Mac Williams
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Sigma Alpha Epsilon
George Abel Burr Anderson Bob Blethen
Washington Gamma Chapter of Sigma Alpha Epsilon is extremely proud
of its record on the campus of the University of Puget Sound.
Many of Minerva’s men hold responsible positions in school government
and serve on various committees and boards. Intercollegiate athletics, intra¬
mural sports, academic excellence, and a rounded social life are prime in¬
gredients in the lives of SAE’s.
The year was filled with various social functions ranging from the "Em-
balmers Ball” to the colorful Hawaiian Luau, which gave everyone a chance
to draw one last deep breath before plunging into spring finals. The social
year reached its zenith with the annual SAE Little Sister Ball. Other areas that
we take special pride in were our outstanding Homecoming activities and
proud association with several service organizations such as
the annual Muscular Dystrophy Drive.
The house itself is faithfully guarded by our mascot, the
King of Beasts. Fully implanted in solid concrete, we rest
assured he will continue his vigil, not always safe, however,
from frequent alterations of color and on one occasion an
authentic tar and feathering.
Such scars will be worn proudly, however, as the lion
guards those of us who look to the future with confidence
as we strive to uphold the high ideals of our fraternity.
Chris Boutelle Bulend Burad Dan Busch Ed Busch
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Jon Busch Dave Casteel Jim Clary Frank Coen Fred Crabbe Jeff Davis Paul Dennis Brady Foster
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Miller Freeman Pete Galloway Jim Garber Karl Biske Scott Griswold Mick Haley Larry Hall Jim Hansen
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Joe Lisicich Michael Littig Bruce Logan
Officers for the SAE’s for 1966-67 were Bob Blethen, President George Abel, Scott
Griswold, Burn Anderson, and John Johnston
Ralph Lovelace Dan Martin Bob Matthews
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Mike Mayer Randy Melquist Tooey Meyer paul Morris Tom Nutter Mike O’Connell Mark Ohlson Douglas Palmer
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Terry Parsons Kent Pearre Mike Persson John Quick Jerry Reilly Norm Reilly Gregg Reiter Thomas Sadler
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Jack Seaborn Stewart Shannon Starke Shelby Dennis Smith A1 Somers Bruce Sternke Jim Stewart Bryan Tassin
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Don Taylor Jack Taylor Richard Taylor Craig Voegele Rich Watson Delmer Weston Lloyd Whiton Mike Wood 243
Sigma Chi
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/-v Officers for Sigma Chi for 1966-67 were Jerry Bassett,
Doug Peterson, Milt Reimers, Don Moulton, Don
Montfort, President Wayne Spiekerman, and Alex
Davis.
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Bill Baker Jim Balz Roger Barbee Jerry Bassett Mike Carte Tim Carte Dave Coombes David Coulter
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Jamie Coulter John Crouch Alex Davis Steve Doolittle Paul Durand Gary Eddy Tom Emrich John Farley
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244 Dennis Fulton Dave Gaskill Roger Griffin Terry Hammond Gary Hansen Terry Hart Jim Helms Dean Henry
The Sigma Chis were busy again this year on
the UPS campus.
Beginning with the White Rose Serenade
where each pledge presented each sorority pledge
with one white rose, to the Sigma Chi Sweetheart
Ball at the Empress Hotel in Vancouver, Canada,
the Sigma Chis led an active social year.
Sports and campus government were other
activities of Sigma Chi this year of which we
were especially proud.
Our well-rounded and diversified group en¬
abled us to participate actively in UPS social,
athletic and academic life.
Jim Huffine Denny Jackel Roy Jeffrey Kim Kaiser RickKorsberg
IMMM
Jonathan Kemp Paul Kristensen Bob Luty Richard
Mackey
Jake Maki
i
Don Layfield
Hal
Neace Grant Mittelstaedt Don Montfort Don Moulton Jerry Morgan Neil Murphy
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Neupert A1 Nordell Greg Olson John O’Melveny John Osterlind Bill Parke Rix Patton Cal Peterson
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Doug Peterson Joe Raundy James Rawn Milt Reimers Gil Riddell Rich Roberts John Robertson Tom Rook
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Bill
Sissom
Wayne Spiekerman DickStegeman Gary Teichrow Dave Thomas Tim Travers William White Jim Youman 245
Sigma Nu
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Edward Adams
Doug
Albright
Tom Albright Jerry Bastin John Callahan Dave Crutcher Jim Crosetto
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Jim Davenport Corky Diseth Tom Douthit
George Gagliardi Tom Gerber Terry Hale
Jeff Hale Nick Handy Rocky Heald
Ray Fife Don Fowler Jay Fry Kelly Gabriel
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Officers for Sigma Nu for 1966-67 were President Jeff Hale, Ed
Adams, and Jim Pierson.
Steve Helgerson Jim Hewson Tom Iverson
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Jan Jansen Steve Kneeshaw Tom Kneeshaw Mike Lantz Darrell McCluney Bruce McDowell Ralph McEwen
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John McKain Todd McKelvy J^m Meyerhoff Robert Moles Bill Nelson John Ortmeyer Dick Peterson
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Jim Pieron Barry Rice Jim Robbins Owen Robinson Bill Rose Philip Schneidier Alan Sidell9
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David Smith Warren Smith Steve Steinman
Sigma Nu is an honor fraternity. Started as a military institute, Sigma
Nu upholds the honor system in all aspects.
Through our honor system, we were able to maintain a combination of
diversity and unity— men with diverse personalities and interests.
Our varied interests enabled us to win the Logger Trdphy for the second
year in a row. This trophy is awarded for "campus leadership and spirit,
intramural achievement, and academic excellence.”
We had men participating in every intercollegiate sport and intramurals.
Our men were active in many campus clubs, organizations, honoraries,
student government and leadership.
Our social activities, exchanges and firesides, ranged from grubbies to
formal attire.
The highlight of Sigma Nu was our White Rose Dance and an¬
nouncement of our White Rose Queen at Timberline Lodge, Mount
Hood, Oregon.
We are a well-rounded house, combining academics, athletics, leadership,
and spirit.
John Strong Steve Swanson Steve Tiberg
James Tuttle Riley Whitcomb Steve White
John Wingfield Bruce Winterhouse Tom Young 247
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George Agner Dick Andrews Steve Ashurst
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Charles Austin Dale Beard Dennis Beard
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Officers for the Theta Chi's for 1966-67 were President, Jim Corbin,Lewis Dibble, advisor, Mike Hara, Dean Derthick, Dale Beard, Rich
Nevitt, A1 Lawrence, and Chriss Huss.
Jim Bennett Tom Berry Don Black
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Andy Boughal Tom Brian Bill Brown Tom Brown Charles Burgamy Richard Carroll
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Warren Cooley Jim Corbin248 Dean Derthick Bill Eddy Walt Finklein Richard Grosvenor
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Mike Hara Steve Hicks Ed Horne Harold Hughes Chris Huss Phil Jones Rocky Lackm;an
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A1 Lawrence Steve Lawrence Jim Leggett Ross Lewcliing Bill Marr Doug McMullen Ron McMullen
\
John Moon Richard Nevitt Rick Peterson Leo Regala
The Theta Chi pledge class was busy this year standing guard at the Rock,
trying to keep it white. Between changes of the guard, Theta Chis had
an active social year.
Our social events included our Lewis dinner dance, pledge dance,
Christmas dance, Paddy Murphy Dance, as well as firesides, and special
Friday-at-Four exchanges with the sororities. The highlight of the year was
our Dream Girl Ball in April held at the Rossairo Inn in the San Juan
Islands.
Spirit remained as a characteristic of Theta Chi this year as for the past
two years we won the Homecoming Spirit trophy.
The Theta Chis were active in student government with members work¬
ing on ASB, Publicity, Homecoming, and the Daffodil Float. We were
proud to have seven men listed in Who’ s Who in American Colleges and
Universities. We participated in intramural sports, campus plays, and
Adelphians.
We ended the year successfully: our Rock still remains white.
Joe Roberts George Rush Greg Saxton
A
Jim Scott Allan Segawa Doug Smith
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Robert Solie Alan Swofford Scott Templeman
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Dave Vollmar Ron Willhite Craig Williams 249
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LARRY C. AASNESS
11327 20th N.E.
Seattle, Wash. 98127
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Faculty Index
Acosta, Rosa Marie 61
Albertson, Robert 68, 84
Alcorn, Gordon D. 58
Allen, Darlene 71
Ancira, Rauel 157
Anderson, Norman 51, 62
Anderson, Thomas 71
Andrus, Burton 76, 189
Annis, Leroy 60
Bachimont, Otto 61
Bailey, Dale 36
Baisinger, Wilbur 70
Banks, W. G. 32
Berry, Keith 192
Beverly, Karen 35
Bock, Robert 33, 84
Bond, Alice 65, 208
Brown, Bert 65
Buclin, L. Brice 61
Capen, Ellery 76, 189
Chittick, Donald 59
Chubb, Frances 57
Colby, Bill 57
Collins, Jerry 234
Combs, Ernest 76
Conant, Richard 56, 194
Coulter, Brewster 63
Curran, Mary 34, 47, 50, 51
Dahl, Niels 189
Danes, Z. F. 65
Davidson, Ellwood 59
Denomy, R. W. 56
Dibble, Lewis 35, 248
Dolan, Joseph 71
Dragelevich, J. Walter 66
Duncan, Donald 65, 179
Eliason, Orville 56
Frederick, Arthur 68
Gibbs, E. Delmar 71
Goman, Edward 64
Green, Lyle 49, 66
Greenwood, Dorothy 34
Griesel, Beth 71, 206
Guss, Leonard 76
Hager, Phillip 60
Hall, Sarah 64, 205
Hamilton, Dessel 35, 50, 51
Harrison, James 64
Hawes, T. Glen 58
Headland, E. H. 189
Heppe, Paul 46, 49, 66
Herlinger, Ilona 74
Hess, Vernon 60
Hillier, Clark 37
Hoyt, Milton 71
Jobe, Marlys 230
Johnson, Murray 58
Jones, Martha Pearl 70, 190
Karlstrom, Ernest 58, 193
Keiser, Tucker 74, 94
Krat2berg, Claudine 64, 205
Lamka, Dewane 46, 51, 71
Lantz, John 64
Lantz, Tom 66
Lavaska, Anna 61
Lindley, William 76, 86
Lowther, Stewart 62
Magee, John 68
Mathis, Raimund 67
Moncuso, James 35
Manning, Thomas 70, 94, 102
Martin, Molly 231
Mayes, Peggy 57
MacArthur, Douglas 36
McDonnell, Frances 65
McGee, Jack 37
McNeil, Earle 69
Meenk, Ruth 60
Millard, Bradley 67
Morrison, Monte 57
Moseid, Don 159
Myles, Margaret 74
Nacuso, Jim 157
Nelson, Lawrence 65
Niwa, S. 61
Noftsinger, Kathrine 231
Norgard, Margaret 230
Olsen, Larry 56
Oncley, Alma 74
Orness, Bruce 157
Orthman, William 76, 189
Ostransky, Leroy 74, 86
Patterson, Dorothy 74, 203, 204
Pazar, Louis 61
Payne, Ramon 34, 47, 50, 51, 157, 177
Perdue, Paul 36, 76
Peterson, Bernice 231
Peterson, Frank 69
Phillips, John 68, 104, 105
Polley, Roy 76, 189
Powell, Raymond 71
Raphael, Louis 36
Regester, John D. 68, 99
Reiher, Marilyn 206
Richmond, Harriet 75
Rodgers, Bruce 105, 200, 201
Ryan, Robert 65, 150, 151, 155, 157
Schwarz, Phillip 67
Scott, Earl 87
Seferian, Edward 74, 98
Seward, Raymond 65
Simonson, Harold 60, 99
Sinclair, Thomas 76
Slater, James 58, 193
Slee, Frederick 65
Smith, James A. 37, 46
Smith, Jeff ' 68
Smith, Richard 32, 101
Sprenger, Robert 59, 84
Stenberg, Larry 34, 101
Stokes, H. Spencer 63, 87
Swanson, Aris 230
Taylor, Desmond 37, 67, 207
Taylor, Robert 74
Thomas, Norman 33, 63
Thompson, R. Franklin 31, 40, 50, 104,
105, 119
Tomlinson, Warren 61, 85
Vercill, Dennis 63
Waggoner, Elizabeth 75, 205
Wallrof, Paul 65, 157
Ward, Joyce 51, 75
Weldon, Marian 61
Wentworth, Lynn 57
Wilkerson, Russell 51, 65, 159
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AAbel, Geo. David 76, 242, 243, 189, 197
Abendroth, Barbara 228,196, 204
Ackerman, Candice 71, 212, 213, 206,
53
Ackerman,Melanie 212
Adams,EdwardL. Jr. 63, 246,197
Adams,Philip 76
Addington,Carol Ann 226, 202
Agney,Donald W. 232
Agner, George 248
Albright, Thomas H. 246, 87
Albright,Douglas 246, 87, 44
Alexander, Sonna 71
Alkema,Gracia 186, 187, 212, 87, 85, 53
Allen, Adele 187,190, 228, 87
Allen,Elaine R. 57, 216
Allen, JohnH. 240
Student Index
Arakawa,MarkK. 177
Argersinger, Jean 227
Arisman,Nancy 212, 196, 200
Arvidson, Christine 218, 208
Ashurst, Stephen E. 248
Atkinson,Robt. E. 238
Auguston,Barbara 71
Audeh, Abdulaziz 204
Austin,Chas.L. 248, 218
B
Bagne,Karen 190, 222, 207,87, 45, 43
Bailey,Dennis H. 76
Bailey,Harry E. Jr. 71
Bailey, Joyce 228, 204
Baisinger, Glen 100
Baker,Gerald R. 76, 232, 203
Beckstead,Dexter B. 177
Bee,Ruthella J. 71, 202
Beebe, Shirley G. 227, 209
Beeman,Kolleen 218
Bell, Roberta Lee 228
Bell, Sharon A. 226, 202
Benaroya, Alfred 77, 236,189
Bennett, James W. 248,77
Bennett, James S. 77
Berg, Anne A. 232
Berg, John S. 67
Berg Sten, Thomas 191, 237
Berggren, John W. 204
Berntsen,Frances E. 225, 202
Berry, Thomas L. 60, 248
Bertholf,Karen 225, 205
Besel, Dian L. 212, 196
Beverly,Edgar D. W. 59
Bieber, Lawrence C. 232, 189
Birchler,Gary 240, 87, 53
Birkby, Virginia 190, 216
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Allen,Mary P. 202, 87
Alshamlan, Ali A. 62
Altmann,Marquerite 214
Ames, Chris 232
Amundson,Karen 218, 87
Ancich, Jack A. Jr.
Anderson, Andy 238
Anderson, J. Arvid 76, 238
Anderson,Burritt B. 242, 243, 45
Anderson,Bonnie 222,192
Anderson,David E. 76,189, 87
Anderson,Charlotte 216,189, 196
Anderson,Gail 224, 87
Anderson, Jake 71
Anderson, John 100
Anderson,Paul D. 66, 236
Anderson,Raeder 200, 94
Andrews,Richard D. 66, 248
Anunsen,Roger 238, 87
Arakaki, Jeffrey T. 100
Baker,Paul D. 76
Baker, Wm. C. Jr. 244, 45
Bakke,Dennis W. 235, 197, 87
Baldasare, Joseph 76
Balz, James B. 244,194
Bangerter,Marlene 212, 196
Barbee, Roger 244
Barfuss,Blake E. 77, 238
Barline, John Dean 100, 45, 42
Barnes, SusanM. 227, 196
Barnett, Wm. T. 77,189
Bartram,Virginia A. 214, 87
Bassett, Jerry 244, 51
Bastin,Jerry W. 246
Bates,Wendy B. 228, 196
Baughman,Marlene 228
Beard,DaleD. . 248, 52
Beard, Dennis A. 248
Beard,Gary 194
Beason,Cathy 226
Bech, Claudia 221
Bise, Anne E. 220, 195
Black,Donald E. 248
Black,Rhondda 216, 203, 196
Blake, Gloria 220, 203
Blank,Nancy R. 71
Blechschmidt, Gretchen 186, 222, 207, 87
Blethen, Robert C. 242, 243, 197
Bliss,Bobara Ann 190, 218, 192
Boad, Cheryl 224
Bodmer, Brenda 224, 196
Bona, Lester B. 77, 240,194
Bona, Susan L. 224, 87
Boone, Susan 224
Bordner, Susan 70, 226, 202, 53, 52
Bosse,Martha Jane 222, 196
Botley,Robert 152, 156
Boughal, Andrew M. 248, 178
Boutelle, Christopher 58, 242
Boyd, Carolyn 190, 222, 192, 87
Boyd, Jennifer 222,43
Boyd, Janet M. 212, 196
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Boyd, Stephen T. 87
Bradley, Steven G. 77, 232, 203, 87
Bragg, Janet M. 227
Bramhall, Marilyn L. 232
Brandt, Carol H. 64, 213
Brannen, Sheilagh 224, 203
Brazas, Gay E. 224, 195, 46
Breitenstein, Emily 222, 205, 43
Bremer, Toni 212, 196
Brennan, Donald E. 156
Brennan, Dennis Paul 156, 177
Brian, Thomas M. 248
Briggs, Betty J. 68, 218
Bronson, Patricia 227
Brooke, Curtis L. 240, 198
Brooks, Robt. 238
Brooksbank, Bonnie M. 87, 85
Brownj Bill 77, 189, 194, 197, 46, 53,
298, 38, 39
Brown, Arlene 214, 196, 44
Brown, Lynn C. 200
Brown, Cheryl 193
Brown, Elizabeth 58, 224, 225, 192, 87, 53
Brown, Joan C. 189, 204
Brown, Tommy G. 77, 248, 189, 194, 197,
53
Brown, Sylvia 223
Brown, Vicki 71, 224, 225
Brown, William C. 248, 77, 189, 194, 197,
46, 53, 38, 39
Browning, Sandra 222, 44
Brownlee, Kenneth 71
Bruns, Sarah E. 220, 204
Brustad, Val G. 234, 193, 85
Bryan, Pamela B. 72, 224
Bryant, Spencer 234, 194
Buckley, Edward J. 236
Buell, Suzanne N. 212, 184, 185
Buell, Georgia G. 218, 196, 184, 185
Buell, Robert L. 77, 189
Buford, Laura A. 212
Bunker, James C. 240, 189
Bundgrad, Frances E. 75, 227
Burad, Bulend 242
Burch, Bob C. 194
Burdette, Marcia 67, 46, 39, 48
Burdick, Virginia 186, 187, 190, 218, 192,
87, 184, 185, 182
Burgamy, Chas. T. 77, 248
Burkhart, Marjorie E. 208, 224
Burkhart, Stephen 156, 240, 145, 198
Burleson, Kathryn A. 218, 208
Burmester, Allan W. 238
Burt, Carolyn 224
Burtner, Patricia 218, 196, 202
Burwell, Thomas E. 238
Busch, Daniel R. 242
Busch, Edw. R. 242
Busse, David P. 234, 235, 197, 94
Butler, Deanna 72
Butler, John F. 234
Byrne, Caryl 222, 203, 207
c
Caldwell, Kathryn L. 218
Calisewski, Joan M. 214
Call, Laurel Ann 190, 212, 195, 87, 44
Callahan, John S. 152, 156, 247, 197, 198
Cameron, Linda 224
Cameron, Roger 234, 204
Campbell, Alexander 67, 240, 87
Campbell, Clinton 66, 237, 194
Campbell, Douglas 238
Campbell, Emily A. 203, 209
Campbell, Roger 100, 203
Campbell, Patricia 228, 207
Canonica, Sally 72
Caputo, James F. 193
Carder, Susan F. 216, 87
Carlson, Amy D. 72, 212
Carlson, Ellen C. 208, 218
Carlson, Linda C. 189
£
£
£
£
£
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ACCOUNTS
ARE INSURED
UP TO $ 15 ,000
BY AN
AGENCY OF
THE FEDERAL
GOVERNMENT
SAVINGS
PLACED BY
THE 10th
EARN FROM
THE 1st
50//0^ CURRENT
ANNUAL RATE
AMERICAN FEDERAL SAVINGS
A N D L O A N A S S O C I A T I O N
T A C O M A , S O U T H T A C O M A. A U B U R N , E N U M C L A W. P U Y A L L U P
i/y j
Good Food and Drink in
A Congenial Atmosphere
BRING A DATE!
1 1 1 1 CENTER STREET
Jess Snyder
MArket 7-4493
.vlI .I
PROFESSIONAL PHOTOGRAPHER
7S4 Broadway Tacoma 2, Washington
EK2Y§£ , ,diarist
FOR YOUR COMPLETE FLORAL NEEDS
Designers and
Decorators 1620-6th Avenue
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Carlson, John 238
Carlson, Karin 220
Carlton, Genette R. 64
Carpenter, Floyd 100, 87
Carr, Martin R. 66, 234
Carroll, Richard L. 248, 87
Carte, Michael W. 59, 244
Carte, Timothy W. 244, 244
Carter, Colleen 196
Carter, Faith A. 204
Case, Joyce E. 72
Casteel, David 242
Cave, Bryan 232
Chadwick, James 100
Chakirian, Candace 224
Chaffee, Pamela 226, 202
Chang, Ida Mae 228
Charles, Cynthia 220
Chase, Dorothy 72
Cheng, Sing Keung 64
Chikasuye, Kenneth 100, 44
Chouinard, John F. 236, 45
Christensen, Jack W. 77, 238, 189
Chun, Celia 228, 196
Chun, Sharon 202
Claflin, Dinah 77, 224
Claflin, Esther 224
Clapper, Peggy L. 218, 207
Clark, Patricia 218, 208, 209
Clary, James E. 242
Clausen, Anita L. 232, 205, 204
Claypool, Faith 195
Clemmer, Rodney B. 240
Cline, Nancy 222
Clore, Charles W. 77, 189
Coates, Phillip C. 77
Coats, Donna G. 202
Coddington, Larry 234
Coen, Frank 242
Colby, John F. 100
Cole, Diana L. 205
Collins, Jerry L. 60, 234
Collins, Linda 186, 222, 196, 87
Collins, Patricia 228, 207
Colman, Christine 224
Compere, Linda L. 220, 208
Conant, Sandra 72
Conklin, Benjamin H. 100
Contento, John V. 77, 238
Cook, Erin G. 227
Cook, James R. 63, 102, 202, 94
Cook, Linda D. 216, 87
Cook, Marvin L. 156, 49
Cooke, James A. 209
Cooke, Gordon R. 63
Cooley, Warren L. 248
Coombes, David 244
Cooper, Nancy R. 224, 195, 44
Coovert, Richard A. 48
Cope, Patricia 212, 196
Coplan, Kathleen 218, 208, 44
Corbin, James J. 63, 106, 248, 107, 53, 45
Cordes, Clifford 238
Corey, Douglas A. 178
Couch, Mary Lou 222, 51
Coulter, James C. 244
Coulter, David B. 244, 87
Countryman, Robt. 102, 87
Cowden, Gary F. 189
Crabbe, Fred G. 242
Cramer, Chris H. 234, 87
Crary, Susan A. 216, 195, 85
Craven, Marcia 201, 200
Crawford, Jerome 152, 156
Crews, Diane L. 216, 196
Crocker, Anna L. 212, 208
Cronstrom, Dianne 216
Crosetto, Jean 75, 224, 225, 192, 87
Crosetto, James 246
Crothers, Carolyn 69, 224, 195, 53
Crouch, John C. 244
Crow, Richard V. 188, 87
Crutcher, David 246, 197, 85
Cummings, Thomas F. 151, 156
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Cummings, Betty H. 232
Cunningham, Kristen 189
Cunnnigham, Patricia 77, 189
Curran, C. Christopher 59, 240
Curran, Susan G. 226, 87
Currier, Elizabeth 220, 192
Curry, Gail 228
Curwen, Gregory 236
Cushnie, Donna 218
D
Dafoe, Diana 218
Dahlstrom, Pamela B. 67
Dahlstrom, Carol 212, 196
Dalthorp, Mary 72, 227
Daniels, Cheryl 212
Dannenberg, Ralph 240
Daugherty, Dawn E. 224, 226
Daun, Lowell 236
Davenport, Robt. M. 234
Davenport, James H. 246, 177
Davidson, Donna 212, 196
Davidson, Ellwood W. 194
Davies, Michael 236
Davis, Alexander 77, 244, 189, 52
Davis, David 236
Davis, Dorine 220
Davis, Jeffrey L. 242
Davis, Marvin G. 61
Davis, Marlena R. 77, 226, 189, 196
Davis, Robin J. 220, 87
Davis, Ruth 219, 196
Dawson, Danny 77
Dawson, Phillip D. 156
Decann, Ruth 192, 193
Dellinger, Roger 77, 194
Dempsey, Peter Jr. 77
Deneufville, Juliette 214, 196
Dennis, Paul G. 242, 201, 200
Denny, Michael H. 232, 193, 209
Denzer, Thomas C. 194
Depue, Georgia D. 72, 212, 192
Derr, Dee Anne 196
Derthick, Dean 248
Derthick, Ann K. 218
De St. Croix, Dorothy 57
Dewey, Diane 212, 208
DeYoung, Linda K. 216, 203, 85
Dirkes, Andrea M. 216, 196
Diseth, Hany M. 152, 156, 246, 198
Distefano, James 77, 156, 238, 198
Ditsch, Craig 232, 193
Dixon, Robt. C. 63, 232
Dobrovich, Mary 222, 195
Dolan, Jean Ann 218
Dominoski, Ronald 155, 100, 156, 198
Donahue, Anne C. 216, 196, 52, 51
Dooley, Dorothy 190, 220
Doolittle, Stephen 155, 156, 244
Doolittle, Mary F. 216
Doolittle, Nancy J. 224
Douthit, Thomas 246
Downing, Dale 156, 240
Drake, Margaret 222, 196, 52
Draughon, Roderick 66, 236, 189
Dressel, Dianne 58, 224
Duffy, A. Leah 218, 202
Dunham, Elizabeth 214
Dunning, James R. 209
Dupree, James R. 232, 178
Durand, Paul M. 244, 197, 47
Duvall, Judith 212
Dyar, Mary C. 222, 196, 205
Dyer, Linda M. 220, 189
E
Ecker, Emily 222
Eddy, Mary Anne 184
Eddy, Garrett E. 244, 194, 207
SELDEN’S
COMPLETE HOME FURNISHINGS
Congratulations
Class of '67
3 CONVENIENT LOCATIONS
Downtown Tacoma
1 1 th & A Streets
Lakewood
Colonial Center
Century City
So. of Federal Way
HOWELL SPORTING GOODS, INC.
922 COMMERCE
MA 7-5665
PROMPT RELIEF FROM
NERVOUS TENSION
Prompt, safe, calming relief from simple NERVOUS TENSION
is now available to everyone. The answer is TRANSIL, a re¬markable new product perfected by American Laboratories.Transil quickly eliminates nervous tension and restores yourcalm and composure— prepares you to meet your daily respon¬sibilities. And since Transil contains no habit-forming barbitu¬rates or narcotics, it is available without prescription. So when
you become nervous, irritable, unable to relax— ask for . . .T R A N S I L
Reasonably priced, but so effective.
CROWN DRUG
1017 Pacific
College Bus To Our Door
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Eddy, Wm. A. 248
Edgers, Donald P. 10
Edwards, Bruce 240
Egan, Lorraine S. 227, 207
Egstad, Ruth A. 190, 216
Eicher, Terry L. 214, 201, 200
Elgin, Eli2abeth 72
Elliott, Dolores K. 65, 218, 192, 208
Elliott, Guy T. 66
Elliott, James 100, 191
Ellis, Eileen Gai 216
Emigh, Carolyn 206
Emanuels, Susan 224
Emerson, Nancy C. 72, 214
Emery, Robt. W. 77, 232
Emmons, Gary W. 186, 187, 194
Emrich, Thomas D. 191, 244
Engdahl, John 100
Enz, Jonathan 203, 240, 194, 51
Ernst, Martha 220
Ervin, Arlene 212, 203, 201, 200, 198
Estill, Mark T. 238
Evanson, Thomas 238
F
Farley, John A. 244
Farnell, Wm. R. 238, 198
Fazzi, Cynthia 224
Federico, Domenick 72, 240, 206
Fedor, John 189
Feldtman, John 100
Fenwick, Donna 214
Fife, Raymond 246, 201, 87, 200
Finch, Elizabeth Anne 218, 208, 45
Finch, John G. 59, 193
Finklein, Walter L. 248
Finley, Joseph M. 232
Finney, John M. 87
Finney, Karen E. 87
Fish, Paul F. 234, 87, 85
Fisher, Nancy 219, 196, 184
Fitzgerald, S. Ann 212, 87, 85
Fleenor, Nancy 220
Fletcher, Doris 64
Floyd, Mary J. 193, 87
Flynn, Michael J. 52
Foltz, Richard L. 77, 232
FosRaug, Carol 226
Foster, Brady 242
Foster, Kathryn 219, 87
Fowler, Ann M. 227, 196
Fowler, Donald 77, 246
Fox, Janet F. 219, 87
Fox, Lisbeth P. 72
Fox, Janet E. 218, 87
Foy, Chas. A. 100
Frahm, Laurel 72
Francis, Alana 58, 232
Fratt, Norbert O. Jr. 77, 238, 239, 53
Freck, Molly S. 224
Fredrickson, James C. 236, 178, 180
Freeman, Miller 242
Frekert, Kathie 228
Frey, Janet C. 219, 196
Fry, Jason W. 246
Fukuda, Ilene 75
Fukuda, Amy 228, 202, 87
Fuller, Elizabeth 72
Fuller, Cathy Sue 219
Fulton, Dennis 244
Fultz, Gary 156, 198
Fyfe, Sandra L. 228, 204
G
Gabriel, Kelly R. 246
Gagliardi, Geo. T. Jr. 246
Galen, Edw. A. 100
Gallaher, Patricia 228
Galloway, Peter A. 66, 242
Ganstrom, Norris 58, 234, 194
Garber, Patricia 214, 196
CELLAR 10
1 15
3 •*'
• FRESH DOUGHNUTS
• FOUNTAIN SERVICE
COFFEE
• GOOD PIE
• "LOGGER BURGERS"
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Garber, James B. 191, 242, 197
Gardner, Joyce 232
Garland, Diane 61, 224, 225, 192, 87, 53
Garlett, Robt. C. 72, 206
Garland, Jorjan 232
Garner, Gregory 87
Garnero, Joseph 61, 232
Garrison, Miller A. 232, 209, 87
Gaskill, David F. 156, 244
Gault, Kerby 220
Geddes, John E. 240, 189
Geddy, Linda D. 188, 214, 196, 208
Gehrke, Michael 178
Gehrmann, Martha H. 64
Gentry, Mar)' O. 229
George, Susan E. 224, 50
Gerber, Thomas D. 246, 197
Getaz, Gregory 240, 44
Getz, John W. 100, 102, 94
Ghylin, Dorothy 72
Gibson, Klaus P. 66
Gibson, Wendy S. 220
Gies, Rosalind 192, 87, 198
Gilbert, Joan 190, 216
Giske, Karl 242, 87
Gladstone, Bruce 102, 49, 48
Gleason, Robin 200
Glenn, Alice A. 202, 87, 85
Glenn, Regina 232
Gloyde, Thelma 193
Goddard, Susan 219, 196
Godwin, E. Elaine 75, 232
Goettling, Nancy M. 222
Goldberg, Sheldon A. 66
Goman, Jon 188, 209, 87
Gookins, Richard 77
Gordon, Richard K. 236
Gould, James F. 66, 236, 194
Goulter, John R. 238
Gowdy, Linda 222 223
Graham, Dennis R. 238
Grahn, Patricia 222
Grant, Gail R. 190, 226, 87
Grant, Barbara L. 220, 192
Gratton, Elin G. 203
Graversen, Louise 72
Gray, Nilmah 190, 220, 221
Gray, Wm. Brewster 236
Green, Constance L. 222
Green, Nancy R. 72
Greenwood, Thomas 240, 87
Grewe, Gregory 238
Griffen, Roger R. 244
Griggs, Carolyn L. 224
Grimsrud, Gregory 197
Griswold, G. Scott 242, 85
Grosvenor, Richard 77, 248
Groth, Jean A. 75, 213, 53
Guiles, Jo Ann 190, 228
Guinn, Wm. H. Jr. 156, 238
Gunderson, Glenda 219, 192
Gustafson, Don 159, 198, 160
H
Hadden, Duncan 240
Haeck, Stephen W. 234, 87
Hagstrom, Gary M. 236
Hagstrom, J. Craig 100
Haines, Craig L. 236, 94
Haines, Robert F. 207, 87
Hakala, Karen N. 63, 201, 200, 198
Hale, Jeffrey F. 66, 246, 159, 53
Hale, Terry R. 246, 177
Haley, Michael 242
Halgren, Jan 222, 196, 87
Hall, Larry R. 242
Hall, Nancy J . 190, 214, 45
Hall, Sue 232
Hallock, Chas. B. 100
Hallwyler, James 232
Halstead, James 237, 45
Hamann, Marcia 58, 218, 193
For 52 Consecutive Years
“ More People Have Ridden on
GOODYEAR TIRES
Than on Any Other Kind”
V//
,'// // ’ 'V/'//V// I /////
Shaub - Ellison Co.
PUYALLUP - TACOMA - SHELTON
GOODYEAR DISTRIBUTORS FOR 44 YEARS
III
The Doorway
To Furniture Value!
flj.noRmAn compflnY
524 Tacoma Avenue South MA 7-3139
DPS PRINT SHOP
We handle printing needs
for every type of
campus group
PROFESSIONAL WORK AT LOW COST
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Hamilton, Loanne 216
Hammermaster, Darlene 214, 192
Hammond, Terry 244, 159, 160
Hamstrom, Susan 222, 196
Hancock, Janet 223, 196, 207
Hand, Jean 214, 196
Handy, Nixon J. 246
Hanna, Douglas 236, 198, 178
Hansen, Gary A. 244
Hansen, James B. 242
Hara, Michael T. 248, 249, 197, 53, 52, 45
Harada, JoAnn K. 228, 205, 204
Harman, Paula J. 64, 212, 205
Harper, Robert J. 59
Harper, Craig E. 242
Harris, Donald M. 236
Harris, Kathleen A. 214
Harris, J. Michael 58
Harris, Pamela 219, 196, 208
Hart, Terry S. 244
Hartley, Bruce 191, 189, 159, 160
Harvey, Harmon T. 234, 87
Harvey, Sandra M. 190, 225, 192, 87, 42
Hatch, Stephen C. 77, 189, 177
Hatfield, Kay 68, 192, 87
Hauck, Susan L. 205, 204
Haugen, Lowell D. 77, 189
Haverly, Leonard 232
Hawkins, Kay J. 226, 184, 185, 182
Hay, Bette J. 220, 87, 85
Hay, Carole 75, 227
Hayden, Elizabeth A. 219, 196
Haynes, Patricia 72, 216, 192
Heald, Russell R. 246, 87, 85
Helgerson, Steven 246, 87, 198
Heller, Greg 241
Helms, James M. 244
Henderson, Catherine 220
Hennefer, Janice 64, 205
Henry, Dean W. 244, 45
Herdman, Cheri 220
Hermann, Tryve R. 77
Hermsted, Karen 225
Herrington, Robt. W. 191
Herreid, Bonnie 228
Herrick, Bayanne 232, 196
Herring, Charles 87
Hess, Jeffery A. 209
Hewson, James B. 246, 177, 42
Hickman, Polly B. 74, 200, 198
Hicks, Stephen 249
Hill, Carolyn 216, 192, 196, 208
Hill, Elizabeth K. 72, 216, 217
Hill, Shelley 220
Hilleren, Daniel M. 238, 178
Hillier, Mary M. 66, 216, 217
Hilstad, Melanie 60, 214
Hind, Jonathan S., Jr. 57
Hines, Jerry W. 24l
Hintze, Douglas P. 156, 238
Hinton, Denise C. 220, 195
Hirai, Sharlene 228
Hitt, John E. 194
Hitchcock, Paula 228
Hoag, Ann M. 223, 196, 87
Hoagland, John F. 236
Hobbs, Jane A. 223
Hoebel, Alice M. 216
Hofto, Jacqueline 74, 232, 201, 53
Holbrook, Marilyn 212, 196
Holmaas, Carole J. 63
Holmberg, Ingrid 228, 196
Holmes, Loren 238
Holt, Normandie 220
Homan, Robt. C. 238
Honore, Bryan 156, 241, 198
Hooper, Pamela 214
Hopper, James W. 245
Horn, Donald L. 77
Horne, Edward L. 249, 159, 44, 160
Houser, Barbara 72
Howard, James 242
Howe, Alvah B. 242
Howe, Sallie M. 225
Howe, Scott 234
Howell, June D. 203, 49
HOVELAND DRUG
"The Complete Drug Store"
*L.
.
ff *%E 1»&
M j
* Prescriptions Filled
* Gifts
* Cosmetics
* Records
Sixth and Proctor
SK 2-3551
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American Art
COMPANY
Creative Custom Made
PICTURE FRAMES FINE PICTURES
SINCE 1889
2046-6th Ave. BR. 2-4327
FOR ALL YOUR TRAVEL REQUIREMENTS
AIR - STEAMER - RAIL - BUS
AND COMPLETE TOUR RESERVATIONS
TRAVEL CENTER OF TACOMA
923 Pacific Avenue "Experience Counts" FUlton 3-5324
AVENUE SHOE REPAIR
"BEST IN REPAIRS"
2703 Sixth Ave. Tacoma , Wash.
Hubbach, Carol J. 69
Hubble, Pamela' 202
Huffine, James M. 245, 197
Hughes, Harold 249
Hulit, Anne S. 228, 204
Hull, Susan 196, 44
Hungerford, Diana 215
Hunnex, Richard M. 238
Hunt, Robert 156, 241, 177, 198
Huntington, David
Huss, Christopher M. 248, 249, 44, 52
Hussey, Dana R. 234
Huser, Carol 220, 206, 207
Husveg, Greta 200
Huston, Janet L. 72, 218, 219, 200, 52
I
Irish, Gertrude L. 57
Irwin, Patricia 196
Ishida, Sandra N. 75, 226
Islam, Sari 66, 46
Iverson, Thomas G. 191, 246, 47
Iverson, Steven V. 200
Iwasaki, Shun 204
J
Jackson, Melvin S. 194, 204
Jacobi, Joanne 212, 196
Jacobson, Roy L. 186, 46
Jackobson, Sharon A. 216, 189
Jaekel, Dennis J. 245
James, Edw. C. 209
Jeffrey, Roy 156
Jennings, Thomas C. 232
Jensen, Janice 72, 220, 221, 246
Jensen, Lynn J. 225
Jensen, Marie T. 212, 85
Jensen, Thomas G. 238
Jewett, Robert 65, 241, 87
262
Johnson, Alf 237, 191
Johnson, David L., Sr., Fiji 100, 87, 53234
Johnson, David M., Fr. 234, 100, 87, 53
Johnson, Betsi 216, 87
Johnson, Jill A. 217
Johnson, Iver G. 156
Johnson, Kathie S. 227, 207
Johnson, Keith R. 100, 87
Johnson, Linda C. 220, 87
Johnson, Lois 223, 87
Johnson, Nancy R. 203, 145
Johnson, Ronald H. 66, 232, 194
Johnson, Theodore, Jr. 241
Johnson, Stephanie 212, 87
Johnston, John C. 77, 242, 243
Jones, Becky A. 87
Jones, David R. 187, 235
Jones, Camille 228, 205, 209
Jones, Philip N., Jr. 74, 249, 201, 200, 53
Jordan, Michael 77
Joseph, Michael 188
Josey, James E. 177
Judd, Laurel S. 223, 196
Jueling, Julie 87, 85
K
Kaiser, David 234
Kasier, Kim J. 245
Kamcheff, Karen 202, 87
Kamphenborg, Kay 220
Kasperson, Mary 221
Kaufman, Eliz Ann 87
Kearns, Brian 194
Keehn, Bonnie L. 215
Keil, Sheila 226
Keiser, Kathryn 215, 87
Keller, James B. 77
Keller, Ruth 202, 87, 85
Kellman, Bruce A. 66, 232, 46, 184, 53,
28, 185
Kelly, John F. 189
Kemp, Jonathan A. 245,.43
Kempel, Marianne 196
Kern, Gerard J. 77, 242, 53
Kese, Carl I. 241, 87
Kessler, Vernon M. 77, 189
Kettering, David C. 241
Kiest, Alan S. 206, 207, 87
Killam, Robert C., Jr. 45
Kinderman, Trina M. 72
King, Linda 215
Kingsley, Diana 87, 85
Kinley, Janet R. 212, 202, 87
Kinman, David R. 234, 193, 197
Kinkela, David 150, 156, 241, 198
Kinney, Carolyn 226, 203
Kinney, Janice 228
Kirihara, Gloria 232
Kirwan, Richard 242
Kittinger, Katherine 215
Kitchel, Phillip L. 241
Kjeldsen, Daniel W. 238
Klingler, David C. 242
Knapp, Barbara 232, 196, 202, 205
Knecht, Valerie 223
Kneeshaw, Stephen 246, 197, 87, 107, 47
45, 51
Kneeshaw, Thomas 246, 87
Knudsen, Susan 219
Kofoed, Karlene 188, 85
Koidahl, Diane 63, 202
Koon, Linda 220, 208
Kopelke, Lee Wm. 191, 234
Korsberg, Richard 245
Krah, Karyl 217, 195, 52, 45, 48
Krieg, Wendelyn 228
Kristensen, Paul A. 245
Krisman, Kerri 232, 208
Kunst, Ronald 58
L
Lackman, Lewis R., Jr. 77, 249
Lagao, Dante 204
Our
68th Year
of thrift and Home Loan
Service . . .
n
..iirrto the Community
and Loan Association
TACOMA’S OLDEST . . . 9th and “ A” Streets, TACOMA
Branches at Lakewood — Parkland — Port Orchard
Laidlaw, Susan L. 72
Laing, Susan J. 223
Lalack, Sandie 219, 196
Lamb, George O. 237, 87
Lampe, Patrick 87
Landon, Kathryn 212
Landt, Lucia M. 223
Lane, Carol J. 232, 198
Lang, Sue 195
Langdon, Helen 217
Lange, Leo Wm. 100
Langland, Joan M. 75, 192, 205
Lantz, Robert M. 247, 194
Lapore, Diane 228
Larkin, Patrick H. 152, 156
Larson, Craig B. 100, 87
Larson, Terry 152, 156, 198
Larson, Robt. 87
Lash, Marsha L. 228, 202, 204
Lau, Jana 228, 229, 203
Laughlin, Adam 238
Lavalla, Patrick H. 238
Lawrence, Carol L. 217
Lawrence , Allan 248, 249
Lawrence, Stephen 203, 249
Layfield, Donald R. 245
Lea, Richard 100
Leavens, Sarah E. 225
Ledbetter, Kathleen 212
Lee, Eugene 204
Lee, James A. 232
Leeper, Robt. E. 191, 242, 189, 87
Leggett, James F. 63, 249, 194, 87, 53
Lenfesty, Chas 237, 197
Lentz, Carol L. 186, 228
Leth, Helen S. 217, 196
Lewelling, Ross A. 249, 87
Lewis, Dorothy A. 189
Lewis, Katherine 217, 196, 44
Lickel, Ann 221
Lindsay, James Wm. 234, 202, 204
Lindtwed, Jan 217, 192
Lingenfelter, Joan E.
Linnemann, Adrienne 214, 215
Lisicich, Joseph 243
Lisicich, Priscilla 190, 225
Littig, Michael D. 243
Locey, David H. 100
Lockard, Virginia M. 205
Logan, Bruce 243, 87
Loges, Clayton N. 87, 46, 47, 53, 39, 48
Long, John M. 156, 241, 156
Lopez, Ingrid 215
Loucks, Caroline A. 75, 217
Loudon, Joyce 69, 226
Lovelace, Ralph M. 243, 189
Lowe, Thomas R. 151, 156, 241, 198
Lucey, Robt. E., Jr. 100, 156, 177
Ludwick, John H. 53
Luehrs, L. Gregory 234, 235, 197, 147, 92
Luekard, Virginia 228
Luty, Robert 245
Lyles, James R. 94
Lyles, David 203, 87
Lyman, Sue 190, 229
Lynch, Patricia 225
Lynne, Kathryn 219
M
McAuliffe, Kathleen G. 219, 192, 87, 184
McBeath, Barbara 215, 205
McCafferty, Holly 229, 209
McCann, Kathleen 87
McCargar, Elizabeth 229
McCarthy, Kathleen 217
McCartney, Harold H. 58, 209
McCluney, Darrell 191, 247, 109
McClurg, Aileen 202, 87, 85
McCormick, David 237
McCoy, Janna D. 223
McCrae, James A. 100
McCullough, Richard 234, 201, 200
McDowell, Brace 247, 87
McEwen, Ralph 191, 247, 207, 87, 44
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McFarland, Daniel K. 150, 152, 156, 241,
198
McGilchrist, Sandra 190, 215, 50
McGiffin, John N. 234, 87, 198
Mclndoe, Brenda 229, 205
McIntosh, Marvin 65
McIntosh, Mary H. 225
McIntosh, Robert D. 189
McKain, John 64, 247
McKegney, Richard J. 66, 156
McKelvy, Alfred D. 247
McKennan, Patrice 102, 215
McKinney, Rena 72
McKnight, Frances G. 239
McKown, Martha J. 221
McKnight, Scott J. 155, 156
McKnight, Susan K. 221
McKulla, Lawrence 233
McLellan, Janet L. 72, 219, 192, 87
McManus, Kenneth 156, 239
McMullen, Ronald 191, 249, 197, 52
McMullen, Douglas 249
McMurray, Laurie 217, 208
McNulty, Linda L. 233
MacArthur, Bruce 232
Mack, Laurel 215
Mackay, John G. 100, 197, 45
MacKean, Carolyn R. 77, 226, 189
Mackey, Margaret R. 74, 192, 200, 198
Mackey, Richard E. 191, 245
Maclaren, Larry 85
Maclennan, Christine 223, 87
Macmillan, Donald E. 178
Madson, Patricia 195, 196
Magnuson, Eldon 77, 189
Magnusen, Mary 177, 217, 189, 196,
52
Maki, Thomas J. 77, 245
Mansfield, Philip 232, 207
Marcy, William 72, 237
Marinich, Wayne 234
Markham, Judy M. 200, 94
Marr, William D. 249
Martin, Alan 237, 87
Martin, Daniel M. 243
Martin, Molly 231
Martin, Michael 58, 209
Martin, Tom 58
Martinez, Esther 229
Mason, Patricia A. 214, 215, 195
Massart, Eileen 215, 208
Matheson, Carolanne 215, 203
Mathiasen, Susan 219, 207
Matthews, Penelope J. 209, 87
Mattson, Ronald 204
Maxwell, John E. 74, 200
Mayahara, Sandra H. 226
Mayer, Michael 243
Maynard, A. Christina 225
Mayo, Richard A. 156, 241, 198
Meeker, Paul E. 100, 200
Melin, Bruce D. 234, 207, 44
Mellinger, Martha 233
Melquist, Randall 243, 87, 85
Mensink, Lynne 229, 87
Mercer, Karen S. 217, 195
Mercer, Peter P. 200
Meredith, J. Lyndon 178, 180
Merklin, Susan 223
Merrick, Rodger 159, 198, 160
Meyer, Alvin H. 87
Meyer, Robert 194
Meyer, Tooey 243, 189
Meyerhoff , Jim 247, 177
Michael, Matthew 58, 239
Mickelsen, Mary S. 57
Miles, Karen E. 87
Milhoan, Carol R. 60, 206
Miller, Barbara A. 225
Miller, Dorothy 72, 221
Miller, Carroll G. 229
Miller, John M. 66
Miller, Judith 212, 196
Miller, Marji J. 233, 193, 85
Miller, Margo 212, 87, 44
Miller, Richard J. 189
Miller, Sherry L. 233, 196
FOR THE LOOK OF ELEGANCE
AT ANY COST
COLLEGE FASHIONS AT THEIR FINEST
(buloitdto
755 Broadway
Lakewood Center
TAILORED TO YOUR MEASURE
SUITS — TOPCOATS — SPORTSCOATS
SLACKS
ALSO TAILORED SHIRTS
GIL GUNDERSON
753 Broadway
Tacoma , Washington MA 7-6803
6 SERVICE
6th Ave. and Proctor
• COMPLETE AUTOMOTIVE SERVICE
• STOVE AND DIESEL OIL DELIVERY
• REPAIR SHOP
• TUNE UP
• BRAKE SERVICE
WE NEVER CLOSE
SK 9-3541
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Western, Inc.
MECHANICAL CONTRACTORSH-K FUlton 3-5488
2915 S. "M" Street Tacoma, Washington 98409
Mills, George H. 237
Minnitti, Marilyn 215, 196, 44
Misner, Ernest 77
Mitchell, Jane E. 61, 225
Mitchell, Sharon 203, 200
Mitchell, Tamia K. 233, 201, 200, 198
Mittelstaedt, Grant 245
Mochida, Joel 234
Moen, Ann D. 226
Moen, Timothy 237
Moench, John S. 100, 87
Moffat, John 233
Moles, Robert M. 77, 247
Moles, Kathryn 217
Monk, Donald C. 77
Monk, Bonnie 196, 87
Monroe, James P. 100
Montfort, Donald W. 245, 244, 197
Moon, John Paul 249
Moore, Cortez E. 63
Moreland, Leith M. 221, 44
Morgan, Donna 190, 217, 208
Morgan, Jerry 245
Morgan, Leslie A. 221, 208
Morgan, Mary L. 233
Morris, Dorothy J. 72, 202
Morris, Paul K. 243
Morris, Marilyn 219, 195
Morrow, Mary M. 221
Morse, Maxine G.
Morton, Mary E. 225
Morton, Ruth A. 217
Mosden, Christopher 239
Moss, Jon R. 77, 189
Mostoller, Sandra 227, 203, 87, 85
Moulton, Donald 245, 244, 189, 197, 51
Mousel, James E. 77, 237
Mount, Joseph S. 156, 241
Muench, Janice E. 87
Mulder, Anne Marie 204
Mulder, Walter 204
Muller, Beverly J. 215
Munro, Janie 190, 223
Munro, Kathleen 217, 196
Muridge, Jerry 209
Murphy, Neil 245
N
Neace, Harold M. 245
Neeley, Alvin F. 156
Neely, George M. 156, 177
Neiser, David 234
Nelles, Mary Jane 72, 225, 53, 45, 51
Nelson, Karen 213
Nelson, Linda 58
Nelson, Marsha E. 190, 212
Nelson, Richard G. 87
Nelson, Robert C. * 87, 85
Nelson, William R. 247, 191
Nelson, Wm. C. 191
Ness, Ronald D. 156
Neu, Thomas W. 191, 241, 114, 198
Neu, Christine 221
Neupert, David 245
Nevitt, Richard 78, 249, 52
Nevers, Diane 221
Newman, Rochelle 204
Nichols, Judy J. 217
Nimick, Richard F. 77, 239, 189
Noah, R. Michael 100
Noftsinger, Kathryn 231
Nomensen, Gary 241
Noonan, Janice 221
Norberg, Carole B. 61
Nordell, Alan G. 78, 245, 178
Norgord, Margaret 230
Normile, David R. 241
Nothdurft, Mary L. 229
Nowack, Virginia 221, 205
Nutter, Thomas W. 243
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o
Obame, Simon 235, 204
Obermeier, Christina 224, 225, 204
Ochsner, Carol J. 219
Oconnell, Michael 243
Oder, Chris 208
Odier, Pierre A. 57
Oelschlager, Eileen 221, 209
Ohare, Jon F. 100
Ohlson, Mark 243
Oliver, Christine 75, 221
Olsen, Carol A. 195
Olsen, Robt. 78
Olson, Carol J. 221
Olson, Gregory 191, 245
Omelveny, John P. 245
Oneill, Brian 78
Orness, Kristine K. 72
Orness, Bruce C. 65, 198
Ortmeyer, Linda E. 213, 203, 53
Ortmeyer, John A. 247, 87
Parker, Marian M. 72
Parr, John M. 241
Parrett, Allen B. 239
Parsons, Terrence H. 243, 209
Partenheimer, Karen 217, 196
Patrick, Jane 233
Patton, Rix C. 245
Paulsen, Lee A. 215, 196
Paulus, Lani 219, 196
Peabody, Pamela 227, 196
Pearse, Kent R. 243, 45
Pearson, Linda G. 213
Pease, Patricia J. 198
Pechman, Judene 196
Pedersen, Carol A 72, 213
Peel, Pamela S. 225
Pembroke, Laura L. 189
Pender, Dianel 179, 178
Pepelnjak, Stephanie 213, 192, 204
Perry, Charles F. 78
Perry, Paul K. 189
Perry, Stephen 156, 239
Pipe, Michael L. 72, 159, 160
Pizzalato, Linda 223
Plass, Martin L. Jr. 194
Plee, Gail A. 213, 200, 198
Pletz, Susan Ruth 190, 225
Plummer, Robert J. 78
Plymeir, Julie 72
Polley, Lynette E. 87
Pollock, Ann E. 223, 207
Potts, Sandra L. 233
Poulsen, Joann 72, 150, 213, 147, 92
Povey, Candace 213, 196
Preiss, Susie 203
Preis, Judith E. 226
Price, Judith M. 72
Priest, Jill L. 65, 233, 208, 46
Prouty, James 197
Ptak, Bettie B. 215, 189
Puckett, Marilee 190, 221, 192, 207, 44
Pulisevich, Donald V* 151, 152, 156, 239,
198
Foreign & Domestic
Repairs & Service
ATLAS
• TIRES
• BATTERIES• ACCESSORIES
CREDIT TERMS AVAILABLE
STAN LINDWOOD CHEVRON SERVICE
3722 Sixth Ave. SK 9-9037
DRIVE-IN RESTAURANT
We Feature Flavor Crisp Fried Chicken
Fish & Prawns
Hamburgers at their Best
3702 Sixth Ave.— Phone SK 2-5722
Irfi?
The Quality of Our Menu Was Planned
Osborn, Linda 229, 204
Osborne, Ann C. 219, 196, 207
Osgood, Gary 235
Osheroff , Michael D. 235
Osmanski, Frank A. Jr. 66
Osterlind, Steven J. 245
Otto, Alexis, R. 72, 192, 87
Owen, Laurie A. 229
Owen, Terry B. 239
P
Padway, Beverly F. 72, 226, 196, 204
Page, Carlotta 72, 227, 196, 207
Page, Constance 223
Paine, Jeffrey 156
Palmer, Douglas D. 243
Palmer, M. Arlene 64, 192
Parke, William G. 245
Parker, Nancy 221, 201, 200, 198
Persson, Michael E. 243
Petersen, Jerrilee K.
Peterson, Charles D. 245, 244
Peterson, Calmar 78, 245
Peterson, C^hristie 213
Peterson, Jana 221
Peterson, Jean 21, 87
Peterson, Kenneth V. 106, 87, 107, 200
Peterson, Richard G. 247, 78, 249
Peterson, Richard D. 247, 78, 249
Peterson, William J. 239
Petit, Jim 87
Pettet, Timothy 188, 239
Peyton, Joseph Jr. 65, 152, 153, 156, 108,
158, 159, 198, 53, 160
Phemister, Susan E. 229, 44
Phillips, Diane E. 229, 196, 209
Pierce, Robert L. 156, 239
Pierson, James A. 247, 246
Piete, Lea A. 78, 204
Q
Quick, John Jay 243
Quinn, Bill 239
R
Raber, Alvin Jr. 78
Raber, Connie 72
Raber, Barbara A. 72
Raczkowski, Thomas F. 233
Rafanelli, Adoree 233, 202, 205
Ragar, Judith 196
Raines, Chas 235
Ralph, Carole L. 87
Rasell, Susan 186, 215, 87, 47
Rasmussen, Paige 219
Rawn, James 245, 159, 160
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Raymond, Sally D. 57, 217, 196
Redal, Karen 74
Redal, Mark S. 200
Rediger, Glennyce 213, 196
Reed, Katherine 195
Regala, Eligio 249
Reilly, Norman E. 243
Reilly, Laurel F. 192
Reilly, Gerald F. 78, 243, 189
Reimers, Milton A., Jr. 245, 189
Reinhardtsen, Janet 227, 196
Reiter, Gregg F. 243, 197
Reithel, Nancy D. 209
Rempel, Margaret 225
Repp, Deborah 227
Reuter, James D. 209
Reynolds, Nancy 213
Rhodes, William J„Jr. 100
Rice, Barry 247
Rice, Dixon B. Jr. 206
Rich, Barbara L. 72, 213
Richardson, Jane E. 202
Richman, Louise 217
Ricker, Tomacin 215
Riddick, Sandra 225
Riddell, Gilbert Jr. 245
Ring, Linda J. 215, 205
Rippeon, Diana 221, 87, 85
Ripley, Herbert 185
Riutta, Marianna C. 221, 87, 46, 53, 39,
45
Roark, Robert L. 194
Robbins, James D. 247
Roberts, Eileen K. 229
Roberts, Frederick C. 245
Roberts, Joseph 249
Roberts, Randy G. 153, 156, 241, 198
Robertson, Carolyn 217, 196, 205
Robertson, John D. 245
Robinson, Karen L. 204, 87
Robinson, Owen B. 247, 207
Rock, Teresa S. 225, 195
Rodgers, Kathryn H. 63
Rohrer, Sharon 233
Roline, David S. 241
Rook, Thomas P. 245, 49, 53, 45
Roos, Carol L. 61, 226, 202, 198
Ross, Patricia 219
Rostedt, David H.
Roth, Susan K. 64, 213, 205
Roundy, Joe C. 155, 156, 245
Rowe, Dorothy 202, 205
Rownd, Emily 219
Roy, Frederick 233
Rudolph, James B. 239, 44
Rushfeldt, Dorcas 217, 196, 205
Rush, Geo B. 249
Russell, Jeanette 233, 204
S
Sadler, Thomas J. 243
9&mms, Susan M. 223, 196, 208
Sargeant, Merilyn 204
Sarna, Karen 213
Sarkissian, Julia 229, 204, 87
Savage, Holly Anne 65
Savage, Willis L. 62
Saxton, Gregory 249
Scamahorn, Virginia 217, 196
Scharpf, Elizabeth 223, 196
Scheiffele, Phyllis 213, 196
Schepper, Randolph W. 65
Scherdin, Suzanne 213, 204, 85
Scherer, Stephanie S. 227, 193
Schiess, Joan 219, 196
Schiller, Kathy L. 213, 204
Schindler, James C. 59, 233, 194, 204
Schindler, Peter B. 200
Schmid, Anthony J.
Schmidt, Chris M. 78, 239, 197, 45
Schmidt, Paul M. 49
Schmitt, Richard D. 66, 49, 48
Schneider, Philip L. 247
Schoeberlein, Barbara 229, 204
Schoen, Beverly A 225
Scholfield, James 239
We are proud to assist
in the growth and development
of the
University of Puget Sound
J. D. SH 0TWELL CO.
ASPHALT
PAVING CONTRACTORS
FU 3-4343
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Fiction — Non-Fiction — Technical
Religion — Home — Garden — Health
Art & Music Books — Encyclopedias
Specialty Children Books
Quality Paperbacks
Anything on Order
17 N. Tacoma Ave. MA 7-3516
Coast to Coast Stores
JOHN B. McKINNEY, Owner•SPORTING GOODS•GIFTS FOR THE ENTIRE FAMILY•COMPLETE LINE OF HARDWARE2602 6th Ave. MA 7-5363
TUXEDOS
Rent your Tuxedo from a Tailor!
“ Discount Rates to Students"
DON HARTER’S
725 St. Helen's FU 3-1541
1141-43 Broadway
1142 Commerce Street
" BEST WISHES TO THE CLASS OF 1967
FROM THE STATIONERS"
THE STATIONERS INC.
1141-43 Broadway MA 7-2153
1142 Commerce St. TACOMA
Schultz, James Lt. 78
Schumaker, Mary J. 229
Schuster, Iantha 223
Scoonover, Susan 229 196
Scott, Clinton B. 153, 156, 198
Scott, Ewing A 78
Scott, James M. Jr. 249
Scott, Lowell 194
Scroggs, James 241
Seaborn, Jack A. 243, 159, 160
Sears, Carolyn S. 233, 204
Seavy, Donald 193
Seaton, Kathleen 229, 196, 209
Sechler, John R. 239
Segawa, Allan Y. 249, 87
Seguin, Gary 235
Service, Richard 237, 44
Shannon, Stewart B. 243
Shannon, David 241
Shelby, Starke Jr. 243, 189
Sherwood, Wm. G. 239
Shields, Hazen R. 233
Shipps, Sandra 57, 225
Short, Catherine 190, 221
Shull, Steven E. 78, 233, 189
Shuler, Alice B. 196
Shull, Janet 225
Sibley, Glen E. 78, 45
Sidell, Alan P. 247
Siebert, Susan 229
Sienkiewich, Michael 152
Sievers, W. Henry 237
Simmons, Helen G. 72
Sinex, Janice 225
Singer, Carole 217, 208
Sinnott, Nicholas 156, 241, 198
Sissom, Wm. W. 245, 160
Skar, John M. 78, 194
Slater, Roger D. 235
Slottow, Jeffrey R. 78, 233, 203, 204, 209
Smethurst, Ann 225
Smets, Sherron L. 202
Smith, A. Colleen 190, 215, 206
Smith, Douglas J. 78, 186, 187, 249, 194,
53, 52, 28, 48
Smith, David G. 247
Smith, Dennis L. 243
Smith, Davina 215
Smith, Cheryl 229
Smith, Gary B. 64, 233, 207, 209, 87
Smith, Jennifer 214, 215
Smith, James J. 184
Smith, Karen J. 72, 218, 219
Smith, Louis C. 155, 156, 198
Smith, Kenneth W. 105, 235, 87, 44
Smith, Nancy L. 87
Smith, Rockwell D. 235, 87
Smith, Sandra 73, 214, 215
Smith, Warren L. 191, 247
Smithson, Janice L. 64, 215, 205
Smyth, Larry D. 239, 159, 160
Snavely, Kay I. 65
Snyder, Linda 221, 47, 50
Snyder, Theodore R. 78, 235
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DIAMONDS . . .
JEWELRY . . .
WATCHES . . .
SILVER . . .
STAINLESS STEEL . . .
CHINA . . .
CRYSTAL . . .
GIFTS . . .
ANTIQUES . . .
FREE PARKING
FREE DELIVERY
764 BROADWAY
Tacoma, Washington
BR 2-4295
Snyder, Susan 204
Solie, Eileen 193
Solie, Robert 249, 87
Soli, Bartlett 43
Somers, Alan M. 243, 189
Sorensen, StarlaR. 226, 205, 184
Soule, Virginia H. 229, 87, 48
Sousley, Lester D. 194
Souther, Barbara 213, 196, 52
Sparks, Linda H. 87
Spealman, Joel T. 200
Spees, Gary 235
Spence, Karen S. 226, 203, 87
Spiekerman, Wayne 245, 244, 45
Spoon, Carol I. 221, 195
Sprague, Robert 68
Sprague, Richard L. 201, 200
Sprang, Rebecca 221, 187, 200
Sprenger, Robert M. 59, 209, 87, 47, 53
Spring, Susan J. 67, 217, 53
Springer, Calvin C. 59
Staatz, William D. 233, 193
Stalker, Leonard K. 188
Standish, Marianna 233
Stanford, Richard G. 239
Stanley, Philip 235
Stanley, Kay 219
Stark, Wendy I. 233, 205
Stebbins, Mary A. 233
Steere, Edith L. 57
Steiger, Edith M. 195, 42
Steinman, Steven 247
Stell, Judith L. 233, 201, 200
Stella, Shirley 203, 223, 196
Stephens, Sheryl 213
Sterbick, Marilyn K. 219, 200
Sternke, Bruce 243
Stevenson, Joan 213, 196
Stewart, James M. 66, 239, 243
Stewart, James R. 66, 239, 243
Stiteler, Elizabeth 215
Stockham, James M. 239, 159, 160
Stockstill, Kathleen 190, 191, 195, 200
Stockstad, Richard 241
Stone, Rebecca 229
Storey, Leslie 219
Storey, Suzanne 213, 196
Stover, Susan L. 73, 227, 202
Stover, Elaine L. 233
Stover, Joan C. 233
Straub, Doni 213, 196
Strobel, Susan 227
Stroh, James Wm. 193
Strong, John 247, 87
Stroud, Roger L. 78
Stufft, Carol 219
Suglunoglu, Sait 204
Sumich, John E. 78, 189
Sundnes, Ruth 229
Sutherland, Janet 87
Sutley, Susan 229, 196
Sutinen, Melanie 209
Swanson, Aris 230
Swanson, Steven D. 156, 247
Swim, Merrill J. 213, 196
Switack, John B. 233
Swofford, Alan J. 249
T
Tartaglino, Sue 87
Tassin, John B. 243
Tate, Linda M. 233, 204
Taylor, Donald W. 204, 242, 66
Taylor, Donald H. 204, 242, 66
Taylor, Jack D. 243, 189, 197
Taylor, Jama D. 217, 196, 52
Taylor, Richard H. 243
Taylor, Robert T. 78, 189
Teichroew, Gary L. 245
Templeman, Scott 249
Tetzlaff, Diane 72, 202
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KNAPP COLLEGE
ACCREDITED BY THE ACCREDITING
COMMISSION FOR BUSINESS SCHOOLS
IT PAYS TO ATTEND A
GOOD BUSINESS COLLEGE
114 SO. 10TH ST. MA 7-7281
CPenf£ouse S/uc/io
Famous For
• PORTRAITS
• GROUPS
• WEDDINGS
Call MA 7-63211
Corner of 9th & Market
Member Pierce County Photographers Assc.
SOINE'S
SHOE STORES
3825 N. 26th • South 55th & Pacific Avenue • Villa Plaza
Tetzlaff, Thomas R. 233, 193
Tevis, Richard C. 156
Thacker, Teresa 73
Thatcher, Susan 213, 196
Theobald, Mary M. 193
Thies, Gregory 235
Thomas, David B. 247, 197, 50
Thomas, James A. 78, 237, 189
Thomas, Loyda 200
Thomas, Pamela 221, 208
Thomas, Victor M. Jr. 233, 193
Thome, Patrick A. 159, 160
Thompson, John E. 237
Thompson, Kathleen 225
Thompson, Mary 87
Thompson, Tani N. 229
Thurston, Daniel 153, 156
Tiberg, Steven 247
Tiedeman, Alan J.
Tietjen, Bruce 241, 184, 185
Tilmont, Gail 213, 196, 209
Tooley, Patricia D. 201, 200
Townsend, Larry E. 100
Trapp, Cynthia 229, 204, 209
Travers, Timothy D. 245
Tubbs, Donald W. 87, 177
Tuell, Jacqueline 192, 87, 200
Tuttle, James R. 247, 207, 87
U
Udman, Susan R. 219, 196
Uber, Rebecca 217, 196
Ulrick, Ronald R. 237
Ulrich, Beverly 221, 208
Urban, Donald 78, 233
V
Van Ambrug R. 198
Van Buskirk, Barbara 229, 87
Van Camp, Dale 229, 196
Van Leunen, Paul 235, 204
Vergin, David E. 204, 200
Vieneau, Marlyce 73
Voegele, Craig C. 243
Vollmar, David 249
Voss, Susan 233
Vukovich, Marilyn 195
W
Wager, William J. 239
Wagner, David H. 58, 87
Waknitz, Kristin 219, 200
Wall, Sandra S. 73, 206
Wallace, Mark R. 107
Wallis, Linda 216, 87, 184, 185
Walter, S. Lynda 196, 85
Walters, Richard 189
Walz, Jean A. 196, 204
Wangeman, Gretchen 219, 195, 196
Ward, G. Arthur 240, 241, 87
Warnock, Philip G. 198
Warren, Susan 221
Washington, Donnell 194, 53
Waters, Elizabeth M. 215
Watson, E. Richard C. 243, 85
Waymire, John Jr. 235, 204
Webb, Robin 221
Weed, Randy 156
Wells, Sharon 190, 219, 87
Werny, Isa 87
West, Michael A. 239
West, Roberta 196, 215
Westendahl, Janet 229, 202
Weston, Delmer F. 243
Whipple, Cliford 78
Whitcomb, James R. 247, 17
White, Steven J. 247
White, Wiliam K. 66
White, Wm. A. 245
Whiteford, Helen 217, 44
Whitehead, John W. 78
Whiton, Lloyd, G. 243
Whitsell, Kent 159, 160
Whylie, Frank C. Jr. 78, 240, 24l , 189
Wick, Arthur F. Jr. 194, 87
Widby, JayH. 78, 1S9
Wiemer, Janis A. 221
Wigle, Suzanne 190, 223
Wiles, Pamela 217, 196
Wilf, Boyce 209
Wilhelm, Glendon 78
Wilkins, Wendy 229, 205, 87
Willhite, Ronald D. 78, 249, 189
Williams, Craig C. 249
Williams, Linda 226, 87, 192
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Williams, Linda A. 226, 87, 192
Williams, Kathleen 227
Williams, Lucinda 213, 200
Williams, Ralph M. 78, 24l
Williamson, Susan C. 217, 203
Wilmarth, Mary E. 223, 200
Wilson, Clo Ann 201, 200, 198
Wilson, Carol J. 226, 202
Wilson, Gregory 237
Wilson, Jacqueline 200
Wilson, Joyce 229
Wilson, Linda L. 192
Wilson, Roy A. 94
Wlison, Shayna 215, 196
Wingfield, John 247
Winterhouse, Bruce 247
Wittenberg, Jane 229
Wolfe, Mary 213, 195
Wonders, Wendy C. 186, 221
Wood, Laura L. 225
Wood, Michael J. 100, 191, 2-43, 44
Wood, Michael G. 243, 191, 100, 44
Woodcock, Joanne 73, 213
Woodcock, Chas K. Jr. 237
Woodford, Robert G. 78, 237, 19?
Woodman, Kathleen 229
Woods, Kathleen 229
Woods, Mary L. 213, 200
Woodworth, Melvin 233, 204
Wright, June 205
Wulfman, Linda 198
Wylie, V. Sue 61, 225, 53, 48
Wyckoff, Christine 213, 192, 204, 87
Wyckoff, Wm. T. 100, 156
Y
Yamashita, Faye A. 73, 225, 206
Yamasaki, Charlene 229
Yildiran, Guzver 204
Yok, Larry Tom 235
York, Daneil E. 78, 235
Youman, James C. 245
Young, Kathy A. 225
Young, Thomas O. 247, 194
Youngquist, Deann 233, 196
Yount, Nancy K. 229, 196, 208
Z
Zaback. W. Kay 60, 213
Zelinski, Richard 156, 87
Zelinski, Bruce T. 237
Zimmerman, Gail 66, 49
Zimmerman, Suzanne 221, 42
Zimmerman, Judith L. 221
Zweiger, Thomas R. 233
FIRST LADY
STYLING
Hair Dresser of Year Award
A
WIGS
TINTING, STYLING, COLORING
2220 - SIXTH AVE. MA 7-2323
\OIM II l*AC I l'I f
Bank Note Co.
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Sixth at Pine
24th and Pacific
EHPARKERPAINTMFG. CO., INC.3302 SO- JUNETT • GR 4*0741
"Help TACOMA grow—
USE your Tacoma
products"
K St. at S. 1 2th
PEOPLES NATIONAL BANK
OF WASHINGTON
Congratulations on the
University of Puget Sound
building program.
PARKER PAINT
AUTOHAUS
TACOMA’S DEALER
for
"The Worlds
Best Buys”
VOLKSWAGEN -
PORSCHE
7030 So. Tacoma Way
GReenfield 4-0666
AUTOHAUS
ras
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